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“THE DOWN EAST HERO”

“AS DEAD AS THE DODO”

THBBE-TIMEg-A-WEKE

Lloyds Fixes Odds At 160 to 1 Against
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
a War With Uncle Sam

advance: single copies three centa
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion a id very reasonable

That Is the Fate Of Glass Radio Tubes As Com
pared To Metal, Says L W. Fickett

Lloyds, famed throughout the
world for willingness to take Insur
ance risks on almost anything, be
♦
He who forgives. ends the ♦ lieves an Italo-Ethtoplan war Is In
♦ quarrel —African Proverb.
«.
evitable and that the United.States
So many questions are asked con
Is the safest country In the world
Latest odds of the underwriters cerning the revolutionary new metal
| tubes ln modern radios that L. E.
against war within a year were:
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Italy and Ethlopa, no rate, war In- I Pickett of Maine Music Co. presents
Seacoast—Little
River
Lighted , evitable.
j this complete, clear cut statement.
Japan and Russia, 20 to 1.
Whistle Buoy 21.R- Characteristic ot
France and a major power. 20 to 1. Why the New Steel Tubes Improve
light changed Aug 14 to flashing
Radios
Italy and a major power. 15 to 1.
white 4 seconds, flash 0 4 second,
The
United
States
and
a
major
There
are
many
advantages ln the
eclipse 3 6 seconds
new "Metal" Tubes.
They are
Isle au Haut Bay—Bay Ledge and power, 100 to 1.
Invasion of the U 0 by any power, smaller ln size . being 1 inch In
Birch Point Beacons were painted
I 500 to 1.
diameter at the largest point and
black Aug. 13.
varying between 5-8 Inches to 3
! Inches high (above the base or subj panel)
They provide their own
■shielding by virtue of the metal shell
and this shell Ls a better heat con‘ due tor and radiator than glass. Be
cause of the method of construction,
the leads are shorter, within the
tube, which permits greater amplifi
EVENING OF
ALL DAY
cation at the higher frequencies,
(short waves) because the Inter-elec
trode capacity Is approximately 1-3
of the value for the equivalent glass
tube capacity and the more effective
Band Concert Both Nights
shielding assures greater stability.
Ten types of these metal tubes have
Street Parade Starts Promptly at 1 P. M. Aug. 22
been developed, to date having 6 3 V.
filaments. Some of these tubes have
The Midway will have all the old favorite games in
identical characteristics with present
glass tubes though several new types
addition to new ones
are planned including a double diode
and a hexode which ls an Improved
As usual the women have been working for several
pentagrid converter

THOMASTON LEGION FAIR
'

ON THE MALL

Wednesday, Aug. 21

be well worth inspection.

FIR PILLOWS, COOKED FOODS

FANCY WORK, APRONS

BEANO
“See You At The Fair”

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
15 CENTS

tubes and Inside of five years the
glass tube will be as dead as the Dodo.
We do not believe It possible to
over-emphasize the Importance of the
RCA All-Metal Tube No develop
ment ln radio since the early day of
the electric set has aroused such tre
mendous curiosity and Interest.
There can be no question but that
metal tubes In a radio receiver will
definitely mark the set as ’’old'' or
’’new" in the minds of radio set buy
ers Buyers will reason that "If the
set hasn't metal tubes, then It Isn't
the newest set I can buy."
Mr. Fickett will be pleased to show
the new tubes at Maine Music Co.
store and demonstrate at any time
the remarkable efficiency and purity
of tone they give the new radios All
the new sets at the Maine Music Co.
are equipped with the steel tubes —
adv ‘

Thursday, Aug. 22

weeks in advance of the Fair, and their Booths will

Telephone 1380—WBl Reserve Yoon
. . BUSINESS FOLKS’ SPECIAL
A DeitelMU Special Supper Tonight

25 CENTS
69811

Practical Operating Farts
A few of the more important me
chanical and operating features of the
new RCA All-Metal Tube are:
(a) Extreme quietness
<b) Uniform and self-shielded.
(c) Rugged mount support.
(d) Electrically welded.
<e> Better short wave performance,
tf) Mechanically locked base.
(g) New octal base.
(h> 8elf-allgning plug and key.
The new tubes have one more base
pin than comparable glass tubes, since
j the metal envelope has become a
shield
All the objections that h&ve been
i mentioned against metal tubes may
. be discounted with a smile. They
I really amount to nothing One thing
■ seems certain, and that is. that be[ ginning with this fall, the radio ln-

; dustry will gradually turn to metal

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

BKfCK

TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON AND
SWAN’S ISLAND

ETHOD
V For CORRECTING
FAULTY SCALP CONDITIONS
The famous Breck Method Treat
ments for the hair and scalp give
Immediate and positive results in
correcting all faulty conditions,
excessively oily or dry hair, dan
druff ... the hair flows with
alluring sheen and color. A
Breck* Treatment, ls a new ex
perience ln wave perfection.

MABELLE BEAUTY SHOPPE
Phone SS3-W.
413 Main St., Rockland
98-100

THE

Behold the ocean wide. It's reaches clear
Horizon past horizon that upfurled

Reveal a watery highway 'round the world.

A wonder of expanse to trust or fear,
A mystery of silence, monstrous, drear
Till tortured by the winds its might is whirled

In white plumed squadrons, rhythmic ranks are
hurled
Against the coastal bastions of the sphere.
It hath its secrets; tragedies that sleep

In coral caverns, treasures safe frum quest
Mid icy darkness,—In it life had birth.
Still opalescent,—it doth smile and creep
Round Eden islands of a tranquil West

To form—a gorgeous vestment for the earth.

Dr. P. C. Boomer
Chicago.

PROMINENT ALUMNI

Will

Attend

Reunion

of

Lincoln

(County U. of M. Association at

HILL GETS THE JOB

Boothbay Harbor

(Many prominent alumni of the Bar Harbor Civil Engineer
University of Maine will be among
To Superintend State Park
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. O.
Camp At Camden
Hamlin at the Lincoln County
Alumni Association outing at BoothWalter O Hill. C E of Bar Harbor,
bay Harbor. Saturday at 3 p. m.
has been appointed superintendent of
In addition to three presidents of
the new State Park Camp at Cam
the university, Dr. Little, Dr. Board- den.
man. and Dr. Hauck, Mr. Oeorge 6.
Mr. Hill has been tor years In
Williams *06, of Augusta, president charge ot work, now completed, for
of the Oeneral Alumni Association, John D Rockefeller. Jr. He was as
and Mrs Williams. Harold M. Pierce sociated with Paul D. Simpson Mr.
’19, of Bai :gor. vice president of the Rockefeller’s chief engineer .In build
Oeneral Alumni Association, and ing the road which crosses Cadillac
Mrs. Pierce. Arthur L. Deering T2, of Mountain and was In charge of the
Orono, dear, of college of agriculture work on the first section of the sum
and past president of Oeneral mit road up Cadillac, that section be
Alumni Association, and Mrs. Deer ing built by the park force before the
ing. and Charles E. Crossland '17, of remainder was taken over by the fed
Orono.
executive
secretary
of eral bureau. Mr. Hill has been asso
Oeneral Alumni Association, and ciated with 8upt. Oeorge B Dorr ln
Mrs. Crossland, will be honored many projects
The family will continue to reside
guests. Other prominent members
of the alumni organization to attend in Bar Harbor. Mr. Hill went to
will be Alar L ‘Bird XX). of Rockland Camden Wednesday on business con
past president of the Knox County nected with the new position, duties
Alumni Association, and James A. of which he will shortly take up.
Hayes XX). of Philadelphia, past
AND IS HE HAPPY?
president of Philadelphia Alumni
Association, classmates and friends
Warren lad Receives a Ball Auto
of the host, Mr. Hamlin.
graphed By the Detroit Champions
B. West Lewis '16, president of the
Paul Dalrymple, 11 year old son of
local association, will preside over
Dr and Mrs. Charles O. Dalrymple,
a brief business meeting and the J is the pleased owner of a baseball au
rest of the program will be devoted
tographed by 20 members of the Deto an informal and friendly social ! troll Baseball Club. A friend of
period of games and dancing. Sup Gordon Cochrane, better known as
per will be served by iMr. and Mrs. Micky Cochrane, the manager of the
Hamlin ar.d an invitation has been club, the friendship made through
extended to all alumni and under correspondence the past year, he re
graduates of the university ln the quested that a ball might be sent him
vicinity to take advantage of this autographed with the members of
opportunity for an enjoyable outing. the club, and he received It by regis
tered mail last week.
Dry cleaning bargains at Peoples'
On Hull's baseball the following
Laundry, 17 Limerock street, tel. 170. names arc to be seen. Hugh Shelley
Rockland.—adv.
Jerry Walker. Jo Sullivan, Bill Rogell.
Vic Sorrell, Charles Oehringer. Mar
vin Owen. Ray Hayworth. Goose
Goslan. Oen Crowder. Tom Bridges.
JoJo White, Chief Hogsett, Al Auker
Schoolboy Rowe Cy Perkins. Del
Baker, Helnle Schuble. Pete Pox.
DEPENDABLE YEAB BOUND
ICE SERVICE
Frankie Reiver.
Paul is an ardent ball fan.
DAY OR NIGHT
Quality Product, Courteous,
Efficient Driven

ICE SERVICE

OAKLAND PARK
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOB FARES AT WHARF.

TONIGHT

AL STANFORD

and his

CHARLES H.MdNTOSH
Tel 626, Rockland
DAY OR NIGHT

27StI

Don’t Forget the Dance
Monday Evening, Aug. 19
DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA

So. Thomaston Grange Hall
99*lt

COLLEGIANS
8.30 to 12.30

BY F. O. BAILEY CO., AUCTIONEERS

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
OF THE

VALUABLE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN
AND FOREIGN ANTIQUES, FURNITURE
AND ART OBJECTS

Collected by the late Mrs. J. M. Baldrige

Admission 40c
99’lt

LITTLE GUEST HOUSE
16 GLEASON ST.,
THOMASTON
Rooms and Board by Day or Week
Tourists Accommodated
Prices Reasonable
NELLIE A. GARDINER, TEL. 186-11
98’99

NOTICE!
To the Citizens and Taxpayers of St. George:

—

On the Premise* At

GLEN COVE, ROCKPORT, ME.
(One Mile East of Rockland)

BEGINNING ON TUESDAY, AUGUST 20
At IS A. M. (Daylight)
And Continuing Dally At 10 A. M. and 2 P. M.
AUGUST 20, 21, 22, 23, 84, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30
Included In the collection and to be offered for sale are several
antique, mahogany deaks, cheats, bureaus, wing chairs, tables, beds,
several maple chests, stands, tables, bureaus, and beds, fine banjo
clock, antique sideboard, hooked rugs, hundreds of beautiful statues,
vases, lamps, prints, pictures, etc., an Immense collection of antique
and modern glass and china, table and bed linen, spreads, puffs,
blankets, electric and coal range, fine refrigerators and kitchen
equipment Also large amount of valuable furs, jewels and stiver and
many hundreds of other items too numerous to mention.
An opportunity to examine the articles to be offered each day
will be given one hour before the commencement of each sale. For
further particulars Inquire of the Auctioneers, Free and South
Streets, Portland. Maine.
ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE COLLECTIONS EVER OFFERED
AT PUBLIC SALE IN MAINE
97-104

Russell
Funeral Home
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
9 CLAREMONT 8T.
BOCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier

Branches at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350

Too bad, but nevertheless true, that unless there

is a better response to the payment of taxes there

will be no schools open in St. George this year.
No business can continue to function with an

annual deficit of from $5,000 to $10,000.
Fred H. Smalley,
Fred S. Seavey,

WE BUY

OLD GOLD

L. R. A. Whitehouse.

Selectmen of St. George.

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER

178 MAIN STREET, BOCKLAND
78-tf

Shipmate’s Tribute To the Late Herbert Wood
Leach Of North Penobscot
,

HEA

9CS102

FOUR STAR WINNERS
A Double Tie Takes Spot

light Today—The Proper
Answers
Today's winning answers are com

bined with Thursday's to make a truly
imposing array of Pour Star Polks
The winners ln the daily contest were
exceedingly hard to pick today and
the Judges finally came to u double
tie. the first of the contest Misses
Dorothy Oordon and Madelyn Rawley
of this city tied for 82 prizes and

Mrs Clara Overlock and Mrs. Hazel
Curtis of Washington and Rockland
respectively, had excellent answers
winning second prize These two are
now heading the contest for the grand
prize of 815
Saturday's flashes tell us that—
Ernest Quinn, friendly manager of
the William Underwood Company
plant here, tells us this world known
packing Industry was established In
1821
Lawrence Miller, who saves you
money, keeps from 35 to 75 recondl
tloned used cars on hand at all
times, ranging ln price from 325 to
$700.
Prank Rokes. manager of Rockland
Grain Co. tells us Wirthmore Feeds
always win" because they're of "one
quality only—the best."
Sanford E. Welt has made 78 vio
lins, and It takes 32 working days,
not counting drafting, or waits be
tween besides a heap of ability to
make one. He now owns the largest
and best collection of violins ln all of
New England.
Helen Hyde Carlson, who sells "gifts
that are worth while" opened The
What Not Oift Shop Oct 15 1934
Ronald Messer whsoe popular ga
rage yuo'U find on Park street, has
been making cars behave as they were
meant to 12 years.
Mabel Cross keeps three people
, busy at her well Hked Mabel’s Sewing
Shop, 380 Main street.
• • • «
Thursday’s Unpublished Flashes
follow—
Milton M Griffin has been our effl
clent and friendly Clerk of Hie
Courts since 1921.
Raymond E. Thurston and Sumner
B Banks, his Hiurston Oil Co . mana
ger, have been handling "Amoco1
Products ever since its distribution
started ln the State of Maine.
Hiram P. Farrow, dean of County
Commissioners ln the State of Maine
civil engineer and title authority, was
first elected to office 57 years ago.
McLoon Sales Sc Service tell us
their highly specialized electric equip
ment ls necessary, because motor me
chanics are so highly complicated Ur
day that good work can only be »c
compllshed with highly specialized
machinery, ln which one-thousandth
of an Inch ls an Important matter.
Edward N. Sylvester, the hustling
wall paper hanger and painter has
been 18 years at hls business.
Vasker and Spiro Adams can sup
ply you with everything ln fruits 'm
the market, at their fine 220 Main
street store.
Winona Briggs who operates The
Little Beauty Shop. 598 Main, has
been making girls and women beautl
ful 11 years.
Mike Armata, who opened hls bust
ness with 25 suits and 25 overcoats
began hls business here in 1922.

KATHERINE’S
BEAUTY SHOP
AU Branches of Beauty
Culture
Katherine Small, Prop.
18 GAY STREET,
TEL 270-W

Editor of The Courler-Oaaette :—
In these days of steamships, radios,
motors and so torth one marvels at
the accomplishment of many daring
feats, but harking back a half
century how much greater courage
was Involved to achieve the desired
results. What stalwart souls there
must have been to volunteer for
polar expeditions ln those days,
pioneers who faced almost certain
death.
I am reminded of such a man, a
shipmate of more than a half
century ago, Herbert Wood Leach,
who at the age of 76 has recently
found rest ln North Penobscot. He
was a modest unassuming man. a
dare-devil who knew no fear. Our
ages coincided within a day, our
birthplaces In nearby towns and our
shipping careers began together at
the tender age of 16.
The wanderlust seized us and by
skillfull maneuvering we finally
reached New York where we shipped
for Australia. With United States
off the gold standard, and a great
boom on Ir. Australia, the glitter of
gold was too fascinating to resist.
At last we were on our way, bound
to (Melbourne with a load of kerosene.
We had all Intention of running
away when we arrived there to seek
a get-rich-qulck-fortune.
ease
We found a Nova Scotia trader
there who would finance our trip
Into the bush until our ship left, we
to reimburse him later, but Fate had
other plans In store. The Captain’s
weather eye detected our feverish
plans and calling us aft admonished
in no uncertain terms: **1 hate to
lock you boys up. It you desert I
shall surely send detectives after you.
I realize that the pay Is small <$12 a
month) but If you will stay I'll make
It satisfactory at the end of the
voyage.” So we agreed to stand by
the gruff, shaggy-eyed old skipper
who kept us on half-starved rations
during thc tempestuous voyage out.
Then we left for Newcastle to load
coal for Manila. At Manila we were
forced to anchor ln the bay because
the water was not deep enough to
permit landing, the coal being dis
charged by coolies into lighters.
Manila was under Spanish rule and
because of some previous trouble
with American sailors we were de
nied shore leave. Not to be outdone
we sought liberty ln other channels.
An English ship was anchored about
a half-mile away and we aimed to
make it under cover of darkness
with the aid of a plank and our old
trusty arm propellers. It was a dare
devil stunt through those shark-in
fested waters but .12 long, hard
months confined on shipboard had
taken toll of our endurance and
liberty was cheap at any price. So
we tied our clothes ln packs about
our necks and mounted the plank
which had been secretly tied to the
anchor-chain. Making fast to the
other ship's cable we climbed aboard.
Joining the merry crew of sailors and
were given a hearty welcome. All
too soon we must once more doff
clothes and take to our trusty trans
port ln order to arrive back before
dawn.
Happily
and
perhaps
miraculously we made ship minus
neither arms nor legs and crawled
under the boat on the forward house
where we bunked, no one the wiser
for our escapade.
• • • •
No doubt It was this same spirit
of dare-devil carelessness that
prompted (Mr. Leach, a few years
later, to take examinations for the
Polar Expedition sponsored iby the
United Slates Government. He went
up for examination with plasters on
him fore and aft, the result of a bale
of cotton falling upon him while
working. When questioned by the
doctor. Mr. Leach replied, ’<Jues6
those longshoremen tried to kill me
because I didn't belong to their
Union.”
However, Leach was not turned
down with hundreds of others, but
set aside as a possible candidate,
later to be accepted as a perfect
specimen, a typical sailor, 100 per
cent tough. That he did not betray
their confidence was very evident by
the medal which was later awarded
him by Congress Inscribed: “In com
memoration of the perils encountered
and as ar. expression of the high
esteem ln which Congress holds hls
services. Sept. 30, 1890.’’
Modesty kept the knowledge of
this fact under lock and key, ln hls
home town, Brockton, Mass., for 35
years. Only by chance did It be
come known when IMr. Leach at
tended the unveiling of a statue ln
New York, to Lieut. George W. Long,

head of the Polar Expedition, who
lost hls life somewhere ln the Arctic
Ocean. Leach, at that time, was
sole survivor. The Expedition was
frozen in the Ice for 28 months,
when the 500 ton steamer Jeanette
was finally crushed and sunk. Three
life boats, loaded with provisions,
were put on dog sleds and they
started out over the Ice. Lieut
Denenhower, In charge of the boat
to which Leach was assigned became
sick, was rolled ln blankets and
placed ln a boat.
After weeks of traveling over the
Ice they readied the open sea. With
Denenhower helpless ln the bottom
of the host. Quartermaster Leach be
came navigator. It was then that
Leach appreciated the value of the
hard and fast navigation schooling
to which he was subjected by the
stern skipper on the Australian trip
and which proved to be hls salva
tion.
The boat In charge of Lieut. Long
became separated from the others at
night fall, during a heavy gale and
was never seen again. Leach steered
the boat most of the 800 miles, some
times standing up for 20 odd hours
at a time. He was reluctant to give
up hls post lor fear others might let
the boat broach too and be swamped.
Hls plan was to work all the southern
he could and the fact that he landed
farther scuth than the other boat,
whose w.tckage was later found,
caused.
Lieut
Denenhower
to
call him. "The Down East Hero."
Leach was one of five of the 13
survivors to volunteer to go back ln
search of the other boat. Twelve of
the frozen bodies were found some
months leter on a small lsland near
Siberia. Nearby was found their
log. the last entry being: "Doctor
dying."
After suffering Intense
agony the 13 survivors were picked
up by Eskimos who piloted them to
Yakutsk, Siberia, where a quack
doctor removed Leach’s froeen toes
by means of wire cutterg.
Four yean after starting on the
expedition they arrived back ln New
York and were called to Washington
where they were feted for 10 days.
Leach, at that time, was 26.
He died ln Brockton, Mass., June
25th, 1935, and was burled near hls
birth place ln North Penobscot,
Maine.
This is tribute of respect and
devotion from—
A Shipmate

OLD TIMERS' OUTING
Ventral Maine “Vets" Dine At No,
Meadows Inn and Go Slghtaeein*

The “Old Timers" of the Centra
Maine Power Company held their an
nual meeting Wednesday at Nei
Meadows Inn, following a royal fees
with a cruise among the islands o
Hockomock and Sheepscot Bay.
Twenty-four members then drove t
Bath and embarked on the stauncl
motor boat “Seafarer" of 50-passen
ger capacity. The excursion agent
Charles T. Jackson of Bath, explain*
the points of Interest ln passing.
Boothbay received one-half hour o
the excursionists’ time, after whlcl
the homeward trip was made by a dlf
ferent route. "The best yet" was th
general opinion of the pleasun
Jaunt. Those from here who took th
trip were H. P Blodgett, H. W. Keep
O C. Cassens, F E. Oregory, F. A
Seavey, James Sullivan. R. H. Tib
betts C E. Orcutt, Hollie Bennett
and C. E Oregory.

OFFENSE TO THE EYE
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport, one
of the leaders in the Maine Senate,
writes thus to the State Highway
Commission:
Along Route 1 in Camden and Lin
colnville the roadside ls cluttered
with steam-rollers, cement mixers,
and other miscellaneous Idle road
building equipment. It really ls a
beautiful scenic road and drive and I
am sure the public will appreciate It
If this equipment ls removed as soon
as It has served its road building pur
poses ln its present location.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I bad to live mr lUe again I would
have made a rule to read eome poetry
and listen to eome music at leaat once
a week The lose of these tastes Is a low
of haDolness —Charles Darwin
IT NEVER COMES AGAIN
There are fains for all our 1
There are balms for all our pain.
But when youth, the dream, departs.
It takes something from our hearts.
And it never comee again.

We are stronger, and are better.
Under manhood's sterner reign,
Still we feel that something sweet
Followed youth, wtth flying feet.
And will never come again.

Something beautiful ls vanished,
> i
And we sigh for It In vain;
I
Wc behold It everywhere.
>
On the earth, and ln the air.
But It never comes again
—Richard Henry Stoddard.
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MAINE-IAC AT LARGE

NINTH INNING VICTORIES

Awed By Immensity of the

Gaspe Peninsula and Its

Guardians Camden and St. George Had Narrow Escapes

Precipitous Cliffs

It Is a tragedy that shocks the
world, this dreadful accident which
(By Alvary Oay)
shuts out ln a moment of time the
Leaving Quebec we drove through
fruitful lives of Wiley Post and Will - 2S0 mile$
quaint country ,o rfafh
Rogers While with the noted ; Matane, rea],y the £tartlng
Qf
aviator apparently there went not j [he Oaspe trlp
ao much of the personal association. WPre R<xxl but elthfr too du4tv (K
Will Rogers was the humorist who too muddy Being ln new land. BUI
entered Into our dally life and and I passed the hours between dinbrought cheer to the fireside of every ner and bed ln consulting our maps
home. Indeed the entire country regarding the next day's Journey
this morning finds itself wearing the Asking the hotel clerk the distance to
eloquent insignia of mourning.
Peroe we were told it was 280. ‘ But,”
he said, “you will never make it in
OUR FISHERIES. A GREAT ASSET one day Of course you may be
expert drivers." I think by "expert"
Surely from all the people who have he meant "devilish.* However start
Interest in the prosperity of these ing out Friday morning we fellows
reaches of the coast there will go out told our pa .angers that we would
an expression of hope that the efforts have them in Perce at 6 oclock.
At noon we had covered 150-aud
being made by Commissioner Rodney
E Feyler for the enlargement of the oh. what miles! Good roads—yes;
fisheries will meet to the largest de but the hills and curves! Look on a
gree. with their aimed-at success. road map and you will aee this Route
The story of what Mr Feyler. in hls No. 6 going around the peninsula at
capacity of Commissioner of Sea and exactly the water's edge We went
Shore Fisheries, seeks to bring into over mountains, around under mounaettve operation, was set forth in tains, ln bays and across ravines. At
detail in the preceding issue of this | one spot We were In the midst of a
paper and should be read by all our delicate piece of maneuvering. Bill
people who have at heart the well- was some 200 feet behind me. yet,
being of this great ocean region of when I made the double-back turn I
Maine What It should mean to the actually spoke to him. now directly
business life to see restored to these beside me And between us we looked
waters the activity in past years en- down onto the tops of trees growing
Joyed, we think our people for the 100
below Borne spot for a back
more part have lost sight of. A ses; driver!
restoration of the fisheries that one
xil day long our one wish was that
time flourished here, but in the quar- thls
wouldn't smell of fish
ter century past have sorely shrunken j immediately a town was near, an
would mean the return of prosperity [ odor of drying tarc.^ and filled
to a great body of our seaside popuia-1 our nostrils with enough of the aroJha
tion. an arm of the prosperous that to last until the next village was
must inevitably extend itself over reached
• • * •
wide sections of Maine.
Those bleak little clusters of houses
The Commissioner in turning to the
source of National funds for help in shelter a strenuous class of people.
realizing hls ambitions In this con In summer they go out after cod.
nection. will have the cordial backing Their boats are heavily built and
of our people Hls plans as outlined j clumsy, made to stand the abuse of
are practical and worthy their un- [ wind and wave. At places when the
divided support.
j road was high over the river, we could
j look far out on the water and see the
THE LOWLY HERRING
I fishermen at work The boats would

Every-Other-Day

of Our Coast
Oh! give me a home by the »e«
Where wild waves are crested with

foam.

Where shrill winds are caroling free.
As o'er the blue waters they come;
For I'd list to the ocean’s loud roar.
And Joy In Its stormiest glee.
Nor ask In this wide world for more.
Than a home by the sleep, heaving

"Ybu can bank on extra mileage”

Last Night—Fight For Second Place
Coming Games
This afternoon (4 o'clock)—Wat
son Shoe of Auburn at Camden
Sunday afternoon (3 o'clock)—
Outcasts vs Thomaston at Thomas
ton.
*
Monday—Open date.
Tuesday—Camden at Rockland
• • • •
The League Standing ,
The St Oeorge Colts moved up a
a peg on Thomaston last night In
their fight for second place, The
figures:

Miranda, c .......
Robbins, cf .......
Sawyer, rf .... ....

4 0
4 0
3 0
•

0 0
2 3
0 0

says... ths ENG/Ntefi in Every Gauon
7 3 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

36 3 6 10*36 13 3
• Two out when winning run was
made Maynard out for attempted
sea.
—E A Hosmer
bunt on third strike
Camden _____ 02000000 3—4
Doubling Point Range
Thomaston .... . 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 3—3
Mr and Mrs. Ouy Crowley of the
Three-base hits. Mayhew. Felt.
Kennebec River Coast Ouard Station
Walker. Base on balls, off Ray 3
and son. Blanchard, and Mrs Orace
Struck out. by Bagley 7. by Ray S
Williams and Mrs. Fitch were callers
Double plays. Ray. Felt and Moody
Sunday at this station
W.
L.
PC 1 Umpires. Wotton and Magee Scorer.
Mr and Mrs. Merton Webber of Camden ________
14 j
933 Winslow.
Ba:h pa*wd Sund»y hfre
Thomaston ________ 8 g
671
The motor yacht. Dad. with owner St. George _______ _ 7
g
TWILIGHT TWITTERINGS
.466
Mr. Pinkhus, has been at this place Rockland
1 14
006
recently. Mr Pinkhus makes a visit
• • • •
A fractured elbow will keep Chummy
annually about this time of year.
St George 8, Rockland 7
Oray out of the Twilight League race
Keeper and Mrs Nye and Mrs
Rockland Orphans
were in for the balance of the season. A good
_ ..
. „ . - The ------------—K-—
1
a
mV ° • rf*
W
' d,ngrr of winning their first game at pitcher, a good batter and always a
Und Augf 12 to attend the funeral of community
nlght
<he dl>mond
* n
. re ire
eepc. o Oeorge scored five runs in a 3th InnThere's absolutely no truth in the
PortUnd Breakwater Light. While ln
ing rally, and the spectators went report that Chuck Flits is going to do
that city. Keeper Nye had the pleas
home without seeing a record estab- batting practice with cantaloupes He
ure of being shown through the new
lished. A passed ball, three singles, handles the melons as a matter of
lighthouse depot by Mr Sampson, as
and two errors turned the trick.
business.
sistant superintendent. He certainly
Although thr Orphans outbatted thr
This paper's recent comment that
enjoyed the privilege of viewing the
u .
.
u .....
.
Colts Colbath s benders were much in cigarette smoking did not look good
line buildings and wonderful docks.
.virf.„„. „„a u
—
a ..
, .. ...
evidence, and he fanned 14 men. Put- on the diamond while a game Is in
Mr and Mrs. Charles Mathews and
nam led both teams in hitting, with progress has been unanimously en
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Pinkham. old
three safe singles.
dorsed by the fans, and the offense
schoolmates of Keeper Nye in the
SL George
has
been discontinued.
town of Orrington and whom he had
ab r bh po t e
Between Innings the fans are en
not seen for more than 30 years, visit
I. Simmons. 3b ___ 4
deavoring to select the "most valu
ed the station recently. Keeper Nye
Wiley, w ------------ 3
able players." Nobody envies the men
did not recognize them, as the years
Monaghan, cf____ 6
0 who will have to make the selections
wrought many changes, and they
Smalley. 2b ______ 5
0 for the four Bok prizes.
were obliged to prove their identity;
M
Simmons,
lb
__
_
5
0
Some glue concern will earn the
they In turn said they could have
3 16
0 League's thanks if it can provide a
picked him out of any line-up of Mackie, c__
Stimpson. rf
a 1
0 substance sticky enough to prevent
crooks!
Polky. rf
0 Pirpo Frye from throwing his bat
Bes'. wishes to ail.
Colbath. p ....
• • • •
1 Hls percentage of thrown bats was
— 254 at last accounts
Ram bland
41 8 3 27 8 2
It Is well to remember that next
A friendly greeting from this Island
Rockland
! week Is the last full week of League
to all Lighthouse comrades
ib r bh po 1 e 1 baseball Tf you miss any of the
Mrs John Wilson and children and
Olover.
3b
.......
4
2 2 1.
0 j games you will regret lt through the
guest
passed
a
weekend
recently
at
-------I go completely out of sight behind a
Apropos the hope entertained of huge wave, only to come soaring up Mrs Wilson's cottage at Fisherman Karl. 2b ... ......... 3 10 4 1 1 long months which follow
aeeing returned to their former en-1 on the next crest And tn winter. Island
Frye, rf __ ------- 3 2 3 1 3 ®
The Orphans are learning to back
------- 6 0 0 8 0 ® up batted balls and wild throws a
Joyed prosperity the fisheries of our isolated from the world these people
Mrs. C. N. Robinson and daughter Ellis, ef__
coasts attention is attracted to that hew an existence for themselves out Mabel were callers Sunday on Mrs ! Putnam, c ----------- 3 I860 ® i little better. Now for a little im
j McAlary. lb -------- 4 0 13 0
little-known attribute of the lowly Of a stem land. A hard life—and lt Wilson and Mrs Sadie Roach
provement in baserunning Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Harry' Roach have McCarty, if -------- 5 0 0 0 0
but ubiquitous herring—a tiny form shows The men of 30 are old; the
has thrown away lots of runs, in that
| Dondis. ss ............... 4 0 0 16
Of scales, produced in abundance children know the meaning of work been visiting in Boston
respect, this season.
____ 3
0 12 3
Millard
Robinson
and
Ouy
Robin[ Oray. p
These the fishermen husband to the almost from the cradle We passed
10 0 0
------ 0
tune of many thousands oi dollars in three young boys, rxjssibly six or eight ton recently took Mr. Mitchell and •Mitchell
LOCAL CLUB CONTESTS
____ 1
0 10 0
the past few years, forward them to years old. who. with man-slaed axes Keeper Robinson ashore to make a tConnor
the New York market, whence they (,n their shoulders, were off to help trip down East. It has been three
Next Three Months Will Be Busy For
issue in a pasty form out of which get the winter fuel supply
years since Keeper Robinson has
39 7 10 27 10 5
the 4-H Clubs
u produced synthetic pearls and a Just when Bill and I were tiring been at hls old home in Harrington
• Batted for Gray In 9th.
great variety of Jewelry, toilet articles ' ourselves, and the engines were gasp- He will there visit his mother. Mrs
i Batted for McAlary in 9th
Local 4-H» Club contests will be
etc. Whether in our local fisheries mg in the thin mountain air. the Diana Robinson, who Is a smart 81. Oeorge
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5—8 held during the next few months
this manifestation of the herring has
of the car pointed straight up old ladv of 81 years. She recently Rockland ........ 30000002 2—7
Each contest will be attended by Ruth
currency we are not at present in- an(] then Just as straight down—and walked two miles to visit her nephew.
Two-base hits. Oray. Frye. Mackie, Clark. Club Agent. The schedule fol
formed: but down Passamaquoddv there a mile below was Perce. At Ira C. Robinson, her age no draw- j Three-base hits, M. Simmons. Mackie,
lows:
way. we are told, much wealth comes ; precisely 6 o'clock we drove into town. back to her ambition to keep active ' putnam. Stimpson. Base on balls.
August
of lt. Here is a "Quoddy project"
Perce is the most unique spot Mr Mitchell will be missed, for his' Oray j. colbath 4 Strikeouts. Oray
31—Owl's Head <2 girls clubs).
that appears to have real merit in it. on the tour.
It full name Is stay, here the first ln five years, wa, 5 colbath 14. Umpires. Fowler and
2D 8 T
, Perce Rock (pierced rock). Dl- greatly enjoyed Mr. McPee Is sub- yjosher.
23—Edgecomb 2 6 T.
A NOTED PLAY-HOUSE
|
• • • •
; rectly in front of the town, and head stitutlng for Keeper Robinson.
27— South Thomaston <3 clubs).
ed full speed for shore, is a mon
Millard Robinson and Guy Robin- j
Camden 4. Thomaston 3
2 D S. T.
The taking down of the Hollis strous liner of rock. The pierced ron are engaged in cutting trees and
Hopelessly trailing the Camden
28— Nobleboro. 2 S T
Street Theatre removes one of Bos rock! It is a long and narrow, yet clearing the grounds for Mrs. John SheUs ,Qr elght jnnln<s lasl night
29— Round Pond. 1 30 S T
ton's most famous institutions, towering ledge The waves have worn
^son1 Thomaston took the lead with a three29— Walpo.e level, 6 30 S T
familiar to our down-east people of a hole right through it. Geologists
i run rally, only to see victory snatched
30— Waldoboro 'Sunny Side Up Meelder times, who regarded a visit to claim that the rock was once a part
> ort land tl’ad
the big city » wanting in remem of the mainland. Here is an idea of
F O. Hilt and family and John j from its grasp, when a couple of errors domak Boys), 2 D S. T.
September
brance if it failed to register an eve- Its size. Three hundred tons of this Robinson motored to Cushing Thurs paved Lhe way for Camden's comening at the noted playhouse, where weird formation fall Into the sea each day attending the Gilchrest family back in the last half of the ninth.
3—West Rockport. 2 D. S. T.
Edwin Booth _or^ Southern, or other |
J^’”ln'13 OOO
there wlll ^reunion at Mr. and Mrs Garfield The hero of the affray, from Camden's
3— Camden ieve). 7 D S T
standpoint was Joe Leonard's smash
tragedian beyond the footlights
lived
4— South Liberty, 1S T.
"
J be no Perce Rock. That gives us a Dolliver's cottage. Oak Oodge
ing single, with the bases full
and moved ln the immortal lines of rock of approximately 3900.000 tons
4— Burkettvllle. 3 30 S T.
Mrs. Martha Sterling and Mrs.
It was a pretty pitching duel be
Shakespeare
5— Clark Island. 2 S. T.
The huge Normandie weighs only Orace Dow attended a lawn party at
This present writer recalls one of | W28Q tons Were 6he 0,
rock the home of Mrs Oeorge S. Billings tween Lieut. Bagley and ''Nutmeg"
6— Thomaston Clipper 4-H. 7 D
those memorable occasions, when he ber weight might approach the three- of Peaks Island Wednesday after Ray. and curiously enough the break 8 T.
sat spellbound at the Court of Den miihon mark. Now by picturing the noon. They were evening guests of In the effectiveness of each did not
6—South Bristol <5 clubs). 6 30 8. T.
come until the last chapter.
mark, in the presence of Johnston . Normand* ^ly a few hundred feet Mrs Charles Sterling.
6— Bristol. 2 S. T.
A walk drawn by Wadsworth, a
Forbes-Robertson, one of the most I u shore
headed directlv
9— Waldoboro. Rainbow Workers,
Robert Thayer Sterling and nieces
noted Hamlets of his time. Playing j yQU can
idea
tbe plcof of Misses Elizabeth and Marian Sterl slashing triple by Maybew. and Flan 3.30 D. 8 T.
agan's poor throw on Leonard's
opposite to him in the tragic role of work nature has done at Perce.
10— Damariscotta Mills. 3.30 D S. T.
ing are to spend the week end at
Ophelia appeared his beautiful wife, a
• • • •
11— Georges River Road. 7 D S T.
Southwest Harbor and will be guests grounder gave Camden two runs in
Rockland girl. Gertrude El'iot. whose
On the advice of friends. I was tak Monday of Mrs George Wellington tbe second innu«. the only scoring
13— Owl's Head Snappy Seven, 4 30
loveliness of spirit and person continue ing the Oaspe by travelling down the at her summer home. The Cliffs By until the ninth.
D 6 T
to enthrone her ln the hearts of our St. Lawrence and around so as to be The Sea. Manset. where Mr. Sterling
In the first half of the ninth Walker
14— Friendship 4-H Clubs. 2 D. 8. T.
people down to this very day. Amid on the inside of the road. And good Is to be honor guest,
tripled—one of the prettiest hits of
16—Tenants Harbor <2 clubs), (eve).
that great throng of spectators, this advice lt was. Going the other way
18— Port Clyde (3 clubs) (eve.)
Mrs Adora Hilt and Mrs. Martha the game "Chick dropped a throw
writer was the only one with knowl there are places where you haven't a Sterling met with Good Timers at the which would have retired Flanagan,
19— Sheepscot and West Aina,
edge of the heroine's first appearance foot
£pare_ and there is no rail- summer home of Mrs. Burrell. and successive singles by Moody and (after school). 3 30
upon the stage, for he had been at ing or fence between you and a vil
30—Boothbay Harbor (after school).
Underwood Springs. Tuesdav for an Felt netted the visitors three runs. In
the school performance when upon lage 200 feet beneath
20— Boothbay Center. 6.30 8. T
all day outing A social time was the last half Plaisted singled but
the boards of Farwell Hall the young
Saturday the drive was mostly enjoyed
At the business meeting would have been easily retired at sec
23 to 26—Knox County Fair 4-H
girl had gorgeously figured, with through covered bridges—during the
Mrs. Burrell was made a member of ond had not Dimick fumbled a throw Exhibit.
song, in the flower story as "Butter trip we crossed 52 of them. And that,
the Club Mrs Gertrude Libbv of from the infield. An error by Miranda
28—Penaaquid Beach. 1 S. T.
cup." It was the natural thing to night found us out of Quebec and in Falmouth was invited guest. The next allowed Plaisted to score. Maynard
28—New Harbor. 3 30 S T
drop a line to Sir Johnston detailing Campbellton. N. B This is quite a
get-to-gether will be with Mrs and Mayhew walked, and the bases
30 to Oct. 3—Lincoln County Fair
this fact; and the cordial acknowl little town, covered almost entirely
were loaded. It was then that Leon 4-H Exhibit.
Charles Sterling at Peaks Island.
edgement he gave to the pretty bit of with train smoke and cinders. Its
Once again the silent Messenger of ard's hit saved the day for Camden.
October
stage history, remains in hand as one one redeeming feature is that the
death has taken a veteran "Keeper And so did Leonard's fielding.
4—Jefferson, after school.
of the delightful letters that embellish hotel sets a fine table. Great lum
Felt did some fine work around sec
of the Light," Preston L. Marr. Capt.
4—Orff's Corner. 7.
the pages of the Brown Study's col ber country through here; huge saw
Marr was a retired Keeper having ond and his triple, though It went un
7— Damariscotta, (eve.)
lected autographs.
mills and masses of pulpwood.
given 30 years to the work Our rewarded. was a feature.
8— Simonton Clubs, 6.30 D. S. T.
Sunday noon found us once again sympathy is extended to the widow
Camden
9— Union (4 clubs).
THE PROBLEMS OF DRESS
aux Etats-Unis, with Houlton as the and family.
ab r bh tb po a e
10— Hope. Head of the Lake (after
night's stop. Here I received the sur
Dailey) cf .... -.... 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 school), 3.30.
In the preceding issue of this paper I prise of my life. Have you ever visit
10— Hbpe, 2 girls and 2 boys' clubs,
picturesque; lt makes you feel far Plaisted. 2b ...... 4 11114 1
occasion was taken in gentle mood to ed the Northland Hotel
Up there
Lord, ss .............. 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 (eve.)
inveigh upon the apparently increas among the potatoes is as modern and removed from the modem world, and
Thomas, c .......... 3 1 0 0 7 0 0
11—Whitefield. Aina. North Whiteing favor with which the sweeter sex charming a hostelry as one could de overwhelms you with its immensity
Wadsworth. 3b.. 2111120 field, 7.
The End
has come to regard the article de sire.
Maynard, lb ...... 3 0 0 0 10 0 1
signed by nature for the exclusion
Queer the sensations one has.
Mayhew, rf ...... 3 113 10 0
from the critical eye of society of the Just the crossing of an imaginary
Leonard. If ........ 4 0 2 2 2 0 0
WATER
PIPES
knotted legs of man. Now lt appears line, and everything seems radically
j Bagley, p ............ 3 0 1 1 0 4 0
REPAIRED & RELAID
that these problems of dress are not j changed We crossed the internaconfined to one side alone. In the | tional line on our return at St. LconInside and out, digging Includ
30 4 6 8 27 10 2
And other rectal diseases
press despatches we are reading ard and Van Buren. Just a bridge;
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewera dug,
Thomas
tan
of the desperate attempts in the one end in Canada, the other in this
laid out and cleaned when plugged.
Treated Without Pain
ab r bh tb po a
heated cities to vindicate the right ol country; yet the banks of the river Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
or Loss of Time
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep 1 Qtmick, 2b ...... 4 0 0 0 0 1
a citizen to appear in public places, appear as different as though miles
er. Floors cemented and walls re Walker, If ........ 4 113 2 0
minus the detail of a coat. The high apart.
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
[ Flanagan. 3b..... 4 10
0 11
hat hotels in particular decry the
And so our tour of tbe Gaspe wound
work, etc.
Hay. p .............. 4 0 0 0 1 S
form of sartorial deforestation and up on Monday with the drive from
TEL. 197S
S. E. Eaton
1 1 11 0
point the offender to the door These Houlton to Rockland. Impressions?
S3 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 1187-R
ROCKLAND. ME. Moody, lb ........ 4 1
127SU
Felt, ss ............ 4 0
2 43 4
Yes many! Tbe Gaspe is rugged and
are serious times we live In.
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... FOR SMOOTHgR MILTS

buy Tydol to gasoline
SVRRV GALLON CONTAINS
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6

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

■

■

TOR-CYLINDER OIL

1 ■■

■1 ■

ROCKPORT

PAUSED FOR lOBSTEMS

The Rockport Oarden Club will bold
Ito first outdoor midsummer open
meeting next Tuesday in tbe garden
at the home of Mrs E Stewart Orbe
ton. West Rockport The hour has
been changed from 3.30 to 6 JO Prac
tically the entire summer colony of
borne owners has been Invited. An
in terming program with out of town
speakers will be concluded by an in
formal social hour when refreshments
will be served.
Mrs Mildred Newbert Smith and
family who have been viaiting her
father Jacob Newbert. have returned
to Jersey City. N. J.
■Miss Phyllis Pendleton of Islesboro
and Stephen Orey of Cape Rosier
were weekend guests of Mr and Mrs
Fred Shibles. Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Hobbs and son Wilfred of Hope were
also recent guests at the Shibles
home.
The people of this town are to have
the privilege of hearing Mrs. Mary
Oterheldt. celebrated contralto solo
ist of Philadelphia, at the evening
service at the Methodist Church next
Sunday Earle Achorn will deliver the
sermon.
Miss Frances Leighton who has been
visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs
Walter L. Ballard, has returned to
Yarmouth
Mrs Mabel WHhee and guest. Mrs
Oliver Copeland of Whitinsville.
Mass . Mrs Fred Holbrook and Mrs
E A Champney motored to Martins
ville for dinner Wednesday night.
Mrs W. R. Johnson and daughter
who have been spending two weeks at
the Libby camp. Amesbury hill, re
turned Monday to Manchester. N. H
Mrs John W. Shibles is 111 at her
home on Camden road.
Mrs Fred Leach and daughter
Fredericka of Baltimore. Md. are oc
cupying the Helen Dunbar house on
Sea street for the summer. Mrs.
Leach's mother and sister Mrs Mary
Leary' and Miss Marguerite Leary are
their guests for a few weeks.
Miss Winnifred Andrews of Boston
is visiting her sister. Mrs Everett E.
Fales for the remainder of the season.
William Shea returned to Bath
Tuesday after spending several days
with friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hood and
daughter Joan of Rutherford. N. J..
were guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Whitney.
Capt. H. D. Heath and son Harold
have returned to Revere. Mass, after
a weekend visit with Mrs. John W.
Ehibles. Mrs. Heath, who accom
panied them here, will remain for a
longer visit.
Mrs Mabel Withee with Mr and
Mrs. Elbert Crosby of Camden mo
tored Thursday to Lewiston where
Mrs. Crosby wlll serve as matron at
the Odd Fellows Home for two weeks.
Miss Helen Britt who has been visit
ing Misses Feme Whitney and Edith
Wall for two weeks, has returned to
Norway. She was accompanied by
Miss Wall and sister Hilda Wall who
will be her guest for a short time.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Wilson and
children returned to Criehaven
Thursday after a week's visit with her
mother, Mrs. Leslie C. Deane.
• • • •

When on its last Saturday's flight
to the old home town Adrlel Bird's
airplane hovered over New Meadows
Inn. there came upon thr voyagers a
great yearning for a lobster. "Can
you make a landing in the river?"
Sez Adrlel to Bill Wlncapaw. "Sure
thing!" was the eager response of
Bill, as he quickly fiddled with thd
controls. Gracefully the huge flyer
descended to the river surface, the
first time that water had been visited
by a plane. To the large company of
guests gathered about the tables It
was an historic occasion, as the rc-

Mrs. Jesse C. Corson
The community was saddened to
learn of the death of Mrs. Jessie Char
lotte (Page) Corson. 63, which occurred
Thursday night at Community Hospi
tal. Camden, where she was taken that
morning after only a few days' Illness.
Mrs. Corson was the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Page. She was
born at North Adams. Mass., but came
to this town when young and prac
tically the remainder of her life was
spent here. She was a member of
the Rockport Baptist Church.
Surviving relatives are the husband,
Adelbert Corson; her mother and four
brothers. Rev. Arthur H. Page of
Swatow, China, Wallace N. Page and
Dr. Howard B. Page of Camden,
and Raymond D. Page of Rockport.
Funeral services will he conducted at
2 p m. Sunday at the Methodist

Church,

r*

j suit of which Adrlel and Bill feasted
I upon tbe longed-for lobster and theu

nonchalantly look off for Rockland.

THE FINNISH BOATS

The HAJ race at Camden yester
day was won’by the Crag, sailed by
Osgood brothers So What, sailed by
David Day. was second, and Tide,
sailed by T. J. Watson, Jr., was third.
FIRST CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
TeL Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

STUDIO
COUCH

Best value we ever
offered Beautiful
rust
homespun
covers
A couch or
a full Mzed bed or
twin beds.

A

beautiful Cedar
Chest for 122

BurpeeROCKLAND
Furniture
Co.
ME.

GREYTONE
RYTEX
Printed with Name and Address
on sheets and envelopes—or,
monogram on sheets, and enve
lopes plain.
100 SINGLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES
OR
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

i

For August Only
Fine quality Oreytone paper ln
blue. grey, ivory, or orchid, with
printing in blue, .black, brown, or
violet ink.

Buy several boxes of this smart
stationery at this unusually low
pricel
We have 23 other styles to plek from.
Cali in and see our complete line of samples.

POSTAGE 10c EXTRA

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

MR. AND MRS. THRIFTY
Twelve years ago the Thrifties had saved EIGHT HUNDRED
DOLLARS. They borrowed SIXTEEN HUNDRED from ROCK
LAND LOAN A BUH.DING ASSOCIATION and purchased a very
satisfactory home for TWENTY-FOUR HUNDRED. Their pay
ments of SIXTEEN DOLLARS per month for 146 months to the As
sociation have cancelled the loan and they now own their attractive
home free from debt. Now let's figure a little. Payments to the
Association of sixteen dollars a month for 144 months, $2336 00.
This paid the $1600.00 loan, leaving the net cost $736.00 and no rent
to pay for thr 146 months. Isn't this worth looking into?

18 SCHOOL STREET,

THERE
IS

AND
THAT IS

ROCKLAND, ME.

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
COTE’S

EEWnkE OF

IMITATIONS

Every-Other-Day

s

4
11
18

AUGUST
M T w T F s
1 2 3
5 6 7 8 9 10
12 13 14 15 16 17
19 20 21 22
24
29 30 31

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!
Auf II — Hope — Annual visitation
8unday at the Hope Corner Church
Aug 11—Searsmont—Old Home Sun
day and 90th anniversary observances at
Community Church
Aug. 21—Martinsville-Ladles Circle
summer fair at Orange hall
Aug 21—Thomaston—Jarture recital
' Elijah" by H taelllngton Smith at
Knos Hotel
Aug 21-22 — Thomaston — American
legion Fair on the Mall
Aug 21—Camden—Curtis Concert In
Opera Houw
Aug 23-24—Dollar Days In Bockland
Aug 27—Stonington (9 a m daylight)
—Hearing on Deer Isle-Sedgwlck Bridge
at Stonington Opera House
Aug 29- -Camden—Ruth Page, dancer.
In Opera House
Aug 30-Annual ball of Rockland Fire
Department at Ocean View Ball Room
Aug. 31-Sept 1—Annual convention of
Maine Elks’ Association at The Samowt
Sept 2 —Labor Day
Sept 7—Samoset Hotel closes.
Sept 9—Special State election on Ref-rendum questions.
Sept. 10—City schools open
Sept 23-27—State WC.T.U. convention
In Gardiner.

Rocldand Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 17, 1935
The Registration Board meets Aug
Ruth Mayhew Tent, meets for
28 to enroll voters eligible to take part business onlv Monday.
in the special State election Sept. 8.
Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill Post
Mrs. Sarah Thomas Is chairman of V.F.W. will hold a special meeting
the public supper to be served In the Aug 23. taking the place of that post
Undercroft of Bt. Peter's Church Bat- poned from last night.
urday. 5 to 7.
The Past Grands and Noble Orands
Oardner French has moved from 40
Association of Knox and Lincoln
Rankin street to 395 Broadway, the oounties will meet Wednesday at
house formerly occupied by Chester Tenants Harbor, with supper on ar-1
Black and which Mr. French has rival of guests.
bought
Mrs Alice Fernald of the clerical
staff of the local telephone office will
substitute for the next two weeks at
Belfast during the vacation period.
Mrs. Dori* 8pcar will be at Mrs. Fernaid's desk here.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday afternoon
Take basket
lunch for supper A mock double
wedding will figure in the evening's
entertainment, which will also have
some surprise features.
WHOLE WORLD JHOURNK

Radio listeners yesterday fore
noon were stunned by thr news
that Will Rogers, world famous
humorist; and WUey Post,
around the uorld aviator, bad
been killed In an airplane crash
near Point Barrow. Alaska. The
disaster waa wHnreaed by an
Eskimo who ran 15 miles to
Paint Barrow to break tbe news.
Thr plane fell only 58 fret, but
thr impart drove the motor bark
through thr fuoelagr and thr
COMING REl’NIONS
lives of two of the world's most
Aug 18—Light reunion at Light’a
Pavilion. Washington.
famous men were crushed out
Aug 29—Shibles family at tbe resi
,
dence of Mrs Josephine Bohndell. Beech . Instantly.

St. Rockport
Aug 29—Robbins family at the home
of Mr and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Aug 21—Calderwood family at Wil
liam Whitney’s, Rockport
Aug 21—Prescott family at the cot
tage of Everett Prescott, at China Lake
Aug 21—Moody family at the home of
Percy Moody. Waldoboro (Moody Cabins).
Aug 21—Simmons family at the home
of Mr and Mrs James MacLaughlln.
Old County road. Rockland
Aug 24—Carroll-Norwood families at
Oakland Park
Aug 23—Coffin-Dow family at the
home of Mr and Mrs George Greenlaw
Waldoboro
Aug 2!—Kalloch family at home of
Arthur D Kalloch. Thomaston
Aug
28—POgler-Payson family at
George 8t Clairs cottage. Crescent
Beach
Au* 29—HofTsflg reunion ait Jolges
•property. Thomaston
Aug. 29--Robinson family at St Oeorge
Grange hall
Aug 31—Whitmore family at K of P.
hall. North Haven

I

H Wellington Smith, well known
baritone and voioe teacher, of New
York is presenting a lscture recital
on "Elijah." Mendelssohn s incom
parable oratorio at Knox Hotel.
Thomaston. Wednesday at 2 JO p m
Open to the public Mr Smith will
muilcally illustrate and expects to
have assisting him some of hl* artist
pupils

A stranger of foreign extraction
stepped into the new Fuller-Cobb.
Inc. store Friday and departed with
a carton of hosiery concealed under
his coat. The keen eyes of Mrs.
Miss Florence Phllbrook is having Oertrude Boody glimpsed the box and
her annual vacation from Charles T. there was promptly action aplenty
Smalley s law office.
with the stranger on the receiving
end. "Public Hero No. 1' is Oertrude's
The addition of a fourth story to new title.
the Everett L. Spear block at The
Brook is being watched with interest- .. Barnyard golfers who have a notion
that they are pretty nifty in this art
Roy Estes' premises on Talbot will have a chance to prove their
avenue show the effects of some prowess Bept 11 at Deering's Oaks
skilled landscape gardening. Tom Park in Portland, when the official
State championship horseshoe pitch
Tuttle was the man in charge.
ers' tournament. Four capital prizes
Miss Chrystol Cameron gains a free will be awarded, and a number of
trophies will also be given. Full par
trip to Boston and return ln the
ticulars may be learned by applying
Corner Drug Store contest this week.
at this offlee.
Dr. Weisman held the second bus trip
wuincr.
An Associated Press despatch from
Winona. Minn., says: "A man who
A joint meeting of the local service gate his name as Ted Johnson, 23. of
clubs at the new COC camp In Cam Rockland. Me., was sentenced to a
den is In prospect for early Septem prison term of five to 40 years Wed
ber. The clubmen are evincing a live nesday by District Judge Karl Finkelly interest.
berg, following a plea of guilty to a
charge of robbing a confectionery
A Washington despatch says that store.'' The name does not appear in
the Treasury Department-^ about to the city directory, but the despatch
issue a new dollar bill to take the may refer to somebody ln a neighbor
place of the one now in circulation. ing town.
That's good; ours are most gone.
There will be a musical heat wave
Amreican Legion Auxiliary is to at Strand Theatre Sunday. Monday
have an outing Monday with picnic and Tuesday when a group of famous
supper .at the cottage of Mrs Corinne stars will appear in "In Caliente."
Edwards. Crescent Beach. Mrs. Anne Said stars are Pat O'Brien. Dolores
Alden and Mrs. Adah Roberts are in Del Rio. Glenda Farrell and Leo Car
rillo. Wednesday and Thursday—by
charge.
contrast, there will be a soul-stirring
Billy Bicknell. Donald. Marriner, drama—brutally real, known as "The
Vinton Beal. Russell Hewett and Informer." and featuring Victor McOardiner Brown, the Boy Scouts who Laglen. Heather Angel and Preston
were scheduled to participate in the Foster. "Smart Olrl" will feature the
Scout Jamboree in Washington, D. C. Saturday bill.
cancelled due to an epidemic of in
Rev. and Mrs Corwin H Olds are
fantile paralvsis. are spending two
weeks camping at Panther ’’ond, motoring to Bangor today. Mr Old"
to Join the 152nd Field Artillery of
Raymond.
which he is chaplain to attend the
Annual open house dav took place First Army Manoeuvers, at Pine
Thursday at Wiscasset and the Camp. Philadelphia. N Y. It is ex
visitors included many from out of pected that more than 50.000 men
the State. Luncheon was served on will be brought together ln this larg
Main street at the Water Tower and est peace time mobilization ever
the tables were filled a number of known. Mr. Olds will be with his
times during the noon hour. It is regiment to make the 800-mile march
estimated that there were fully as to Pine Camp, requiring 80 trucks
many as in former years for the op The march will require three days,
portunity of seeing these lovely old the bivouac on the first night to be
homes with their choice furnishings at Farmington, the second at Westappeals to lovers of antiques for miles port. N. Y arriving Monday night at
around. There were 20 homes ?jid the camp
public buildings open to the public
Mrs. A. R. Benedict of Montclair,
and in most of the homes the owners
N J., and Medomak. one of the busiest
wore beautiful old costumes.
figures at the Penobscot Bay Antique
Loan Exhibition In Camden, is being
Two of the winning numbers at Cor
warmly greeted by friends during the
ner Drug Store are already claimed. week. On Thursday afternoon she
The third is 1405—adv.
was wearing orchids which had been
sent by Walter Winohell. Mrs. Mary
Guests at Crescent Beach Inn are: Louise Curtis Bok was upother very
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Beurais, New York active figure on Thursday, 'chatting
city; Mr. and Mrs. A. Gillis, Bel with friends, and explaining points
mont, Mass.; Miss Annie Dunster, of the exhibition to interested by
Chester Heights, Pa.; Mrs. R. Bruoe standers. A photographer from one
Petrie, Wichita, Kansas; Mrs. F. O. of the New York publications was
Nelson. New York city; Mrs. M. W. present Thursday, taking pictures of
Reed, Miss Evelyn Hyde, and L. K. various exhibits. In one of these
Rred, Belmont, Mass.; Mrs. O. H. will appear Mrs. Richard O. Elliott
Dearden and Miss Ruth Dearden, and Mr;. Fred Overlook of ThomasWinthrop, Mass—adv.
•

The new refrigerating system on
Tillson wharf will go Into operation
next Monday.

Cleansing and Pressing Service

(Rockland City Band will give a onehour conoert from 8 to 9 o’clock at
Postofflce Square Sunday night.

Rumors were rife at this port yes
terday that a man had been lost
overboard from the trawler New
Dawn which left here earlier In the
week for Boston It developed that
one of the crew hung his clothes in
Uncle 8am has sold another of hls the rigging to dry and it was mistaken
lighthouse
reservations—Indian as a distress signal.
Island at Rockport containing seven
acres of land and the buildings there
Eating ice cream cones is not the
on. Tbe purchaser is William M only diversion for the occupants of
Pattison of Chicago.
cars which park on Main street these
hot days. A reporter espied two young
Walter Dudley is serving a three
women knitting very busily, and not
months jail rentence for the larceny
the least excited by the broadcast of
of a pocketbook lrom Mrs. Blanche
somebody's home run, over HouseMcDonald, an employe of the Rock
Sherman's loud speaker.
land Coal Co.. Tlie arrest was made
by Sheriff Ludwlck
Quite a number of Knox County

f*age Three

QUALITY WORK BY HOME TOWN WORKMEN

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

IN THE CHURCHES

REAL BARGAINS NEXT WEEK
BEAR IN MIND THAT THIS IS—

OUR USUAL HIGH QUALITY WORK
SERMONETTE

OUR USUAL FREE DELIVERY.

From Pentecost to Now
The great religious move
ments, which we term revivals,
have swept over the Protestant
faiths
at varying
intervals
through the centuries. Religion
Is not quiescent between these
periods; far from it; but con- I
ditions of social interest that re
veal our complete dependence
upon God stir men and women
Into a ferment and they seek I
after Him. Such movements al- 1

OUR OWN ROCKLAND WORKMEN.

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL. 170

ROCKLAND, ME.

baseball fans will h*ve their eyes on
Lewiston next Monday when the world
champion St. Louis Cardinals play
..LICE AMES ROWE
RESCUED BOTH ROOSTERS
MARK S. CROCKETT
there with the Boston Braves. The
fans wlll have a chance to see "the
News was received here. Thursday And They Lived To Grace thr Antique
Funeral services for Mark S Crock
Crazy Deans'—Dizzy and Daffy, in
of the death of Alice Ames Rowe
Show At C'amdrn
ett,
who
died
Monday
in
Lancaster.
action, to say nothing of the great
ways have some of the char
formerly of this city, who died ln1
acteristics that marked Pente Penn., after an illness of only two Burgaw. N. C., where she has been
Bupt E L. Toner returned yester Wally Berger.
A charming story was told at the
weeks, were held at the Burpee par living for the last three years.
cost.
day from Bates College where he
Penobscot
Bay exhibition, of the pair
The death Wednesday morning at
First, that of being all ln ac- j
attended summer sessions. His office
Her death resulted from an1 of Chinese porcelain roosters that
lors Thursday afternoon. Rev. J. C.
hls
home
ln
Belfast,
of
Oeorge
Frank
cord ln one place; second, some ( MacDonald officiating. The bearers automobile accident, the details of
will again be open beginning Monday,
stood with so much dignity in one of
great minister or evangelist like
at which time Mrs. 8. T. Constantine, Harriman < 82) touche* upon an older
were Charles L. Robinson. Clarence which have not yet been received.
the shadow boxes
Peter calling upon people to re- j A. Fish and Charles Montgomery, who
his secretary, resumes her duties after circle In Rockland, whom frequently
The deceased was the daughter of
When the owner was a small boy,
he
used
to
call
upon
and
where
he
al

a month's vacation.
pent and be baptized everyone
were long associated with him in local Merten K. and Mary Abbie Ames.1 living in Salem, Mass, hts grand
ways was made welcome. He was a
ln the name of Jesus Christ for bands; and Leo E Howard. The in and was born at Deer Isle. Aug 7, father sailed the deep seas as a ship
The Department of Maine. V.F.W.. graduate of Bowdoin. class of 1875, and
the remission of sins; third, I terment was in Achorn cemetery. 1910. She Is survived, ln addition to captain and brought home many In
which holds its convention ln this a member of the Waldo County bar.
arousing those in the church Among those who came from away to her father and mother, by her teresting and curious bits from the
city next summer, now has 26 Posts, and also practiced hts profession in
to renew their faith, continue In attend the services were the two sons husband. Oliver O Rowe, of Burgaw, world's markets Among them was
the newest being Ellsworth, which New York. With hi* Urge circle of
their belief ln their ordinances | of the deceased. Oeorge of Jamestown. and three children, (Oliver O. Jr., this pair of roosters, that delighted
was instituted largely through the friends he retained his college | and with their prayers to seek
N. Y., and Norman of Lancaster, Malcolm and Delores A., aged respec the heart of this grandson more than
efforts of Chief of Staff Oliver R. niokname of "Skip." was always a
souls—Which is the primary j Penn., Mrs. George Crockett, Mrs. tively six years, three years and one any of the other treasure*. They were
Hamlin
prominent figure in his native city, [ mission of the church.
Nellie Follett ot Boston. Mrs Flora year, also by four staters, Mrs. finally given to the lad. and when he
and It recalled with many pleasant
Given
this
urge,
tn
any
crisis,
J
Marsh of Wilmington. Dela., Mrs Harriett Barbour, Mrs Florence Cas grew Into young manhood and went
Lawrence McAllister, who has set memories by those remaining of hls
and a revival will follow. Let | Oertrude Payson of Portland, Lester j sidy, Mrs. Virginia Waggoner and to work in Boston the roosters went
foot in 96 of tbe 48 States since he Rockland acquaintances.
us recall some of the great [ Anderson of Newark. N. J., and Miss Miss Vera Ames, a brother Dennis with him and always graced hls desk.
went West 11 years ago. has returned
awakenings
of the past. Wycltf,
Mary Fogler of Chicago. Mrs. Mark Ames, the latter of Portland, and hen When the great Boston Are of 1871
to hls old home In this cltv and next
WALDOBORO tr
ln
England,
the
Hussites,
in
Bo

Crockett, wife of the deceased, died parternal grandparents. Mr. and Mrs was at its height, he saw that hls office
Monday assumes charge of the retail
Mr and Mrs Clyde Benner of En
Charles Ames.
hemia.
the
great
reformers
of
three years ago.
builduig was doomed Looking for the
sales department of the Modem
glewood. N J., are visiting Mrs Roscoe
She spent her early married life
the 16th century, the first Cru- ; Music loomed large in the career of
most valuable items to save, be
Sportwear Co. at the Northend He
L. Benner.
Mr. Crockett, who Is best remembered ln Rockland, was mud liked and grabbed one of the roosters, with some
sade, the Intense movements ln
has been traveling throughout the
was devoted to her children. She was
Mr and Mrs Herbert Hastings and
here in his old home as a bandsman.
Scotland, Jonathan Edwards in
other things, and hurried down tbe
West for the frigidairc Company and
a member of the First Baptist church,
Miss Gladys Hastings of Somerville.
Like
many
other
local
musicians
he
New
England.
John
Wesley
in
stain. When outside he realized that
is learning Rockland auew. as tills is,
of this city, and had sung in the
Mass., arc guests of (Miss Elizabeth F
became a pupil of the late Roscoe O.
England. George Whitefield and
his first visit here in eight years.
be had saved only one of hls pets, he
choir of that church. Her mother,,
Genthner.
Ingraham,
and
later,
in
Boston,
con

Gilbert Tenncnt in New Jersey.
of 25 Lindsey street, left Thursday, rushed back, through the blinding
Mr and Mrs Charles Prescott. Mrs
Uncle Earn Jones and hl* famous
Later Charles O. Finney. Ly- { tinued his studies with the cornet, at
to attend the funeral, which will be smoke, up tbe stairs, and finally with
quartet
which
delighted
Park Sarah Wheeler and Frank Prescott of
which he displayed exceptional talent
much difficulty reached hls office,
xnan Beecher. Dwight L. Moody
at Burgaw. Bunday
Theatre patrons yesterday made Belmont. Mass . Mr and Mrs Charles
He was a member of the famous Me
found the other rooster and made hl*
and hls singing associate. Ira D.
IIUABD OF REU1STR AflON
merry at Sim's Lunch following the Walker and Miss Phyllis Walker of
way with more difficulty back to the
Sankey and more recently J. servey Quintet and Rockland Band,
Notice la hereby elven that the Board
evening show and patrons of this Medford. Mass, are at Mrs Mary
and later for three years led the Bel of Registration will be In ssaalon at their street and safety.
K. S. F.
Wilbur
Chapman,
“Gypsy*'
rooma. Spring atraai for the purpose of I
popular eating pla- were entertained Wade's.
Smith. “Sam" Jones and "Hilly" fast Band, which, during that period revlalne and correcting the voting Itata
Misses Anne and Sara Ashworth,
ln true cabaret style as humorous
had the reputation of being one of the of the City The aeaslona wlll he
Sunday Countless thousands of
held Aug. 28. 29. 30, 3I-8ept 3. 4. S. 6. 7
songs and merriment studded the air who have been passing a month in St.
finest bands in the State. Returning and 9. 9 a m to I p m «nd from | Turn That Vacant Room
Changed lives. Princeton Col
3 p. m to 5 p m and from 7pm to I,
The palates of the musicians received Johnsbury. Vt., returned Monday with
to
Rockland,
he
played
with
Herbert
lege. the Methodist Church and
9 p m Standard Time As the laat three
Into Cash With a
a genuine treat in the serving of their uncle, George Ashworth.
daya of aald aeaalon are tar the purpoaa
D.
Farnham,
and
directed
the
Cam

(he Chautauqua all bom of
of
verifying
bald
11»U
and
to
complete
A
street
dance
tor
the
benefit
of
the
J
“To Rent” Advertisement
Maine lobsters, and Uncle Ezra and
den Band.
and clone lip the record- of the aaaalon
revivals.
no luunea will be added to or alrlcken
boys were vigorously sinoere in their Library was enjoyed Wednesday eve
in The Courier-Gazette
Going
to
Waltham.
Mass
.
he
entered
William A. Holman.
from aald ll«t» on aald daya
"encores" to this Down East sea ning. Boardmans orchestra furnished
By order of the Board of Ba«tatratlon i
the employ of the Waltham Watch
Telephone 770
JOHN £ DOHERTY Chairman
music for the occasion.
food.
Co., and here again hls musical talent
W-IOB
Rev.
Ellery
G.
Dakin
of
Sanford
’
Chester Jenks, Jr., of Manchester,
came into play, for he directed the
Several Rockland people were in N H., is visiting.hls grandparents, will be at the First Baptist Church Moose Band. Still another organiza-;
Sunday.
The
church
school
is
at
12
the audience Thursday evening tor Mr and Mrs George Howard
tion which Mr. Crockett directed was
the annual Warren Baptist Church
Mrs I. S Bailey, who Is passing the noon and young people's service at the Nuss Military Band of Boston !
6
30.
Prayer
meeting
Tuesday
eve

concert, directed by Chester Wyllle summer here, has been ln Brookline.
Hts later life, nine years, was spent in I!
Assisting Mr. Wyllie's local chorus Mass. a few days, accompanying Mr ning.
Lancaster, where he was in the em
• • • •
were Mrs. Eva Oreert. Mrs. Helen Bailey who was here for the weekend
Rev. Harry Trust, president of Ban ploy of the Hamilton Watch Co.
Wentworth, Mrs Nettle Bird Frost.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge enjoyed gor Theological Seminary, will be the
He is survived, In addition to the
Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Harold and Ray a picnic Tuesday evening at Sand
preacher at the Congregational , sons already named, by six brothers,
mond Oreen and Ross McKinney. Beach. Muscongus Bay.
Frank and Elmer of Rockland, Wil
Church Sunday.
Mrs Kathleen O'Hara and Miss Edna
• • • •
The lawn party given by Meenahga
liam and Roland of Rockport, Alfred
Gregory acted as accompanists
r Orange on the lawn of Lawrence Davis
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) ■ of Portland, and David of Camden;
rolofits. Mrs. Wentworth for Miss proved successful. Mrs. Martha Gen Rev. E O Kenyon, rector: Holy Com- t
also one sister, Mrs. George Ander-1
Haskell's musical reading, and con thner was chairman, assisted by Mrs. munion at 7 30; Holy Eucharist and i
son of Newark.
tributing solos were done by Mrs
Hattie Stevens at the cake table. Mrs sermon at 10.30; vespers at 7.30
Frost. Mrs. Morgan and Harold
• • • •
Lillian Wentworth and Mrs Mildred
DIEDAMIE LANDERS
Green, voice and Miss Bertha Luce,
Rev. Paul James of Auburn. N Y.. I
Duswald selling candy; Mrs Viola
bFV
-----violin.
will
be
the
preacher
tomorrow
morn:
Kuhn. Mrs. Dorothy Wincapaw"and
Mrs. Diedamie Landers who died'
ing
at
Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
;
One of the interesting characters Mrs. Annie Davis serving ice cream; Church. Church School at the noon I Moftday at her home on Union street!
seen tn Rockland Harbor the past few Mrs. Hilda Boggs and Miss Davis with hour. There will be no evening serv was one of nine children born to j
days Is Johnathan D. Mason of hot dogs and cold drinks; Mrs. Kath
Phineas Jackson and Abigail Borne- |
ice.
Marblehead. Mass assisting captain erine Mack with a grab bag; Carroll
• • • •
man of Waldoboro
on the Yacht Anndot Capt. Mason Fuller. Herbert Johnson. Arthur Gen
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Although a native of Waldoboro •
has Keen following the sea since 1894 thner and A P Jackson with a beano Sunday morning the pastor's subject she had spent the greater part of her i
when he sailed as cabin boy on the tame The affair was well patronized will be "The Vision of Uplifted Eyes." life In Rockland, having served the
schooner yacht Adrian In 1801 lx and a pleasing amount added to the j There will be a sermonette for the public in the hotel business for many
shipped before the mast of the sloop treasury.
children; ohurch school at 11.45. years. In early girlhood she was mar
A large audience enjoyed the praise service at 7.15. subject. "What
Athene, and ln 1905 on the schooner
ried to James C Fuller of Union and
Barbara
In 1909 he was on the “Greate Binging? Meeting" given in it costs not to be a Christian ” Prayer together they conducted "The Old
steam yacht Hanniel. and tn 1836 the Baptist Church Monday evening meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Tavern" at Blackington's Corner
• • • •
went as pilot caDtain on the sloop by the Lincoln County Choral Club
At First Church of Christ. Sclen- | <now called The Highlands), later
Veyn. He entered on his present po The unique program, elaborate oldthey operated "The Savoy" in Rock
sition this year. Capt. Mason is like time costumes and quaint songs fur tist. comer of Cedar and Brewster land until Mr Fuller’s death in 1888
a breath out of an old time sea pic nished enjoyable entertainment Much t ireets, funday services are at 10JO
Several years later the widow was
ture. with his white beard and ruddy credit Is due Mr. and Mrs. John Heiser and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- married to William E Landers of Bos
countenance. He is 70 or more years for county projects and to all who mon tomorrow will be "Soul" Sun ton and residence was taken up at
have assisted in this worthwhile un day School Is at 11.45 Wednesday
old.
100 Union street where Mr. and Mrs
dertaking. Mrs. John B. Nicholson evening testimony meeting is at 7.30. Landers maintained a lodging house
Norma Phllbrick. Sylvia Christof- and Harold Sprague were local mu- The reading room is located at 400
for several years. After Mr landers'
fersen and Jane Packard directed a siclans assisting the club. The pro Main street, and Is open week days death in 1914 the widow has lived I,
lawn fair Wednesday afternoon at ceeds of the several entertainments from 2 until 5 p m.
quietly, failing health making lt neces- ]
the home of Mr and Mrs. Rhama given by the organization will be dl- ,
sary for her to give up many activi-1
Phllbrick. which drew an attendance vlded among the Lincoln Home, the |
ties.
Memorial
Hospital
anl
the
several
of more than 40 children. Candies,
Mrs. Landers was devoted to her
brownies, punch and salted nuts were libraries.
home and took a great deal of pride
on sale, and a fortune teller did a
in improving her property and main
born
thriving business. In the doll show
taining high civic standards for Rock
At Thomaston. Aug 13. to Mr
prizes were won bv Margaret Pack
Mra Burnham stertr. a daughter
land. She was always keenly inter- j1
ard for the prettiest doll, by Elaine
EE- At West Washington. Aug. 12.
AND
ested in politics and all that con-i
[Land Mrs Walter Withee, a son,
Christoffersen for the oldest doll, 75
■ge Arthur
cerned the welfare of the city. Al- [
years, and Evelyn Clarke for the
though In poor health for many
^married
smallest doll. In beano prizes went'
Established 1840
months she maintained that inter- j
)T-ORIFFIN—At Rockland, Aug
to Lucille Hupper. Alice Cross and
IV Rev Fr Janies A Flynn. Joseph
Licensed Embalmers and
est
until the very last.
s' Talbot and Miss Elizabeth Grlf- ,
Lucille Mank. Richard Harris dis
Attendants
She is survived by one daughter, i
both of Camden.
played great skill on the "nigger
Alden Ulmer
VAN-FLANDERS - At Bockland 1 John O. Stevens,
Leola Fuller Rose (widow of the late 1
15 by Rev John L. Qulgg. Willi: i Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
dodger," and Vernon Studley for the
llllvan and Dorothy Flanders.
Eugene H. Rosei; three grandchll-)
Jimmy Durante game. Victrola music
Day
or
Night
Telephone
dren,
Mrs. 6 H. Gardner. Jr., E. Em
enlivened the occasion.
DIXlS
met Rose, Jr. of Rockland, and Mrs.1
450
LERMOND—At Thomaston. Aug
16.
Frederic W. Rugg of New York; and !
Alice R wife of Bowdoin A. Lermond.
Represents lives In *11 tarn cities
Dry cleaning bargains at Peoples'
aged 51 years. 7 months. 10 days
one great-grandchild, F. Warren j
in tbe United States and Canada
Laundry. 17 Limerock street, tel. 170,
Funeral Sunday *»t 2 oclock from
the
residence.
Oilchrest
street.
Rugg,
Jr.
Rockland.—adv.
AMBULANCE
ALDEN—At Union. Aug. 16, Emellne.
Rev. Charles E. Brooks, pastor of)
•widow of Fred A. Alden, aged 78 years.
Service Is instantly available.
the Methodist Church, of which de- |
4 months
Experienced attendant* on duty.
CORSON—At Camden. Aug 15. Jesale C
1855
1935
ceased was a member, conducted the

Miss Marion Brown, the pastor's
assistant of the second Baptist
Church of Holyoke. Mass . will lead
the young peoples servloe of Christian
Endeavor at the First Baptist Church
8unday at 6:30 p m.

ARTHUR F. LAMB
Quality Cleanser

CLEANSING - DYEING - PRESSING
NOT

How Low a Price

What Fast Service

BUT

“How WeN Done”

WE OFFER

—Reasonable Service
—Perfect Cleansing
—No Odor
—No Shrinking
—No Stretching
—Expert Workmanship in
—Pressing and Shaping
Courteous Treatment To Our Customers
CaH For and Delivery Service

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

Send Your Dresses To Us For Expert
Workmanship

You Can Safely Trust Your Costliest
Garments To

E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.
Mt

Artistic Memorads m Slone

(Page), wife of Adelbert Corson, aged
63 years Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
at the Methodist Church
COLBURN—At Granite Island. Aug 14.
Alvah M. Colburn, aged 52 years
ROWE — -At Burgaw. N. C. Aug 14
Alice Ames, wife of Oliver G. Bowe
aged 25 years, 7 days. Funeral ,Sun-

in Burgaw

Day and Night Telephone
450
561 MALI 8T„

ROCKLAND, MB.

X-tt

funeral services, held at the resi
dence Wednesday. Tlie bearers were :
Frederic W Rugg. Earl McIntosh. |

Charles A Rose and George W. Gay.,
Interment was In Achorn cemetery. |

LAMB’S
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1

Page Foul

Evtty-OtKtt-Daf'
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
3

Realm of Music
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

1

I
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4
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it
17
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8
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18
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20

23 i 14

i 21

ll

7

i 30

lb

29
2b
27
25
The world Is full of kind and world where he belonged despite
W
physical
handicaps
(he
was
lame),
Si 32
i 3S
35
3b 37
thoughtful people and It was my good
34
was depicted by Just such a man
fortune Aug 1, to be a guest of
4i
3fe
dark eyes and hair, keenly Intelligent
Ml
39
friends and motor to South Berwick face, and lame. To those who had
|*
to see the modern folk play based on read the book It was fascinating to
44
Oladys Hasty Carroll’s novel “As The study the types, and it made one
4<>
51 52
47 4fe
45
Earth Turns
We arrived at Emery's wonder If Mrs. Carroll had not placed
W)
Mills about 2:45. driving ln from ln her story old friends and neighbors
55
5b
57
South Berwick on a dusty country and even relatives, for there were
road. Nearing Mrs Carroll's studio three ln the cast bearing the middle
5ft 59
bo
GL
where the speaking parts were to name ot Hasty.
SSV
take place, we decided we were not
The production abounded ln pos
bb
b7
b'b
the only ones who had come to see sibilities, and doubtless will be the
70
the play, for spread before us was a stepping stone to the establishment
71
b9
veritable sea of motor cars bearing of the annual rural festival which
ssv
72
73 74
75
7b
number plates from almost every Mrs Carroll desires. It particularly
State ln the Union, and Canada The appealed to me for I loved the homely
76
/9
77
ticket seller Informed us that the country ways. I was bom ln the
500 seats provided for the audience country and lived and visited there
HORIZONTAL (Cont,
VERTICAL (Cont)
had long been cAld. and that stand for many years. The men tn the
HORIZONTAL
23-Animal akin
56-Type measure
1-Largt cask
ing room was going like hot-cakes, fields, the piles of firewood, carrying
25-Corroded
60-Boys In livery
♦-Guided
eight hundred or more present.
water, even the quaint phrases,
27- Vehlele
42-into
7-Butt
Mrs. Carroll's studio, a small clap- brought a nostalgia to me. and made
28- Fish eggs
63-Twlrl
9-Gave food to
30-Buatle
(5-Foot-like organ
boarded affair ln the style somewhat me long for the days spent on my J 12-A metal
32- A flower
66-An Insect (pi.)
of a lean-to, stands on the top of a Grandfather St Clair's farm ln South * 14-Setteea
33- Gradea
10-Rend
-, !
6&-Pieces of rock
small rise, with a lawn enclosed by Hope
35-A
fow) (pi.)
17-Conflrm
70-Asstat
• • • •
f37-Hldden
a picket fence. In this enclosure were
72-The Orient
19- Sufficient
30-Termlnate
73- Mlstake
81-Walk
Mrs Carroll has a later book—"A
placed the seats, crude affairs of
41-Julce of plants
76- Raw metals
22-Part
of
the
mouth
Pew
Foolish
Ones"
again
depicting
boards It was hot. and the only
46- A wager
24-Spreade for drying 77- Exiet
shade was from one lone maple tree. rural Maine. Opening ln 1870 along
47- Pinch
78- Cunnlng
20- Boy’a name
48- Snare
70-Sorrowful
27-To provide food
It seemed as If the performance would nine miles of York Road It reaches
49- Departs
80-Seriea
20-Pronoun
never begin, but It did finally. The to 1930 those 60 years encompassing
50- Anewer (abbr.)
31-Sailor
audience was not aware Just when It the life of Ous Bragdon from his
52-Rodent
VERTICAL
33- Knock
54-Quiet
did begin, as the opening action took marriage to Sarey Gray till he died
34- Undreased timber
57-Penetratee
1- By way of
36-Clear of
place ln Ute adjoining fields, spring a rich man Through those 60 years
50-Aromatic herb
2- Sciencea
38- Plural suffix
plowing The two youngest children run the particular ways of four fami
61- Cog-wheel
3- Walk hesitatingly
39- Organs of hearing
of the family tugged pails of water lies. the Bragdons hardworking and
62- 1 n
5- Superlative suffix
40- Golf mounds
63- Chlef actor
6- Act
and carried ln firewood, and Jen came close-mouthed, the Grays loving
42- Negative
64- Point of compass
7- Egyptlan god
43- Tinge
.
V
to the porch to hang out two snowy singing and God, the Blaines touched
(abbr.)
S-Serpcnt
44- Gain
dish-towels, humming a little tune with a careless grace and the Lin66- Prepoei3ton
9-Part of an auto
48-Exist
67- Olrk (Soot)
as she moved about her humble fcotts a ne'er-do-well tribe. One
46-Scar
10- Consumea
68- Ocean
11- Without moisture
40-Breathe eonvuU
household duties Prom there on the notable review of the book has said
69- Selected (abbr.)
13-Want
play developed through spring, sum- | “It is the kind of a story that must
aively
70- A constellation
61-Comparative suffix 15- 0art
mer and autumn.
We saw the i bring a kind of nostalgia—and also re
71- Director of Supplies
16- Abound
53-Make a mistake
wedding party of Ed and Margaret, j lief to a generation in which families
and Tranaport(abbr.)
18-Spain (abbr.)
55- A title
20-Lieutenant (abbr.) 74- Railway (abbr.)
56- Unit
Ed. Jen's elder brother of “hard. I have been transplanted and tumbled
75- Bone (Lat.)
22-Licks up
57- Epoch
ruddy hondsome face " and Margaret about until they no longer can be seen
root,
branch
and
graft.
But
this
Is
the sweet, Intelligent “superior"
< (Solution to Previous Puzzle)
school teacher. We saw the arrival not the kind of nostalgic story that
EAST FRIENDSHIP
aI L p|s
L e A
L 0 R E
of the Janowskls. the household laments the decay into which modern
A R l
O V 1
N
s
E O E
routine of sweeping, beating rugs, ity has fallen. The young people also
Miss Madeline Miller has complet
op
c c D
u
p
R
T
T
S
E
mending, preparing vegetables for were living their lives as they them ed her work at the home of L. E.
T A P
EE L o N S
the dally meals. We saw family selves found them, no more 'foolish' Burns and passed this week at the
.AS E
D E L 1 A
groups listening to “tall stories." and no less, than their forebears Elston Luce residence at Thomaston.
p L r
A ME L C o R N
singing old songs. Mark Shaw playing Something of that pungent country j Miss Gladys Spear of North Cush
o E
R
E
R
E
D
M
5
R
E
the Jew's harp and Stan Janowskl had entered into all of them, whether ;
ing is visiting Madeline Bradford.
N c O U L o u s
u
S
beguiling sweet airs from his fiddle. they stayed or left.”
S E E D s
Wtntworth Bradford of Massachu- ,
L E A R
If you have not already read these ,
We saw the children going across the
T A M
setts Is spending a vacation at the1
R E A M
fields to the little white school house, two novels—“As the Earth Turns"
V 1 S E
home of his uncle R. W. Bradford. | PR E s S E R s
neighbors strolling by exchanging and "A Few Foolish Ones," do so. j
A T s
E
N
E
E
A
E
E
T
Mrs Dorothy Russell and children |
friendly greetings. We were there' They are grand reading and picture
& L A T
S V E V7
£
Everett
and
Marjorie
of
Vermont
are
when the sad news of Ralph's tragic the wonderful heritage rural Maine i
death was brought home. We saw has given. In depicting this phase , on vacation at their cottage at Wads
George Doe's. Junior Hutchins re
Oeorge and Mil returning from the of Maine alone Mrs. Carroll merits worth Point.
Russell Havener is visiting his sister ] mained for a week.
country fair happy once more after . undying gratitude.
Mrs. Harold Smith at North Cushing.
Mr and Mrs. William Richards and
Jen's kindly and timely warning.
John Matson is driving a new children of Rockland visited Tuesday
But we are going to be honest. We.
THORNDIKEVILLE
coupe.
at the home of Emma Davis.
and I feel I speak for three-fourths of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Etter and
Nearly everyone here Is busy rak
the people there at least, assumed
RYTEX GREYTONE PRINTED
A crop of half
that Mrs. Carroll herself would have daughter Joanne of Patterson, N. J„ ing blueberries.
STATIONERY, with your monogram,
an active place in the affair, perhaps are guests of Mr. Etter's aunt, Mrs. capacity is reported.
Cora Havener has returned home or name and address—100 single
to Introduce the play and weave it Jack Pushaw. Mr Etter is employed
together as it progressed, for to one by Curtiss-Wright Corp., as drafts from Rockland where she has been sheets, or 50 double sheets and 50
envelopes—(100 a box, postage 10
employed for several weeks.
who had not read the book or at man.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutchins and chil cents—August only. See complete
least become familiar with It through
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Willis and
reviews, the production was Mind, children of Pittsfield, O. E. Wellman dren of Richmond passed Sunday at line of samples at this office.

1

lacking definite connection. Mrs
Carroll, a charming young woman,
prettily gowned, did make one speak
ing appearance to make a simple an
nouncement concerning the opening
of her new house. But to go back
to the play.
• • • •
The action was very slow, Interm
inably dragged out ln spots. The
speaking voices were inadequate. Of
course, they were untrained voices,
and speaking in the open air tends to
thin out. Only by those nearest the
porch could the voices be heard, and
then not always distinctly. Despite
the heat there was a breeze, and
when the breeze rustled in the leaves
of the one lone tree, to hear was more
difficult than ever. I sat on the
ground right in the blazing sun, near
the porch as I could get, or stood by
the picket fence, so managed to hear
more or less of the spoken parts. All
this sounds as if It were a disappoint
ment and nothing but. But it had
its high spots and was replete with
possibilities.
The characters were expertly
chosen to type. Jen was perhaps not
quite as pretty as we had pictured her
(or did Jean Muir in the movie give
us the idea that she was pretty?),
but such steadfastness, such honesty,
such common sense and good humor
were present in her countenance that
we loved her. The Janowskls were a
picturesque lot, Mrs. Janowski’s dusky
skin and bright black eyes set off
by a gaily colored bandanna tied
around her head, and Mr. Janowskl
ln Ulfltting clothes, and the older
son, Stan, with an intelligent face
and large body carried a bit
awkwardly. In his presentation one
visioned the sensitive son of the
emigrant Pole.
The character running truest to
type was the father. Mark Shaw, a
large man with weather beaten face
and deepset gray eyes. He was the
typical Mark Shaw of the book, slow,
deep-rooted, elemental, silently lov
ing, the best type of New England
farmer. Oily, the middle son, draw
ing from his inherited bodily vigor
the vitality to battle for the college
education to open the door to the

«

and Lucretia Pushaw of Hope were
dinner guests at John Pushaw’s re
cently.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard has returned
to the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Lester Merrill, after a two weeks' visit
with relatives ln Thomaston.
Walter Everett of Providence is in
town and studying the blueberry
crops.
Joseph Pushaw and family visited
Sunday with relatives In Hope and
Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harris of Wor
cester, Mass., were recent overnight
guests at the home of William
Lothrop.
Lewis Upham, Arthur Upham and
Clinton Young are employed as ma
sons in Rockport.
Guests Sunday at Lester (Merrill’s
were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown of
Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Davis and son Oeorge of Port Clyde.
The latter was enroute to Fort Wil
liams, Portland, where he has en
rolled ln the OCC.
John Pushaw and family, accom
panied by their guests, Lewis Etter
and family, motored Monday to Old
Orchard.

Alton Ingraham of Boston visited
his mother, Mrs. Eleanora Ingraham,
over the weekend.
Lester Merrill Is cutting hay for
S. D. Gillette.
Mrs. Maurice Hill of Rockland is
guest of Mrs. Henry Pendleton for a
few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Bestlck mo
tored from Worcester for the week
end, staying with their niece, Mrs.
Elsie Crabtree.
Their daughters
Myrtle and Helen returned home with
them after two weeks' visit at Mrs.
Crabtree's.

Laurel and Hardy are said to poastaa the most famous "maps" In movieland—and Wabatar defines a map as "a representation of a celestial
sphere." The all-too-Candld Camera caught the two bright young men In
an attempt to eettle their annual aummar vacation argument

ITH summer acarcely started, a that motorists unfamiliar with the
check of motor travel ln New territory can quick’ly chart their
routes.
York and New England Indicates
One of the new maps of the 1935
that touring thia year by motorists
will probably surpass even the peak summer touring series contains a
pictorial map of Manhattan, with the
years of the past decade.
This was asserted by the Socony- main centers of Interest high-spot
Vacuum Touring Bureau, with the ted. Thus the visitor to New York
Issuance ot the new 1935 maps cov can drive from the Battery to West
ering New York and New England. chester, and easily chart his course
Tha maps are part ot the tree by the many talked-about metropoli
travel service conducted by the com tan attractions from the Aquarium
pany, ln order to encourage motor to the Zoological Gardens.
In addition to the new official
ists to visit tha many centers of
ecenlc beauty and historic Interest maps, the company also publishes
each month during the summer “Sowithin “a week-end of home.”
The new maps, with attractive red cony-Vacuum Tours and Detours,”
and blue covers, contain both high which ehows up-to-the-minute road
way and “back country" routes, data and detour Information, together
about principal places of interest, with photographs and information
and also a mileage chart showing about places of Interest and current
distances between main cities. The happenings which might attract the
maps are indexed, and io simplified. tourisL

W

25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns
of thia paper of some of
the happenings which Inter
ested Rockland and vicinity
In thia month 1910.

The Rockland City Government
defeated the Bangor City Govern
ment at baseball 18 to 11. The visit
ors brought 100 excursionists Includ
ing Mayor Woodman and other dis
tinguished city officials.
A little son of Stephen Kavanaugh
was rescued after falling overboard
at Spear's wharf.
The new sardine factory operated
by the North Lubec Manufacturing
ti Canning Co. on Tillson wharf be
gan Its first season’s pack there, with
85 on the payroll
Sanford K Hatch went to St Louis
to attend the Eagles National Con
vention.
E L Brown was at Criehaven,
sketching.
Workmen remodeling Coakley block
at the corner of Main and Spring
streets, found a petrified cat.
The Postoffice staff had an out
ing at Sheep Island where "Tweet”
Perry gave a marvelous Impersona
tion of Rip Van Winkle
The annual meeting of the Knox
County Eastern Star Field Day Asso
ciation. held at Penobscot View
Orange hall, was attended by 300
members. Florence Starrett of Ivy
Chapter. Warren was elected presi
dent
The Congregational midsummer
fair, Mrs Carleton F Snow, chair
man. netted 8500.
Henry J Fitch bought the Capt.
Kenniston residence on Warren
street.
Willis I. Ayer broke the index finger
of his left hand while playing base
ball at Oakland Park. [In later years
he never came close enough to the
ball to break any fingers ]
Cuban itch was prevalent in the |
city.
Mention was made of a Rockland
motorist who did 135 miles ln his au
tomobile on a Sabbath.
Rockland’s valuation was given
as 85536.458 There were 2186 poll
tax payers The tax rate was 122 on
(1000.
Rockland Naval Reserves returned
from a cruise on the battleship
Vermont.
Mrs. Adelaide Farwell was ••lected
supervisor of music and drawing in
the schools of Dover and Foxcroft.
Dustin Farnum, movie star, regis
tered at the Thorndike.
Hills drug store was located ln its
new quarters, comer of Main and
Spring streets.
Gilford B Butler was elected sec
retary of the Maine Clerks of Courts
Association, which held its conven
tion in Farmington.
Isidore Alperin resigned as mana
ger of Dreamland Theatre. I. H
Ro-enberg of Burlington. Vt. succeed
ed him.
Horry B. Bradbury bought the
John A. Clarke house on Brewster
street.
President William Howard Taft
visited Rockland, and it Is estimated
that 20.000 persons saw him. His
arrival was greeted by the sound of
Are whistles and church bells. As he
stepped ashore at Maine Central
wharf he was greeted by ex-Oov.
William T. Cobb, upon whose invita
tion he came to the city. Mrs. Taft
was presented with American Beauty
roses by Pauline McLoon. Dons
Black. Therese White, Phyllis Moran
and Lucille Parry. An automobile
parade took place and the Chief Mag
istrate spoke In front of the Public
Library, Introduced by Mayor Albert
C. McLoon.
L. H. Snow of South Thomaston
was appointed Inspector of the Ma
sonic Temple construction.
• • • •

OUR HOMEMAKERS if

Right Out Of The Air

♦♦♦♦

•y A. F. SERVICE

Radio’s highest salaried actress
la not a film alar and not one of
tbe reigning stage favorites, either.
Sbe is Elsie Hits, wbo, with Nick
Dawson, la starred In “Dangerous
Paradise,” wblcb
la broadcast over
tbe NBC blue
network.
Hill
Hits bae been
paid consistently
higher
ealanea
than any ot tbe
fleeting film lumi
naries wbo have
faced tbe micro
phone. She baa
Elele Hltz
been on tbe air
■leadily for almuet eevan years,
sees
••• Ford Bond, noted NBC an
nouncer. Is taking It easy now be
cause bis doctor baa told him be
must do or'y a minimum amount
of talking for several months. It
you miss him, that’s why,

ease
••• Radio listeners wbo seldom
attend Broadway playe are welcoming the opportunity ot bearing
tbe greatest atage successes of all
time on tbe Monday evening Ra
dlo Theatre programs over CBS.
That explains why tbe program is
gaining an even larger following
now than It had on 8unday after
noons.
e

e

e

e

••• Igor Gorin, youthful Viennese
baritone, attracted only email
amount of attention before he went
to Hollywood. There be’e being
groomed for film stardom by M-G-M
and is creating a sensation on
“Hollywood Hotel” over CBS.
e

e

e

e

••• Paul Wblteman was greatly
embarrassed when a fan magazine
writer dropped Into ble rehearsal
for bla Thursday night broadcast
and asked, “Who
do you nominate
for radio's Queen
of Beauty?" With
Helen Jepaon, Ra
mona and Durelle
Alexander all on
bis Music Hall
programs, “Oom
Paul" waa ln a
spot. Helen la
pacing the poll
and Ramona and Paul Whiteman
Durelle are well up in tbe running
for network beauty honors. So
Paul ducked tbe answer!

John B. Moulaison. a daughter—Ellen
Artinese.
Camden. Aug 12. to Mr and Mrs
Charles A. Emery, a son—Albert
Owen.
• • • •
The marriages lor this period were:
Old Town. June 29. Isaac Newton
Morgan ot South Thomaston and
Jeanne Ellen O'Connor of Old Town.
Warren, July 16. Frederick K
Mathews and Miss Hattie DowDorchester, Mass.. July 7, Bert R.
Butler of Dorchester, Mass., and
Grace M Robinson of Cushing.
Rockland.(July 21. Walter Seavey
and Marie Laura McNeil.
Rockland Aug. I. Joel Sherman
Hoar of Rangeley and Miss Mabel L.
Trainer of Rockland.
St. Oeorge. Aug 3. Albert S. Frost
of Rockland and Ida Mae Hooper of
Martinsville.
Brewer, July 27, John Thomas Oettigan of Rockland and Florence L.
Stover of Ingraham Hill.
Brooks, July 30 Leander Staples of
Brooks and Mrs Lydia Titus of Rock
land.
Warren, Aug.
3,
Harry 8
Greenough of Lebanon, N. H. and
Miss Angellne A Jones of Warren.
Camden, Aug. 10. Irvin O. Eugley
and Agnes May Heal, both of Lin
colnville.
Rockland. Aug 10 Jason P. Rob
bins of Hope and Beulah Burton of
Rockland.
Camden, Aug. 9, Frank Leighton
and Annie Miller.
Rockland. Aug. 7, Herbert O Smith
These births were recorded:
Rockland, July 29, to Mr. and Mrs. and Delia Ward Veazie.
e • • •
Fred E Harden, a daughter—Eliza
beth Aubine.
Henry B Shaw sold his business in
Rockland, Aug. 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomaston to Mr. Cram of Sanford.
William Young, a daughter—Elinor
Mrs. Ella Wellman died suddenly
Syhle.
at her home in Thomaston.
Rockland. Aug. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
The Hurricane Classicals defeated
Albertus W. Clarke, a son.
the Vinalhaven Reds 14 to 13. Only
Rockland, Aug. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. 16 errors were made.
Fred L. Snow, a daughter.
Bert Farnham had organized a
St. Oeorge, Aug. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.. band at Hurricane Isle
Allen Oardner. a son.
Stephen Mills, Vinalhaven Civil
Thomaston, Aug. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. War Veteran, died at the age of 79.
George Newcombe, a son.
Capt. Frank H. Cooper, 53, died In
Rockland. Aug. 8, to Mr. and Mrs. Rockport.
Edward Egan, a daughter.
Thomaston Republicans organized
Vinalhaven. July .31. to Mr. and a campaign club with Ralph G Whit
Mrs. F. M. White, a son.
ney as president. John H. Thomas
Lincoln, N. H., July 26, to Mr. and and Dir W. J. Jameson, vice presidents,
Mrs. A H. Pillsbury, a daughter— A. F. P. Hyler, secretary and Arthur
Audrey Louise.
Brown treasurer.
Rockport, Aug. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Andrews bought the Amos
Louis Mortrill, a daughter—Wintaie Walker residence on Knox street,
Gwendoline.
Thomaston.
Rockland, Aug. 7. to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Watson Dunn, master
Henry B. Bird, a son.
mariner, died ln Thomaston, aged 58.
Rockland. Aug. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Lucinda Fales, 94, died in
Wilbur Cross, a son.
Thomaston.
Rockland, Aug. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
A Knights of Pythias lodge was In
Edgar C. Davis, a son.—William stituted at North Haven with J. O.
Spear.
Brown as chancellor commander.
Eastport, Aug. 2, to Capt. and Mrs.
West Rockport Baptists rededicated
Llewellyn Thomas of Vinalhaven, a their church. The sermon was
daughter.
preached by Rev. S. E. Frohock of
Brooklyn, Aug. 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Camden. The historical sketch was
Cleaves Clapp, a son.
prepared by a former pastor, Rev. C.
Mrs. O. H. Gloyd, 62, died in Thom V. French. The report of the build
aston.
ing committee was read by T. J. CarRockland, Aug. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. roll.

••• Although knee deep m tbe
Broadway tradition wblcb be baa
helped to build over the past It
years as New, York's foremost
nlgbt club Imprestano. Nila T.
Granlund spends every spare mo
ment at bla 100-acre farm tn New
Jersey. NTG Is a real dirt farmer
and takes aa much Interest in bis
prize winning crops ana livestock
as be does ln bla Tuesday evening
NBC broadcasts ln which Broad
way chorines Introduce their mike
talents.
sees
••• Peter Van Steeden, youthful
maestro ot those Wednesday nlgbt
town Hall program's, keeps In trim
by cutting tne grata, rowing a boat
and amusing bla trio of youngsters
kt a summer place at Stony Brook,
L I., from which bt commutes.
ease
••• Phillips Lord, most alert of
the creators of radio Ideas, baa
■cored again with ble sensational
aeries on “G-Men," wblcb are
broadcast Satur
day nights over
tbe NBC red net
work. While oth
ers talked of put
ting on eucb a
series, Lord got
Depart ment of
Justice co-opera
tion. wrote and
rehearsed bla pro
gram and present
ed It to a sponsor. Phillips Lord
Thus tbe noted creator ot “Seth
Parker” sets another "first1',
e e • •
••• David Broekman. ace of the
Coast radio maealroa. won tbe as
signment to conduct two concerts
trom tbe San Diego exposition la
kugust, waving tbe baton over 25o
musicians. The programs will be
broadcast.
ease
••• Victor Young, tbe Cbateau
maestro. Is authority for tbe fact
that Al Joleon’s
Saturday evening
guest etar enter
talnment la tbe
moat talked ot
program
among
tbe flicker favor
ttee. Twenty-five
or thirty movie
■tare are ln at
tendance at each
ot Joleon’s broadcaeta and of Ruby Keeler
course Al e missus, lovely Kuby
Keeler, la always front row center I

NORTHHAVEN

FOOD FOB THOUGHT
By Carrie J. Williams, Cen- ; ’
tral Maine Power Co., Home < >
Service Department.
“Summer would be such fun If we
did not have to eat." We hear this
plaintive wall and are Inclined to
agree unless we direct our thoughts
toward cooling summer foods
Now, as at no other season ot the
year, do we appreciate refrigerators
and the way they keep fresh foods
fresh and leftovers fur use another
day Swimming, golf, parties, fruit
and vegetable canning—all of tliese
break into the time for "getting
dinner." and one must prepare It In
tlie morning and tuck It In the
refrigerator.
In hot weather It Is smart to cook
enough food at one lime for two
meals. You may then have planned
leftovers and male delicious dishes
from them Less time need be spent
lu the kitchen and fewer hours and
lower temperatures will prevail Here
Is a tempting summer menu:
Jellied Meat Loaf
Tomatoes Stuffed with Cabbage and
Nuts
Cklery. Pickles. Radishes
Peach Mousse*
White Cake
Iced Coffee
• • • •
'Jellied Meat Loaf—2 cups ground
meat. H cup raw shredded carrot.
1 cup finely sliced celery, 1 teaspoon
onion Juice, .1 tablespoon Worces
tershire Sauce, horseradish to taste
lor chopped pickle). 1 pkg Royal
Aspic Gelatin, 2 cups water. 1 tea
spoon salt, hard cooked egg to gar
nish.
Leftover meat or canned corned
beef may be used Grind the meat
1 or cut extremely fine. Shred the
carrot on a coarse grater, slice the
celery very fine, then add seasonings.
Melt the gelatin In one cup of hot
j water, then chill with one cup of ice
water. Complete chilling ln your
' refrigerator until It begins to
I thicken.
Add the meat
and
1 vegetables, then pour Into a bread
j tin to mold. Serve with parsleyed
potatoes. Serves 6 to 8.
•Peach (Mousse—1 cup evaporated
j milk. H teaspoon gelatin, H tables-

Mr. and Mrs George Beverage are spoon water. 2 cups peach pulp, H
cup sugar. % cup white corn syrup,
receiving congratulations on the
% teaspoon almond extract.
birth of a daughter. Agnes Talt, In
Scald evaporated milk ln the top
Rockland. Aug. 5.
of a double boiler, and while hot. add
There was a large gathering at the gelatin which has been soaked
Cora Ames’ beach for the recent ln cold water. Chill ln a freezing
Bunday School picnic, the day being tray until almost frozen. Whip ln
a chilled bowl until it has Increased
perfect. After the lunch, Ices and
ln volume three times and has a
lemonade were served.
The ice smooth glossy appearance. Combine
cream, five gallons, disappeared like with the sweetened and flavored
snow In June.
peaches which have been crushed
a
potato allce.
iTIie
Edna Waterman was guest last through
weekend of her parents, Mr. tnd com syrup may be replaced with
sugar, but the syrup gives a amootlier
Mrs Frank Waterman, Accompany
textured mousse). Freeze
ing her were ten friends from San
And. when there is Just a bit of
lord: Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hart, meat left from a meal and it Is too
Mrs. Bernice Allen and daughter. hot to cook and too hot to think, we
Betty Anne, Paul Therosver, Beatrice suggest to refrigerator owners, a
Served with
Miulton, Bertha Ellis, Ray Chick, frozen meat salad
sandwiches and potato chips and
Myrtle Fletcher and Georgia Maxim.
cool crisp cucumbers and radishes,
Picnic lunch was enjoyed on the
you have a satisfying summer meal.
Blanche Cushing shore. The group
• • • •
was enthusiastic over the lsland
Frozen
Meat 8alad
landscape.
One-half
cup
chicken,
veal or pork,
More sales than usual have been
held on the island this season. The H cup sliced celery, *4 cup whipping
benefit for the blind was successful cream, *4 teaspoon salt, pepper to
ahd a modest return received from taste 2 tablespoons chopped red
the sale conducted Monday by the pepper. H cup cooked bacon 1 cup
Disabled Veterans Bureau. Island cottage cheese. 1 cup mayonnaise,
residents derived about the same 2 tablespoons chopped green pepper.
Cut the meat, celery, and bacon
project.
Add
A meeting of the trustees of the Into pieces of uniform size
library was held Tuesday ln Library the mayonnaise and seasonings and
hall. In the settlement of the Cor| last, (fold ln the whipped cream
Spaulding estate the library received Pack in tray and freeze with control
according to appraisal of securities at coldest point. Serves 6 to 8
values, along with 8935 ln cash,
MAINE'S APPLE CROP
18435. This bequest Is for the pur
pose ot building a Smith Memorial
Although Maine’s apple crop fore- t
Library of stone. It was thought
cast for this year Is nearly twice as
that a much larger sum would be
lafge as that of last year, the Slate
available.
At the Old Church next Sunday
fourth in the list of New England
at 10.30 standard and In the evening States, the United States Department
Rev. Milton O. Perry, pastor of the of Agriculture report shows.
Trenjon First Baptist Church will
The forecast for Maine is 500.000
preach. Rev. Mr. Perry was former bushels as compared with 368.000
ly pastor here.
bushels ln 1934. Massachusetts with
Mr. and Mrs. Long of Portland 1918.000 bushels tops the list, followed
were guests recently at the home of j by Connecticut, and New Hampshire
Mrs. Long’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Maine however, Is second ln the
O. D. Lermond.
five year average from 1928 through
One of the best concerts given by 1932 with 1,247.000.
The total for the country as a whole '
the North Haven band was that of
Monday night on the doctor's lawn. Is approximately 1.000.000 bushels
more than last year, the report shows
About (15 was received.
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VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
SERVICE TO VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND PRENCHBORO
(Subject to change without notice) (Eaitern Standard Time)
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—“STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
Sunday
EXCEPT
EXCEPT
Sunday
Only
SUNDAY
MUNDAY
Only
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
AM. P.M. AM.
7.00
Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 12.00
7.15
4.30
2.15
1.00
5.00
Lv. 10.00
5.15
Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
0.05
S.40
3.30
Lv. 11 00
6.00
Lv. STONINGTON.
6.15
10.10
6 50
4.40
Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
LV. 9.00
4.15
8.00
11.10
Read Up
VINALHAVEN LINE—“STEAMER W. S. WHITE”
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT
EXCEPT
Sunday
Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
SUNDAY
Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
AM. P.M.
P.M.
too
Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 0.45
5.45
5.00
2.15
6.00
Ar. VINALHAVEN,
4.45
0.15
3.30
0.15
Lv. t.30
4.30

Every-OtKer-Daf
VINALHAVEN

Summer Health Hints
By SHIRLEY W. WYNNE, M.D., Dr.P.H.

£LEANLJNES8. which I* always
of the utmost Imi-ortance, la
▼1 tally so during tbe summer
month's because when the tempera
ture Is warm, bacteria grow more
rapidly and food, therefore, be
comes more easily contaminated
and spoiled. Moat cases of food poi
soning, or so-called ptomaine poi
soning, are due to the contamlnaUon of food by germs. When food
so contaminated la eaten It gives
rise to severe symptoms In tbe
gastro - Intestinal tract. Dishes,
glasses, eating utensils, cooking
utensils, and especially refrigera
tors. should be thoroughly cleaned
with plenty of soap and hot water.
Depend upon physical cleanliness
obtained by thorough washing with
plenty of soap and water and that
o I d Ingredient "elbow grease"
rather than upon antiseptics and
deodorants. These latter have
their use to sprinkle on garbage
and other refuse—but old fashion
ed cleanliness Is the best protec
tion of health.
A shower bath night and morn
ing with a good lather of soap Is
not only refreshing but keeps the
akin healthy and functioning prop
erly. ^>ne of tbe Important func
tions of the skin Is elimination of
some of tbe waste products of tbe
body and since we perspire more
in warm weather. It la Important
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Mrs. Bertha Wells and niece Miss
Imogene Carleton of Lubec are guests 1

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

at Saddleback Light.

Mr. and Mrs C. S. Roberts and
daughters Ruth and Ellatine of Rock
land were in town last weekend and I
visited Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L j
Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy McPhee and
daughter Muriel of Rockland were re
cent guests at See-All of Mr. and Mrs
Albert Carver and Mr. and Mrs. E O
I Carver.

Ivan Quinn of North Haven Is
' visiting his uncle, Elisha Brown.

Fred Noyes arrived Friday from
i Providence.
Mrs Flora Athearns of Gloucester,
Mass., entertained Tuesday at the
home of her brother, E. M Hall Her
guests were members of the old Dotage
Shirley W. Wynne. M.D., Dr.P.H.
Club of former years when Mrs.
frequently to wash away the waste
Athearn was a resident of this town.
products excreted. After work or
Cards and the 82d birthday anniver
exercise a bath with gtlenty of
sary of Mrs. Faustina Roberts fea
soap la Indicated. Thorough cleanli
ness la also tbe best preventive of
tured the party. Lunch was served.
not a few skin diseases. I do not
Mrs. Madeline Hanley of Thomas
believe that we can bathe too fre
ton is guest of her mother. Mrs Flora
quently during the hot weather,
Ames.
provided we do not remain In the
bath too long or bathe Immediately
A dance on the green was held Tues
after eating Young children and
day night at City Point with large at
babies, during tbe very warm days,
tendance. Music by Oladys Young
should be given frequent sponge
organist, and Kenneth Arey violin.
baths.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Black and
daughter
Emily of Melrose, Mass., and
UNION
ROCKVILLE
Mias Elvina Straub of Rochester, N.
Irvin Powell and aon, Carl, are as
Mr. and Mrs. William Judatz of Y. are guests of Mr. and Mrs. R Mont
sisting Mr. Powell's brother, Stanley Hartford returned home Monday Arey.
Powell ln harvesting his blueberries after A short visit with Mr and Mrs
The Mother and Daughter Club met
Karl Packard
Wednesday with Mrs Herbert Patrick.
at South Liberty.
Mrs. Ida Crowell spent Wednesday
A utility shower was given Mr and
Mrs Lydia Jones of Washington
Is boarding with Mrs Carrie Esancy. with Mrs. J L. Newbert In Rockport. Mis. Edwin Woodcock by Misses Avis
Miss Jennie Blackington returned Webster and Joyce Bennett Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. P. X. Roy went Sun
to
Rockland Wednesday following a evening at the home of Miss Webster.
day to Lewiston for their daughters
Mabel and Lucille who have been five week.-' stay with Mrs Inez Members of the graduating classes of
Mr and Mrs Woodcock were pres
visiting their sister for two weeks. Bronkle.
ent. The couple received many gii’s.
Mrs.
Frank
Rider
of
Camden
is
Morris Powell who has been visit
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Raymond
ing his parents. Mr and Mrs Irvin visiting her brother Oeorge Sides.
Powell, returned home Monday.
| Charles A Sherer of Lisbon Falls and daughter Shirley of Boston are
passed Saturday night and Sunday guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lenfest and
with his father Dana A Sherer Mrs Frank Raymond
Perley Jones were callers 8unday at
R. S. Goodwin of Waterbury, Conn.,
Dorothy Cobb. Ruth Clark. Mabel
the home of Mrs Esancy and visited
was supper guest of Mr and Mrs. Erickson and Josephine Columb are
Mrs Jones.
8herer Sunday tnroute to Monhegan employed at North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawton, son'
onl Mrs Magretta Oxton attended the
Mrs. Ola Ames was hostess Wednes
Robert and daughter. Bertha of
Three Quarter Century Club meeting day to the Needlecraft Club at her
Ayer, Mass. and Mrs Sadie Flanders held Thursday in Farmington.
home on School street. The birthday
and daughter. Anna, were supper
Miss Sarah Smith of Fruitland anniversaries of Miss Faye Coburn and
guests Friday of their cousin. Mrs.
Park. Fla . was guest of Mrs Ida Bar- Mrs Lucy Coombs were celebrated.
Carrie Esancy.
rows and Miss Lottie Ewell for a few
Walter Pendleton and sister Miss
Mrs. Alvah Robbins and son days this week
Carrie Pendleton of Brookline, Mass .
Joseph who have been guests of Mrs:
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald of are at Rock cottage for their annual
Robbins' mother. Mrs Jennie Thurs North Waldoboro with their children
vacation.
ton. returned Wednesday to Reading. William. Joyce and Ernest were visit
Mrs. Cora Hopkins of Winthrop ar
Mass.
ors at the home of Mr and Mrs. E rived here this week.
Mr. and Mrs C. O Hoyt enjoyed a H Perry last Wednesday, which was
Rev Archie Begg and party of 20
picnic Sunday with friends at the Mrs. Perry's birthday anniversary.
are attending the Latter Day Saints
Austin Moody cottage ln Warren.
Mr and Mrs Elmer Emery of New
convention at Jonesport.
Mrs. Walker of St. Petersburg, Fla., City, N Y„ and Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
The Sunday school picnic at Carv
visited last week with Mrs Emma i Nelson of Rockland, visited Thursday
er's
Cove last Wednesday was attend
Jones.
s
with Mr. and Mrs. F L. Hunter.
ed by more than 80.
Miss
Mabel
Oxton
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Mrs. Alvah Robbins and son Joseph I
Mrs. Fanny Smith is guest of rela
returned Wednesday to Reading, j Perry spent Thursday with Mr. and
tives
in North Haven.
Mrs.
Fred
Lermond
in
Camden.
Mass., after visiting Mrs. Jennie
Miss Elizabeth Gray, student nurse
Thurston.
SOUTH WALDOBORO at St. Barnabas Hospital. Portland.
Sisters' night was observed Wednes
Is home for a weeks' vacation.
day night at Severs Tree Orange 1
Miss Elizabeth Creed who has been
The ladies efficiently filled the chairs i Miss Sara Sanrom. Edw B Sansom
of Rockland. Mrs H F. 8mith, H. K visiting her sister Mrs. L. C. Smith,
with Bessie Carroll as master. The [
Smith and Miss Marion Joki of Bath went Thursday to Philadelphia.
program consisted of readings by Ada |
were recent guests of J. E. Sansom
Mrs. Flora Athearns who has been
Lucas. Bertha Bryant and Nancy
Mrs. Eben Buker of Richmond is a visitor at the home of her brother
Ayer A novelty song and a farce en
visiting her mother Mrs. Serena Win E. M. Hall, returned Thursday to
titled "Mrs Barker's Small Pox" were
enjoyed Ice cream and cake were chenbach.
Gloucester, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. M L Winchenbach
served at the close of the meeting.
A motor boat party attended the
and daughter Mary of Somerville.
Christian Science lecture Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes re
Mass , are guests of Mr and Mrs
turned Tuesday night from Orono1
evening at Stonington.
Freelon Vannah
where they attended the annual poul
Alvah Merton Colburn, 52. died Aug
Miss Helen Gruhn Misses Martha
try convention
14. at Ms home at Oranite Island.
and Charlotte Wood of Boston are
Mrs Elizabeth Hughes, Miss Ida
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Win Obituary deferred.
Hughes. Mrs Roy Clarke and Mfs
Mr and Mrs Walter Polk and
chenbach.
Effie Clarke have returned from a
daughters, Anne and Joanne motored
A daughter was born to Mr and
trip to Quebec
to Cape Cod last weekend, returning
Mrs. Floyd Wotton Aug. 10 at Mrs
Fred Creighton and son John of Lizzie Thompson's nursing home In Tuesday.
Maynard. Mass . have returned to fits
Anne Louise Polk entertained a
Friendship.
home after visiting a week with his
Mrs. A. J. Genthner. Mr. and Mrs. few young friends at her home Wed
brother Frank Creighton.
nesday afternoon celebrating her
Fred Genthner. Mrs. Reginald Mona
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes. Mrs Herbert
han and three children were Portland fourth birthday. Many games were
Hawes and children, accompanied by
played, and luncheon was served
visitors Sunday
Mrs. Charles Mank of Warren attend
Decorations were in pink and yellow.
Rev. William Muir of the village
ed the Orange Circle picnic Thursday
The young hostess received many
held service ln the Methodist Church
at Sandy Shores.
lovely gifts.
Mrs Myrtle Messer and Mrs. Maxine Sunday evening and will hold another
Mrs. Jane Holbrook has returned
Aug. 18 at 8. daylight.
Heath who have been attending the
to Newton Highlands. Mass , after
Mrs. Nellie Wallace was In Port
summer school at Farmington Normal,
spending two weeks with' her sister
land Tuesday evening to call on her
have returned home.
Mrs. Henry Newbert. While here she
Mr and Mrs. Clinton Creamer and sister Mrs Blanche Morse who is a was tendered a birthday party by her
children spent last weekend tn Bel patient In State Street Hospital.
friends and former neighbors, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. John Lawler of South Holbrook received many nice gifts.
fast with Mr and Mrs. Howard Deane.
Mrs. Oeorge Oonla of Quincy. Mass- Portland were recent guests at the Among her guests were her nelce
called on relatives in town recently .* home of Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Wallace. Mrs. Herman Crockett of North
Waldoboro Grange is holding its Haven, and Mr. and Mrs Leland
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lucas spent Sun
lawn party Aug. 23 on the lawn of Pratt of Everett, Mass. The latter
day at Ash Point.
Mrs. Williams, who has been caring Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Winchenbach.
she had not seen for several years.
for Mrs. Emma Alden, has returned to
Mr. Rolf and Percy King are guests
Waterville. ,
of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. King.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Miss Barbara Creighton has re
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawton ar.d fam
turned home after visiting at Palermo. ily returned Monday to Ayer. Mass.
Services will be held at the Finnish
Mr and Mrs Frederick Drowne of
Mrs Gladys Grant of the village Congregational Church next Sunday
Providence were dinner guesis Wed-, was a visitor last weekend at the
at 1.30 p. m New seats have been
nesday night at the home of Mrs home of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Scofield. installed in the ohurch and are a‘
Elizabeth Hawes.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Little and great Improvement in appearance
Marty from here attended the fair daughter of Georgetown, Mass., were and comfort. Next Thursday at 7.30
at Skowhegan this week
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. G a meeting will be held at Victor
Roy Clarke and Richard Oordon T. Palmer who returned with them Erickson's, Cushing. All are wel
motored Sunday to Canada via 81 and with the two Palmer children
come.
motored to St. Johnsbury. Vt., to visit
Stephen.
Emellne, widow of Fred A. Alden, Mrs. Palmer and Mr. Little's sister,
PLEASANT POINT
died at her home yesterday, aged 78 Mrs. Warren Erskine and family.
years. Funeral from Methodist
Services Sunday in the Baptist
Church Sunday at 2 p. m. standardEAST UNION
Church will be conducted at 10.30
Mrs. Alden Is survived by a son Ban
a. m. by Rev. E. H. Timberlake of
croft Alden of iNew York, and one
Blueberries are plentiful ln this
Auburn.
section.
Morton
&
Payson
are
mak

grandson.
ing large shipments daily to New
Dry cleaning bargains at Peoples’ York.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Etter returned
Laundry, 17 Limerock street, tel. J70,
*fhursday to New Jersey.
Rockland—adv.

PARES IN SPRING
Champagne for two! A calm moment in the tumultuous romance of Tulllo
Carminati and Mary Ellis in “Paris in Spring," thr Paramount carnival of fun
with music which comes Monday and Tuesday at Park Theatre.

FRIENDSHIP

WEST ROCKPORT

Mrs. Alice Simmons of Portland

Mrs. J. F. Heal ln company with
i her daughter. Mrs. Mildred Thodes
A pleasant surprise party was , of Rockport attended the Young re
given
to
Fessenden Wlncapaw union at the summer home of Misses
Saturday evening in honor of his Josephine and Harriet Young at
75th birthday anniversary by Mrs. ■ Crawford Lake.

called on friends ln town recently.

Mr aiyl Mrs Earl Heald and Mrs
'
Marjorie
Harold of Somerville, Mass.,
and Friendship. Twenty guests
were
callers
Wednesday at R J.
gathered to wish Mr. Winca|>aw
Heald's
and
J
F Heald's.
health and happiness. Those pres

Ralph Leonard of Melrose. Mass,

Mrs. Emma Leach and Henry
and Mrs. Orrin Burns and daugh Crawford were dinner guests Tuesday
of Mr and Mrs Henry lamson and
ter Dorothy. Mr and Mrs. Otis
in the afternoon the party motored
Munro and Mr Wagner of Bath; Mr. to Tenant's Harbor where they called
and Mrs. Eugene Brown. Mr. and on relatives.

ent were Elbridge Wlncapaw, Mr.

Mrs. Granville Brow. Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Brown. Mr and Mrs Charles
Dodge. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wincapaw. Mrs William Hall. Mrs Ralph
Leonard and daughter Ruth. Mr'
Wlncapaw received manv gifts in
cluding some very good Jokes.

A CORRECTION
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
There has been printed an error in
your paper, pertaining to the death a|
the late Ralph Wentworth.
Edna Collins was not the mother of
Evelyn Wentworth, youngest daugh
ter of Ralph. Her mother is Clara
Wentworth, still living. Edna Collins
was his first wife bearing him three
children. Earl. Bernice and Kath
leen.
Clara Amo Wentworth his second
wife, bore him one child. Evelyn. He
married a third time, to a Mrs.
Charles Wentworth, who bore him no
children She was the wife of the
late Charles Wentworth, brother of
the deceased Ralph.
I will be very glad if you will cor
rect the error by printing this.
Evelyn Wentworth

HOTEL
BELLEVUE

BEACON STREET
BOSTON
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
beside the State House, and
overlooking Boston Common
and Public Gardena

RESTAURANT
a la carte and table d'hote

Club Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Streets. Modem and up-todate.
A variety of foods
moderately priced

The truck of Earl Norwood. Headi of-the-Lake blueberry grower while
! hauling berries from headquarters
was badly damaged ln an accident
near Lowell. Mass Mr. Norwood and
Amo Aho. who was driving at the
time of the accident, received minor
injuries.

ALL

Special ratet far
permanent occupancy

BOSTON

Over the border, into (hr suit kissed Mexican paradise of girls, laughter and
song, go Dolores Del Kio, Pat O'Brien. Edward Everett Ilorton and a score
more of Hollywood favorites in “In Caliente,” a new inusiral which conies to
Strand Theatre for Sunday. Monday and Tuesday.
visited 8unday with Mrs Burnham's
APPLETON MILLS
cousin Mrs Robert Barlow and
Mrs. Marie Hammond and chil
family.
Capt. Leon Esterbrook of Massa dren were callers ln this vicinity rechusetts 16 having his boat repaired. ' cently.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Emery Mrs.
Rev and Mrs Alfred Davis of
Waldoboro visited friends in town Adelia Gusliee and Mr. and Mrs.
' Joseph Gusliee motored to Rock
this week.
Francis Luke Is digging a cellar for land Monday to attend the funeral
of Mrs. Ethel Marsh Philbrook.
his new home on Priest HUI.
Miss Fanny Gusliee is driving a
Mrs Carroll Campbell is visiting
i new coupe.
her parents at Hebron.
Mrs.
Carrie Pease
Woodtuff
Mr. and Mrs. George Hold.stock and
two children and Donald Coleman of j visited friends In Appleton this week.
Wollaston. Mass., spent last wee kend
Mrs. Walter Gushee and son
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Roger of Ludlow. Mass., are guests
Barlow
of Miss Fanny Gushee.
Mr and Mrs Harvey Barlow, and
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs Albert Barlow passed Joshua Wentworth's were Mr and
last Saturday in Portland.
Mrs. Frank Hanley of Camden, Dr.
Miss Marjorie Van Horn and Miss Tuttle of Appleton, and his mother,
Jane Montgomery who have employ I Mrs Tuttle of Rockland.
ment at Christmas Cove, visited
Mr. and Mrs. James Emery and
friends and relatives in town recently. son Donald, who have been visiting
Miss Mary Dodge has employment Mrs. Adelia Gushee, returned Tues
for the remainder of the summer at day to Pawtucket, R I. Mrs. Roy
Squirrel Island.
Page, who has been spending *a few
Clarence Race was a recent busi days here went to Brownville FrlI day of last week Others ln the auto
ness visitor in Augusta.
8taniey Connors ol Boothbay Har party included Mr. Emery and son,
bor visited his sister, Mrs. Alfred Mrs Helen Gushee and son Paul.
Dodge. Jr. recently
Rev and Mrs. Oeorge Norton Jr
GLENCOVE
are the parents of a daughter born
June 24 Mrs Robert Barlow cared
L. A Maddocks has employmen’ at
for Mrs Norton.
the COC Camp In Beddlngton.

THESE

FEATURES

when you buy a low-priced car

DEER ISLE

rut

Mrs. Heiiry S. Roberts and son
Wendell and family of New York are
occupying their cottage at Sunset,1

Dr. Rufus Southworth of Cin
cinnati gave at the Sunset Church
last Thursday evening an account
of his remarkable adventure on the
70-foot yacht “Yankee" in a trip
around the world. The voyage,
which was completed last May took
a year and a half. The yacht
visited many foreign places and
there were numerous adventures.
Recently the "Yankee" has been
cruising in Penobscot Bay and an
chored overnight off Salmon Point,
Capt. Johnson and party being guesis
of the Southworth families.
Edward Southworth of Springfield,
Mass.. Is spending a short time with
his family at Salmon Point.
Leon.C. Schroeder and Miss Derlch
of Plymouth. Mass., are guests of
Mr. and iMrs. Fred Schroeder, also
Miss Barbara Johnston of Brighton.
Residents here had an unusual
privilege ln hearing an address by
Stanlslaw Rembshl of New York, ln
the Sunset Church Sunday evening
This young portrait painter has been
accorded international recognition
as an artist. Mr. Rembshl realizes
that artists are under obligation, not
only to produce work of art, but also
to help the general public to appre
ciate art. The subject of his lecture
was “Art, and Its place ln life."

Rooms without bath

$3.00 up

EAST BOOTHBAY

STARTS SUNDAY AT THE STRAND

lou are entitled to

SOMERVILLE

$2.00 up

Sewing Society Presents Program
A delightful entertainment was
given Aug. 14 at the Club House under
the direction of Mrs Frank Ogilvie
The Oood Will Sewing Society held
its mid-summer sale on that date, a
goodly sum being received for the
treasury.
The program consisted of a wide
variety of talent, the offerings here
Hated:
Accordion solo Vernon Hupper;
song words by Carl Brown, Elizabeth
Marylln. and Helen Hupper; recita
tion. Vinnle Graves; group of songs,
Dorothy Simpson. Evelyn Andrews;
Spanish dance, Elisabeth Ogilvie;
guitar and harmonica. Nicholas An
derson; violin and accordion, Doro
thy Simpson, Elisabeth Ogilvie.
A one-act play. "The Crime Wave"
was composed of this cast: Amos Pea
body. the cobbler Mr. Foreman; Sis
Cooper. Virginia Ouptlli: Bob Pepperton from Boston. Rex Anderson:
Patricia Hazen Amos Peabody's
niece. Rebecca McClure; Lovlna
Bearce, a customer. Mrs Ogilvie; Jed
Hopkins, the town constable. Carl
Brown; Clarinda Mosely, old maid.
Olive Rhodes; scene, a cobbler's shop
In a town on Cape Cod.

Mrs. Philip Bradbury and two
Robert Heald was overnight guest I children of East Brownfield are visit
Thursday of John Sansom at his ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
farm in South Waldoboro.
! Barlow.
Mrs. Beatrice Sturtevant and fam
Mrs Bert Andrews is visiting her
ily of Bath were recent guests of Mr
mother in Walpole.
! and Mrs. Arthur Carver,
D M. Keller attended Thursday
Mr and Mrs Ernest Burnham and
[the meeting of the Three-Quarter
three children of South Portland
Century Club at Farmington.
News of the death of Mrs. Inez
Varney brought sorrow to many ln
this community where she had been
faithful in attendance at church serv
ices and other activities. Although
deprived of her sight Mrs Varney was
always cheerful and helpful She will
be greatly missed Surviving relatives
are a sister. Mrs Perley Merrifield;
an uncle. L A Gray; a step-daugh
ter. Mrs Frank Robinson; and two
nephews, Herbert and Elmer Merri
field.

EUROPEAN PLAN RATU

Rooms with bath

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jameson and
family are at Surf Side for a few
weeks' vlait.
Miss Vtnle Oraves Is with Mrs Max
Young for three weeks
Ralph Wilson and family are visit
ing in Rockport and Tenant's Harbor
Mr and Mrs. Johnson and sor.
Harold have returned from Port
Clyde
Mr and Mrs. Watson Barter are
guests of friends at Tenant's Harbor.
Andrew Holmes has been in Stockton Springs on business.
MLss Elizabeth Anderson recently
visited her sister, Mrs. Fred Spear at
East Union
Mrs. Guy Simpson has returned
home much improved tn health Her
Sister. Mrs Andrews of East Hart
ford. Oonn.. Is with her.
Robert Abbott and Patricia Abbot!
of Auburn were recent guests of Re| becca McClure and Bertrand MeClure.
Vernon Hupper has returned from
a visit in Tenant's Harbor
• • • •

Miss Marie Turner, who has been
at home for a few days returned Mon
day to her employment ln Augusta.
Visitors Sunday at F A. Turner's
were Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tracy of
Gardiner and Mr. and Mrs. E. A
Dodge and son Russell of Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy are at their
camp here for a few days.
Miss Marie Turner passed last
weekend with the Misses Hlsler of
Weeks' Mills.

SOLID STIIl TURRIT-TOP
BOOT BY FISHIR

IT—

S* ■

I

STABILIZIO FRONT IND
CONSTRUCTION

DfcAkXR AOVfcRT IStMLNI

and you get them only in

/CHEVROLET

CHEVROLET
The most finely balanced low-priced car ever built
You are entitled to all of the fine car features
pictured here when you buy a car selling in tlie
lowest price range. And the new Master De Luxe
Chevrolet is the only car in ita price range that
brings you all of them! It is the only car of
ita price with a Solid Steel Turret-Top Fisher

Body—the smartest and safest built. The only
car of i ts price tha t gi ves the famous gliding KneeAction Ride. The only car of its price with Blue-

Flame Valve-in-lleud Engine—Stabilized FrontEnd Construction— and Weatherproof Cable-Con

trolled Brakes.

See and drive the Master De

Luxe Chevrolet and learn by actual test how

much these features mean in terms of added

motoring enjoyment.

Do this and you will

agree that the Master I)e Luxe is exactly what

its owners say it is—tlie most finely balanced
low-priced car ever built. Visit your nearest

Chevrolet dealer anil drive this car—today!
CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT, MICH.
< impure Chevntlrt's low delivered prices anileiuvli.M.A.C-

ternu.

A General Motors Value

CHEVROLET
SEA VIEW
GARAGE.INCROCKLAND, ME.
PEASLEE & ROSS

L. F. BARKER

VINALHAVEN, MAINE

UNION, MAINE
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THOMASTON

THE KALER REUNION

CAMDEN

Mr and Mrs. 8amuel Rich of Peaks
Island are visiting Mr and Mrs. Fred
President—An Interesting Morang Pearl street.
Program Presented
Fred Thompson of Glen Cove, N.
Y.. is guest of Mr and Mrs. Frank H
The Kaler family met Sunday at
Wilbur
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Mrs Raymond Pooler of Portland
Black in Waldoboro where a picnic
is visiting her mother Mrs. A. T
lunch was served, after which a
Newhall.
pleasing program took place. Thc
Mrs A D. Coore is confined to her
meeting was called to order and the
home on Pearl street by illness
Lord's Prayer and 23d Psalm re
Friends will be pleated to learn she
peated.
Entertainment comprised these J is convalescing.
numbers: Reading. Mrs Elizabeth j Miss Margaret Morang has re
Yattaw; song and dance. Virginia turned from a visit with Mr and
Dodge; poem. Earl Dodge. Jr.; verse. Mrs Samuel Rich at Peaks Island.
Charles Dodge; poem. Esther Black; I Ladles of the G. A R. met Friday
songs. Elsie Yattaw; songs. Marjorie ***nln<. There was work on three
Yattaw; song. Elizabeth Yattaw and candidates.
longer visit.
Mr and Mrs Edgar Moody and son
Mrs Ruth Blodgett and Mrs Katie Lillian Wallace; tap dances. Alice
Humpley of New York are at the Lawry; reading. Ida Black: song. James of Union have been recent
guests of Mr and Mrs. A. D Coose
Ralph Roman; song, ensemble.
Blodgett home on Knox street.
Mrs. Fred Morang has returned
Mr and Mrs Guy Lermond enter
Officers elected were: Elizabeth
tained Wednesday evening in honor ( Yattaw, president: Lewis Yattaw, from a visit in Portland.
of their guests. Mr and Mrs Walter vice president; Lillian Wallace,
The Past Grands and Past Noble
Loomis.
I treasurer; Alice Lawry. secretary; G. Grands of Knox and Lincoln counties
Mr and Mrs Richard Webb »nd 'Dodge. Esther Black, Elsie Yattaw, will meet Wednesday at Tenants
son Richard who have been visiting program committee.
Harbor.
Mrs. Susie Newbert for a week, have
The next reunion will take place
The meeting of Camden Lodge.
returned to Syracuse. N. Y. A fare- the second Sunday in August at thc Knights of Pythias will be Monday
well party was given them Wednes- home of Mr and ^jrs prang Yattaw evening
day. 18 members of the family being 1 ln barren
There will be a special meeting of
present Ices and cake were served
____________
the Camden Board of Trade Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Lermond. daugh
evening. A large attendance is re
ter Glenlce. Mr and Mrs Levi Cope
quested as matters regarding a
land. Mr and Mrs Sharp. Mrs Eve
development in Camden Harbor are
lyn Snow. Mrs Katie Webster. Miss
to be discussed.
Hannah Hastings. Mrs E K Win
Miss Elizabeth Barbara Griffin and
chenbach and Miss Estelle Newbert
Joseph Ames Talbot were united in
attended the Young reunion Thurs
CARROLL-NORWOOD FAMILY
marriage Wednesday evening at St.
day at 'Sunnyfleld." Warren, the
Bernard's Parish House in Rockland,
summer home off Misses Harriet and
The Carroll-Norwood family re Rev. Fr James A. Flynn officiating
Josephine Young.
union will be held at Oakland Park. and single ring service being used.
Mr. and Mrs William McAuley and Aug 24
Mr and Mrs Talbot are residents of
Mrs Margaret Spruce and daughter
Mrs A. T. Carroll. Sec.
this town Tbe best man was John
Elaine were visitors in town Thurs
98-100 Miller of this place, and Mrs Streeter j
day.
Webster of Rockland, a sister of the
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Cross and
bride acted as matron of honor. Only
ROBINSON FAMILY
family of Holden. Mass. who have
members of the immediate families
beer visiting Mrs Georgie Robinson
The annual reunion of the Robin attended The ycung couple will re
the past week, are returning home to son family will be held at the St side here They have the best wishes
day. Saturday Mrs Robinson will ac
George Grange hall. Thursday. of a host of friends for years of
company them for a visit.
happiness.
Aug. 29.
Mrs Ruth Brackett and Mrs
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters will
Ella Robinson. Sec.
Geneva Eck returned Friday from a
St. George. Me.
98-100 meet Tuesday evening.
visit to Boston.
Comique Theater attractions: 8un- (
Miss Helen Carr. Miss Blanche
SIMMONS FAMILY
day and Monday. "Murder in the
Raysor Mrs Percy Demmons. Miss
Fleet;" Tuesday. "One New York
Mildred Demmons and Mrs. Jennie
The Simmons family will meet with Night;" Wednesday Charlie Chan in,
Heald returned Friday from a trip to Mr and Mrs James MacLaughlin.
"Egypt"
St Andrews. N B
Old County road Rockland WednesThe Camden Garden Club will meet
Mr and Mrs George Newcombe of day Au(f jj piea.se take dishes and
at the Episcopal Parish House Tues
Washington. D C.. are expected to ar- Sjjver no postponement.
day. at 2:30 Mrs Burton L. Preston
rive Sunday at Mrs Newcombe's old
Mabel S Heald Sec
of Portland, chairman of the con
home They will be accompanied by
99-lt
servation committee of the Oarden
their daughter Elizabeth who will join
Club Federation of Maine will speak
them in New York where she has re
FOGLER-FAYSON FAMILY
on the conservation of wild flowers
cently arrived from a European trip
The annual reunion of the Fogler- Teachers are urged to attend and
Funeral services for Alice R. Ler Payson family will be held at George anyone interested in conservation of!
wild flowers, will be welcome
i
mond 51. who died Friday will be St. Clair's cottage. Crescent Beach
The funeral of Mrs. Jessie Page
held Sunday at 2 o'clock from the Wednesday. Aug 28 No postponeCorson will be held from the I
residence. Gilchrest street.
| ment
Miss Kay Turner, parade chairman [
Methodist church in Rockport Sun
Martha Fogler Clark. Sec.
day at 2 o'clock. The deceased was a
100-lt'
for the Legion Fair, urges all citizens
sister of Dr. Howard Page of this
interested in the success of the parade (
WEST
ROCKPORT
to decorate their cars, pleasure and !
-------town.
business and participate in It. All j Earl Achorn of Rockport will be
are invited awheel or afoot. Girls I the speaker at the church Sunday

Mr.^nd Mrs. Frank Ham. Mr and
Mrs. Henry McGunnigle. Mrs. Jack- |
son. Capt. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot and
daughter Barbara. Miss Anna Dilling
ham. Miss Margaret Jordan and Mr
and Mrs L. H. Dunn enjoyed an out
ing Thursday at Wiscasset.
Mr and Mrs Harry French and
Fred French of Bangor were in town
Thursday and called on friends
Mrs E U Curtis who is spending
some time ln town, passed Friday with
relatives in Appleton Ridge
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Closson and
children and Mr and Mrs Adelbert
Ramsey are with Mr and Mrs Herbert
Newbert for the weekend Mr Ramsey and children are returning Sunday. Mrs. Ramsey remaining for a
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Elizabeth

Yattaw

Elected

i

1

Yes... wc cab talk

1

fall clothes... but

,

what’s the use?
We both have two whole months of
summer ahead of us and we both
have to go through them.
The sensible way: in root
. . . light shades . . . low coat.

Notices of Appointment

Probate Notices

I. Chula. L Veazie Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox. In the
State of Maine, hereby certify that In the
following estates the persons were ap
pointed
Administrators
Bwrutors.
Guardians and Conaervators and on the
dates hereinafter named
TIMOTHY J BULUVAN late of Rock
land. deceued. James ConueUan of
Rockland was appointed Admr c t t July
2. 1935 without bond
CLARENCE M THOMPSON late of St
George deoeaaed
Margaret Thompson
of St Oeorge was appointed Admx July
2 1935 and qualified by filing bond on
same date
HENRY 8 BABB1CK late of South
Thomaston, deceased Milton E Hawick
of South Thomaston was appointed
Admr July J. 1935 and qualified by filing
bond ou same date
ELLEN W MIUA late of Vtagihavau.
deceased Sidney S Mills of Vinalhaven
was appointed Admr July Id. 1935 wlthout bond
ALLEN C HOLT late of Owls Head,
deceased
Mary Barker Holt of Owl's
Head was appointed Admx July IB. 1935.
without bond
CLARA 6 LEE. late of Rockland, de
ceased Charles W Lee of Rockland was
appointed Admr July 16. 1935. without
bond
ELI-EN R HAJJ, lave of Rockland, de
ceased Oeorge W Ball of Rockland was
appointed Admr July 16. 1935. without
bond
EDNA C t KITTEN DEN late of Thomaston deceased Malita Ella Cast ner of
Thomaston wan appointed Rxx July 11.
1935 without bond
AJJCE 6 SPEAR late of Warren, de
ceased Raymond M Spear of Thom
aston was appointed Btecutor July 16.
1935, without bond
HELEN C CROSS late of Rockland,
deceased Ibrook C Cross of Rockland
was appointed executor July 16. 1935.
without bond
WILLIAM BRENNAN, late of St
Oeorge. deceased Ada C Brennan of St
Oeorge was appointed Exx July 16. 1936
without bond
EVA S BASS1CK. Ute of South
Thomaston, deceased Milton E Basslck
of South Thomaston wa. appointed
Admr c t a July 16. 1935, without bond
FREDERICK A YOUNO late of North
Haven, deceased. Mollie C. Young of
North Haven was appointed Exx July 2.
1935 without bond
Attest
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
93-8-98

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of
thr estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
In and for the County ot Knot, on thc
16th day ot July In the year ot our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-five and by adjournment from day
to day on from thr 16th day of aald July
The following matters having beeu pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated It ls hereby Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all per
sona Interested, by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks
successively In Tne Courier-Oazette. a
newspaper published at Rockland In said
County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court lo be held at aald Rock
land on the 20th day of August A D
1935 at eight o'clock In the forenoon,
and be heard thereon If they see cause
ESTATE WILLIAM S PETTEE. late of
Rockland, recessed Petition for Admin
istration, asking that Charles W Liv
ingston of Rockland, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admr. with
bond
ESTATE DELIA EVELYN BARTLETT
late of Washington, deceased Petition
for Administration, asking that Arthur
A Bartlett of Washington, or sorr-' other
suitable person be appointed Admr. with
bond
ESTATE JOSEPH E LINDSEY late of
Vinalhaven.
deceased
Petition
for
Administration, asking that David Dun
can of Vinalhaven. or some other suita
ble person be appointed Admr . with
out bond
ESTATE ROSE D MORTON, late of
Thomaston deceased Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Virgil H Mor
ton of Thomaston, or some other suita
ble person be appointed Admr . without

Gay new writing paper—with your name—

Specially Priced

RYTEX POLKA
Printed Stationery

,

As fresh az a sea breeze!

A New Stationery—discreetly
gay and smartly colorful. The il
lustration tells the story!—White
polka dots on a band of blue,
brown, green, or orchid—wtth
your name and address, or Mono
grams printed in colors to match.

50 DOUBLE SHEETS

50 ENVELOPES
SPECIAL

FOB AUGUST ANO SEPTEMBER ONLY!

Postage 10c Extra

We have 23 other styles lo pick from.
( all In and aae sue oomplele line of samples.

SARAH J JAMESON late of Union,
deoeaaed Will an Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that thr same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
The other way: makes every day
Testamentary Issue to Prank R Jameson
of
Union he being the Executor named
seem like a week ... no fun . . .
ln .aid Will, without bond
lots of sweating ... no saving.
SARAH E SMITH late of Vinalhaven
deceased Will and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that the same may be'
proved and a: lowed and that letters Tex- I
We're still a summer store even
1 tamentary Issue to Frank A Smith of 1 Advertisement* ta this column not to
though we ran talk and show fall
Vinalhaven he being the Executor exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
__ ..
u WUl.
wa.. without
-a—aae aaaa.
centa. three times for 50 cents Addlnamed
in «..
said
bond
clothes ... for summer is still here
LOUISE BACHELDER let, of Union ‘‘’“L''?*
BLACK and tan female fox hound
and won't leave until October 1st.
deoeaaed Will end Petition for Probate i?.
thrM
■“ words lost. Any one seeing dog notify J I.
thereof a&klng that the same mey he m*** * lln>'___________________________ NEWBERT 33 Elm St . Camden
96-100
prove end allowed end that Letters of
Administration
with
the
Will
annexed
be
—
at
, Issued to Frank E Gowdy of Lynn Mass ,
The 2-Piece Suits, $8, $12
or eome other suitable person with bond ,
FRANK A JOYCE, late of North *
The shady Underwear, $1
Legal Notices
Raven, deceased Will end Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
STATE OF MAINE
may be proved end allowed and that
POSITION wanted to do housework
The gauzy Hoae,
29c County of Knox, ss
Letters Testamentary leeue to Lucy E 21 ORIENT ST
92*991 WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
To the Honorable Justice of the Su Hopkins of North Havrn she being the
PICTURES of Penobacot Bay «team-:
the manufacturer and save? Also
perior Court next to be held at Rock Executrix named In said Will, without boats
wanted
for
loan
or
purchase
wood at the mill from 91 ih>_ Delivery
land. within and Jor said County of bond
The washable Slacks,
PHONE 466
«SS Rockland
extra L. A PACKARD. R F.D . ThomWrite
Box
268
or
PHONK
Knox, on the first Tuesday of Nov . A D
CHARLES CLIFFORD SMITH late of
95-tf
96*100 fcAton
$1.50, $2.00 1933 .
Rockland deceased
Will and Petition
Margaret Reid of Rockland In the 1 for Probate thereof, asking that the
MAID wanted for general housework
SMALL PIO6 for aale. $4 50 each al.ao
County of Knox and State of Maine re-' samr may be proved and allowed and MRS F A TIRRELL 100 Beech 6t ahoau FRANK A. KIMBALL. 397 Old
represents that abe waa law-i that Letters Testamentary issue to Elsie Tel 1138___________________________ 97-tf County road Tel 321-W________ 99-101
Straw Hats,
half price spectfully
fully married to Virgil Reid at Rock E Smith of Rockland she being the
WOMAN wishes position a* house
A WORK HORSE nine years old. for
land aforesaid on the eighth day of July ' Rxecutrlx named In said 111. without keeper
for adult* only
State wages. aale. weight 1500 Good worker single
A D 1928. that they lived together aa ' bond
Write
M . care The Courier-Oaaette
.
White Shoes
or double OTTO MICHELSON. Cuahlng
husband and wife at aald Rockland from
■STATE EDGAR L DAOOETT late of
•101
96*100
tune of their aald marriage until ; Union,
S5.S0 and 86.50 Value, reduced to the
deceased
First and final ac
YOUNO FINNISH girl wanMd for genthe sixteenth day of October A D j count
filed
for
allowance
by
William
F
FIVB-BURNBR
oil
etove
with
builteral houvwork the first or aecond week
1928. that your Ubellant has alwaya
tn September
MRS A W FOBS 11 in oven for aale. practically new Priced
conducted heraelf towards her aald hus- i Hatch of Washington Exr
$3.95, $4.95
cheap
HENRY
MARR
Warren
ESTATE
OWEN
P
LYONS.
late
of
Beech 8t
99*lt
band aa a faithful, true and affection- I
99*101
deceased
Final account
ate wife, that on the sixteenth day of Vinalhaven
STAR KINBO. Clarion and Olcnwood-----------------------------------------------------------October. A D 1928. the said Virgil Reid filed for allowance by Mary Z Daniels. ranges
Light Summer Suits
wanted
Also
small
parlor
wood
WORK HORSE Jor sale. 1300 lbs wgt .
utterly dexerted your Ubellant without Admx
Pranklln Moves C E OROTTON sound and clever
L E DAVIS. East
cause and went to parte unknown to I ESTATE LUKE R BREWSTER late of and
138 Camden 6t Tel. 1214-M
99-101 Union Tel 13-32.
99*101
$15.00, $16.50
her. since which time she has never, Rockland, deceased
Petition for Per
HOV8EKBEPER for amall 'family
seen or heard from him. or received I petual care of Burial Lot presented by
TWO H D Motorcyclea. 1926. $35.
Must be dependable earnest, 1929. $40 Oood shape
from him any support; that said utter , Oeorge A Brewster of Rockland. Exr. * wanted
Caah only.
References required
Write Write GERALD EATON Deer laic. M»
desertion has continued for three oonESTATE MAURCE H AND PHYLLIS E capable
secutlve years prior to the filing ot this CARLETON of Rockport
99*101
Petition for or apply at CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
96*100
libel, that hla realdencr Is unknown to license to sell aertaln Real Estate, situ
your Ubellant and cannot be aacer- ' ated tn wld Rockport, and fully de
NEW MILCH Ouernsey cow for aale.
JUNE GRADUATE from Portland
talned by reasonable diligence; that scribed ln said Petition presented by I School of Commerce willing to do office ROBERT LIND8TEDT North Cuahlnk
there la no collusion between your Ubel Ethel A Carleton ot Rockport. Odn
96*100
work for experience MISS IDA M
lant and the said Virgil Reid to obtain '
ESTATE DAVID L SMITH AND EMILY WINCTHENBAC^l West Waldoboro Me
HARVEYS hot dog cart for aale
a divorce
98
e
100
Doing a good buwlnem
Apply CLEVE
Wherefore she prays that a dlvoice < J SMITH of Columbus. Ohio Petition ,
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
I WOULD Uke to buy an old Packard. LAND HARVEY 116 South Main 8t
may be decreed .between her and the : for License to sell certain Real Estate
99-101
said Virgil Reid for cause above tet i situated tn Rockland and fully de Peerleaa or Marmon with motor ln good
scribed in said Petition, presented by condition Wish to uae for power pur
. forth
i
FOR
SALEWe
buy
Preato
Heavy
PreEunice
Estelle
Smith.
Columbus.
Ohio,
pose*
alone
Body
and
rubber
imma

—
Dated at Rockland. Maine
this
aerve Jara by the carload therefore, thia
terial M E SIMMONS. 1ft Oranlte _
Bt
twenty-sixth day of June. A D 1935
i guardian
97*99
extraordinary
low
price
pints
83c
doz.
WARREN
Ro-kiand
ESTATE
MARION
8
SIDES
of
Cam

, I
MARGARET RETD
-—r ''
' •
■
quarts 93c doa. two quart* $1 33 dor
den Petition for License to sell certain
STATE OF MAINE
WE
“
rh
j»
r
‘
he
.n.nufacturcrs
n*me
Real E-tate. situated tn Rockport, and pianoe
ss
June 96th. 1935
Dt RFEF FURNITURE CO., 261 which Insures their high
hlirh quality
utislltv and
The annual baseball garrtc ar«e- Knox,
Subscribed and sworn to before mrI fully describe In said Petition present Main St Tel 450.
92-tf long wear Presto Red Jar Rings lapretts and Spears versus the Robin-' this twenty-alath dav of June A D 1935 ed by Annie J Oardlner of Rockport. I
rvcd by Oood Housekeeping) 6 doz.
guardian
FRANK A TIRRELL JR
gong, wju be played at 6 tonight
Presto Jar Lifters no scalds—no
Notary Public.
ESTATE WILBUR B CARLETON, of
burns) 25c each
Pure Cider Vinegar
STATE UF MAINE
Rockport Petition for License to sell
27c
gal
Mixed Spices for pickling 10c
Saturday at the local diamond.
IL. 8 I
certain Real Estate and iuvrat proceeds,
r jar STOVER IEED MANUFACTURKnox.
83
Clerks
Office
Superior
Court
said Beal Estate situated In Rockport,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cook and
<3 CO . 888 Park St . Rockland. Maine
In Vacation
and fully described In aald Petition, pre
Phone 1200
97-99
daughter Eleanor returned Thurs
Rockland Aug 15. A D I IPS
sented by Madolln C Hanscom of
Upon the foregoing label Ordered Rockport Trustee under the will of
RESIDENCE (or sale. 105 Limerock St.
day to Mansfield. Mass., alter being That
LADIES
—
Reliable
hair
goods
at
Rock

the Libellant give notice to seld Amanda 6 Carleton, late of said Rock
99-101
land Hair store. 24 Elm 8t Mall orders Apply DAN MUNRO
guests of Mr and Mrs. Fred Wyllie. virji; Reid o. Rorkland. Maine to ap port. deceased
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
pear before our Superior Court to be
KITCHEN tables and white Iron bed
RALPH
S
WENTWORTH
late
of
82-tf stead cheap 120 LIMEROCK ST
Miss Virginia Wyllie accompanied holden at Rockland, within and for 1 Rockport, deceased Will and Petition
97*tf
the County of Knox on the fleet Tuea- i for Probate thereof asking that thr
DRESSMAKING AND REMODELINO
them for a week's visit.
TWO apartments at 21 Talbot Ave ,
day of November A D 1935. by pub- i same may be proved and allowed and R L ROSS 25 Oak St upstairs
9T9B
one furnished; one unfurnished TEL
’ an attested copy of -aid Libel I
Mr and Mrs. Irvllle Sipear and Ushln
Testamentary Issue to
MEN'S AND WOMENS Wearing Ap 8-R
ORFF S CORNER
98-103
and i£la order thereon three weeks auc- , that JLetters
Wentworth of Rockport she parel MILLERS. 5 Pleasant St
95*107
and boys with decorated wagons, doll morning at 9 30.
' daughter Ruth of Woburn. Mass are ceeslvely In The Courier-Gazette a news Mary
TYPEWRITERS and Adding Machines,
being the Executrix named ln said Will,
paper
printed
in
Rockland
in
our
Coun

LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for all makes, for sale, to let. repaired
without bond
carriages. «d pets, are especially in- - -- —
---=
Mr. and Mrs. A E Earle of Miburn visiting relatives here,
ty of Knox, the last publication to be [
and delivered. Satisfaction guaranteed Terms or 20 per cent caah dis MAINE
vited by the committee and will have I Members of Grace Chapter O ES were guests last weekend of Percy, Mrs Mansfield Robinson had as thirty days at least prior to said first' ESTATE SAMUEL G REDMOND, late CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel 781. Rock- SPECIALTY
CO , Rockland Phone 144
Tuesday of November neat, that he may of Madison. N J deceased Flrxt and
82-tf
99-101
their particular place in the parade W|jj meet at the Masonic hall Sunday | Ludwig. On return thev were accom-! gUest Wednesday. Mrs. Clara Camp- there and then ,ln our said court ap- i final account filed for allowance by land
KEYS!
KRYS!
KEYS!
Keys
made
to
TO SETTLE ESTATE, for sale eight
pear and show cause, If any he have, Margaret E F Redmond Dorothy R
This is an outstanding part of the at j 30 t0 attend the funeral of Mrs panied bv Charles Ludwig who has beU of
order
Krys
made
to
Ot
all
locks
when
J
on
ex
and
William
F.
Redmond.
2nd.
om
furnished
house,
watrr.
lights,
why the prayer of said Libellant should
original keys are lost Houae. Offloe ot barn, acre land On route 1. Rockport.
Executors
been guest of his brother for several
and Mrg R j Bowler of not be granted
day's pleasure and always contributes Bowd0in Lermond
Code books provide key* for all <1500 BOX 184. Yarmouth. Me
98*103
ARTHUR CHAPMAN
MARY A LEADBETTR late of North C*r
locks without botber. Bclxsors and
greatly to thc success of the Fair
j The annual picnic of Grace weeks
Justice of tbe Superior Court
| Haven, deceased Will and Petition for Knives
Waterville were visitors Tuesday at
PICKLING CUCUMBERS
potatoes,
sharpened
Promot
service.
Rea

Probate thereof, asking that the same
I
carrots beans lor sale. LEVI BERRY
Mr. and Mrs Elwin L. Ingalls of chapter O££ will be held Sunday
Mr and Mrs Vernon Meyer and the home of Mr and Mrs Henry V. ILA Strue
copy of the Libel and Order may be proved and allowed and that sonable prices. CRIE hARDWARE CO.. Tel 519-M or 769-W
99*101
82-tf
Letter* Testamentary Issue to Ruth M Main St . Rockland Tel. 791
Burlington. Vt., were guests of Mrs. gept j at the home cf Mr and Mrs. Floyd Mever parsed last Saturday and Starrett. Callers at the Starrett of the Court thereon
UPRIGHT player' piano and caoinet
Attest MILTON rM GRIFFIN Clerk
Beverage of North Haven, she being the
NOTICE: Seizure No 12 (District No
Edward Robinson from Sunday un-! A p Alien in Lincolnville. Those Sunday with their parents Mr and jjOme [ha» day were (Miss Alice Bird
99-100R103 I Executrix named ln said WUl. without 16031) described as one Ford Coupe. oak finish, excellent condition. Inquire
97*99
Model 1935. Engine and Serial No 18-159 16 BROAD ST
bond.
til Wednesday. Mr Ingalls ts State , desiring transportation will piea;e Mrs. Henry Meyer at their summer, and
0{ Gardiner,
opened Lowe Oakes in Anderson's ESTATE CHARLES A WALLACE, late of (and one kit of tools), operated Just
PULLETS lor sale, about 40 Rhode
south
of
Lincolnville
Beach.
Maine.
July
leader of Boys' and Girls' Club In 1 notify Mrs Elinor Clark or William home here.
i .Recent guests of Rev. and Mrs. Woods.
Frlendahlp. deceased
Petition for ad
Island Reds Ready to lay. also aome
ministration. asking that Nellie B Wal 24th. 1935 by John Mattatall. and Arthur broilers. HENRY MARR. Warren.
Vermont.
] Gilchrist, chairman of the transporJ W Gilbert, who has been visiting Howard A. Welch were Mrs Savrina
Included in the exhibit sponsored lace of Frlendahlp or some other suita Grotton; any person claiming this coupe
99*101
must file claim and give bond at
Mrs Lutie Weston and Mrs. Hattie 1 tation CommL.ee and Thursday all friends here, returned Monday to Johnson and son Carl Johnson of by the Congregational Ladies' Circle ble person be appointed Admx . without Customs
HOUSE and lot for sale, electric lights,
Office at Rockland Maine, within
bond.
twenty days from Aug 6th. 1965. other payment plan 3300 , 86 per month V F
Hastings entertained at Westacres. j car-owners with extra seats are re South Union.
ESTATE MARIA H OLOVER late of wise the goods will be forfeited to the STUDLEY J283
Brooklyn who are spending the scheduled for next Wednesday will
-----‘ 1154 95-tf
Main "
St Tel.
Camden deceased First and final Ac United States Oovernment Seizure No
South Cushing Wedncsdgy. Mrs E quested to notify committee on or be
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale on
Mr. and Mrs Percy Elwell and Rob summer at Owl's Head.
he fans, beaded bags, spreads, glass count filed for allowance by Irving D 13. (District No 10OS3) described a* one
Pleasant St and Camden road. Rock
U. Curtis. Mrs. Annie Willey, Mrs. fore Thursday. Those not solicited ert and Shirley Elwell of Unity were
gallon of Foreign Alcohol. Brand un port, electric lights, garage, garden
Mrs. Gladys Rogers, former pro and pictures. An interesting affair Olover of Brockton, Mass . Exr
ESTATE EDWIN O LUDWIG, late of known. and three pint* of contraband F. C. ROBINSON. Union St., Rockport.
Ella Dunn. Mrs James Creighton. take sweets. If stormy, picnic will be guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Al prietress of Aunt Lydias’ Tavern has is promised the public.
Rockland, deceased First and final Ac Whiskey, seized from Ford Coupe de
92*103
count filed for allowance by Ethel L. scribed In 8elzure No 12. operated by
Mrs G Matthews and Miss Jessie held the next fair Sunday.
bert Elwell.
THE Charles R. Richardson house lo
Ludwig. Admx
John Mattatall. and Arthur Orotton.
Miss
Ruth
Blodgett
and
Kate
at 81 Park St. has been listed with
Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Douglass of
ESTATE ELLEN R HALL, late of Rock Just south of Lincolnville Beach. Maine. cated
to sell. This ls one of the outstand
land deceased
First and final Ac July 24th. 1935; any person claiming this me
Samuel Lewis of Brookline. Mass., Huntley of New York are at the Lowell. Mass., arc visiting Mr. and
The price ls
Alcohol and Whiskey must file claim ing homes ln Rockland
count
filed
for
allowance
by
Oeorge
W
and give bond at Customs Office at consistent with present day conditions
will arrive today to visit his aunt. Blodgett homestead Knox street.
Hall. Amr
Mrs. Vellis Weaver.
Ask to see this beautiful home FREE
Rockland.
Matne.
within
twenty
days
Mrs. Lawrence Cross and family
Witness. MEI.ZER T CRAWFORD. Es lrom Aug 6th. 1935. otherwise the goods MAN S YOUNO. 163 Main St. Rockland.
Miss Mary J. Watts.
Mrs Jennie Sawyer returned to
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox Win be forfeited to the United States Me Tel 766.1
97-99
Miss Genevieve Bradlec left Sat who have been guests of Mrs. Salem N. H . last Saturday after a
County. Rockland. Maine.
Oovernment.
THE AMOS FISKE home with acre of
Attest:
JOHN H. DOOLEY.
urday for Swampscott. Mass., where Georgia Robinson this week, arc few days' visit with Miss Enah and
land,
one
mile
from
Rockland
on
Owl's
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
94-T-100
Collector of Customs.
Head road House has six rooms ln good
leaving today for Holden. Mass. Mrs.
she will visit relatives.
repair, with fine view of bay Price and
Ruth Orff.
Legal Notice
terms from owner, or address FISKE.
Mr and Mrs Harry Shibles and Robinson accompanied them and I
4t*****«<w*»*-**«*l
Courier-Oazette
g8-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Russell and
NOTICE 05’ FORECLOSVRE
daughter Barbara of Needham. will visit relatives in Andover, Mass. daughter Betty of Broad Cove were
DRY slab wood lor sale Sawed $1 ft.
Whereas Loulne E. Heal of Camden.
Mr and Mrs. Ellis O. Copeland
cord 85. long slabs, cord »4
ALFRED
County of Knox and State of Maine, by
Mass., arc at Capt. Alton Chadwick's
callers Sunday at Kenneth Elwell's.
4 DAVIS. 8 Lovejoy St Tel 56-W 97*99
er mortgage deed dated the fourth day
visited relatives in Bremen recently.
for two weeks.
it
***.***********£
f October. 1921. and recorded In the
REG. YEARLNG Guernsey bull and a
Mr. and Mrs Myron Hutchins are
Knox County Registry of Deeds Book 1S9.
Otto Adams of New York city is
Mrs. Nelson Thompson of Dor
SHORE COTTAGE to let, Orescent 3-year-old Cheviot ram (hls gets are
page 304. conveyed to Allen Spear of
entertaining
relatives
from
Massa

mostly
twins) for aale or exchange Will
furnished, running water, flush,
said Camden, a certain parcel of real Beach,
chester. Mass., is visiting In town I the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Amo
Tel 1006-W exchange for grade yearling heifer or
chusetts.
estate situated ln Camden ln the County lights. RALPH W1OOIN
cow
freshening
In the fall ROSE HILL
I
Laine.
Rockland.
97-99
for a few days.
of Knox and bounded as follows:
FARM, Owls Head. Me
Tel. 341-R
Mrs. Amber Childs has beautiful
A
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
land,
with
ON
THE
sea
shore
cottage
farm
house
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel
W
Lewis
of
94Mrs. Elizabeth Turner spent
the buildings thereon, situated In said and camp to let
E V SHEA
Tel
gardens
which
are
a
delight
to
lovers
LAROE lot of land and four room
Camden, between Mechanic and Pearl 356-11. Rockland, or address. South
Thursday at Hupper's Island as Brookline, are weekend guests of
Btreets. east of Park Street, or on Thomaston.
9-101 house for sale, with cellar, electric lights
of flowers. Visitors are always wel
I Miss ,M. J. Watts. Knox street.
and water; double garage, payment plan
Maple Street, bounded and described as
guest of Mrs. Ryah Bryant.
COTTAOE. Seagull, at Crescent Beach, *1000; 815 per month. V. F STUDLEY,
come
and
it
is
well
worth
one
’s
time
follows,
to
wit:
Beginning
at
the
south

Mrs. R R. Robbins, daughter
to lat; modern Improvements Price 283 Main St. Tel 1154_____________ 95-tf
Mrs. Lutie Weston, Mrs. Hattie
westerly
corner
of
land
mortgaged
by
RALPH SMITH 53 Broad
to see Mrs Childs' display.
said I»ulne E Heal to Clara R Spear. reasonable
DRY fitted soft wood for sale. $3 50
Hastings, Mrs Blanche Vose. Mrs. Ruth and son Reddlngton, who have
99-101
Oct 9. 1895; thence 6. 72 deg W. four St Tel 464-M
at house; dry fitted hard wood 66; dryMr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Cross
of
Rox

been
in
New
York
for
several
weeks,
(4)
rods
to
stake
and
stones;
thence
N
COTTAOE to let at Ingraham Hill cord wood 84.50 Delivered extra Also
Florence Gardiner and Chummy
19?4 deg W. to land of John Moody after Bept. 1. lights, water. Tel. 784 10000 ft. of pine lumber suitable for
bury. Mass., are at their summer
Linnell were guests Thursday of Mrs. are at their home on Gleason street.
(formerly); thence 8 79U deg E., Write P O BOX 139
96-101 roofs and boarding boards. 825 planed
, home for a few weeks.
bounded
by said Moooy land four 14) rods
Mrs.
Robbins
has
as
guests,
her
sisLloyd Benner in Brunswick.
COTTAOE at Spruce Head for rent, and delivered Phone 43-11 or write M
and twenty (20) links to northwesterly cheap
97*99
for
remainder
of
season.
Six W PAYSON. Warren. Me
Several from here attended the
Carroll Foster has rented an j ter Mrs. Estelle Crlbley and daughcorner of land mortgaged to said Clara rooms completely furnished convenient,
R Spear: thence 8 1H, deg E. bounded good well water, firewood, in quiet loca
concert
by'the
Lincoln
County
Choral
apartment in thc home of Mrs. Abbie | ter of South Portland.
by sal Clara R Spear land about ten (10) tion. Write or Inquire of R B SPEAR. M**‘**’*****',w'W'w,w,***»*lt
Safety Authorities Hope That Many Lives Will Be Saved hy
rods, to the place of beginning
Stetson. Knox street.
j Mrs. Georgie Robinson gave a Club Mondav evening in the Baptist
97tf
Also another certain lot or parcel of Spruce Head Island, Me
Warning Tags Placed on All Cqrage Doors
♦
COTTAOE AT SPRUCE HEAD, for rent.
land situated In said Crimen, adjoining
Miss Bertie Campbell of Jamaica card party Wednesday evening in Church.
the above described lot. being said lot In qulett location. Just thoroughly reno
♦
honor
of
her
guest.
Mrs.
Lawrence
Plain is visiting Mrs E. E. Cottam.
mortgaged to Clara R Gpear as afore vated. completely furnished, good well
"Stop the toll of deaths fropi
With the endorsement and aid
said. hounded and describe os follows, water. 150 yards from shore, reasonable
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Cross. Prizes were won by Mrs.
carbon monoxide." has been the of many state and municipal po
Beechwoods street.
FIVE-ROOM apartment with bath to
to wit: Beginning at t..e southeasterly rent Available August 13 Inquire R B
urgent plea of health authorities, lice department*, the crusaders
89-tf let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W
corner of land of John M. Ferren: thence SPEAR. Spruce Head. Me.
Miss Hilda P. George who has been Robert Adams and Miss Eliza ^hit93-tf
slate
safety
officials
and
civic
arc
giving
wide
publication
to
a
S.
27'j
deg
E.
four
141
rods
and
twelve
Late results—Rockport 6. South
(12) links to stake and atone* ln line of
spending several weeks with her ney.
groups ever since statistics assem new explanation of highway acci
TENEMENT of five rooms to let. with
land
formerly
of
F
P
Eastman;
thence
Thomaston
0;
South
Thomaston
8.
garage
80
MASONIC
ST.
Tel.
299-W.
Mrs. O. F. Cushing is entertaining
bled four years ago revealed (he dents. It is now the belief of
brother, Donald P. George and Mrs.
S. 72 deg W . about ten (10) rods, to
92-tf
alarming number of annual victims. traffid authorities that thc effects
stake and stones; thence N. 19’i deg.
George, went Friday to Boston and her sister. Miss Mildred Garland and Pirates 7.
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
W . about ten (10) rods to stake and
To curb the still increasing fa of carbon monoxide gas arr
The
Standing
MASONIC ST
99*101
stones; thence 8. 79!* deg E., by land
will later sail from San Francisco t friend of Jamaica Plain. Mass,
talities from this poison, IO.OO0 greatly responsible for loss of
formerly of John Moody and land of
PC.
L
W
SMALL apartment to let, modern con
for Honolulu.
I Donations of cooked food and
crusaders will contact motorists control hy drivers—that a large
said Ferren, about ten and one-half
veniences.
MRS
A
H
JONES,
5
Talbot
857
2
(10‘,i) rods to the place of beginning;
this month—calling attention lo number of last year's 1,000,000
Ave Tel. 576_____________________97*99
Mrs. Putnam of 'Newton Centre sandwiches for the booths at the Rockport .......... 12
and whereas I. the undersigned, the own
.667
5
the dangers of automobile exhaust highway injuries could have been
Cement Co........... 10
A FARM tor*let. priced right to re
er of said mortgage by descent from
and Mrs. Moran of Portland called Region Fair will be much apprcci- j
fumes and outlining the simple avoided if all engines were prop
sponsible party Will hire tenant to cut
.600
9
6
Allen Spear; and whereas the condition of
So. Thomaston
and
start out wood. TEL. 842 Thom
Thursday on Mrs. Clara Williams. ! atedprecautions that should be taken. erly adjusted. As an incentive to
said mortgage has been broken:
.462
7
i P.ratcs ............. 6
aston
98-100
Now. therefore by reason of the breach
Special effort will be made to post motorists to make sure of their
The little cart now on exhibition )
of the condition thereof I claim a fore
.214
AT Ingraham Hill new seven room
11
Battery F
a warning sticker on thc interior own cars, thc safety canvasser*
closure
of
said
mortgage.
house to let. Fine view of Bay Elec
in the window of R. W. Walsh's store,
o, all garage doors. These tags are distributing a card entitling
.200
12
Warren
CLARA R. SPEAR
tricity. Tel. 1162-R MARTIN LEONARn
STATE OF MAINE
carry tbe safety message “Keep holders to a free carbon monoxide
and the doll and doll's carriage at
__________
97*99-tf
County of Knox. as.
This Door Open” and remind the test on the Power Prover The
LARGE pleasant front room to let;
the store of Edgar Ames, are to lie
Sunday's games—South Thomaston
rcom\
Subscribed and sworn to before me
driver that running the motor in machine is the one used by sever,
upstairs.
Caii
at
25
OAK
ST.
97*99
this second day of August. 1835
sold by ticket for the benefit of the
at Cement Plant: Pirates at Rockport
a closed garage can lead to as state governments in carbon monNotarial
Z M DWINAL
TENEMENT at 52 Summer St. ModSeal.
Notary Public.
i ern Improvements. MRS. A C MCLOON,
(2 games).
phyxiation within a short time,
oxide research,
—
Legion Fail.
33 Grove St. Tel. 253-M.
92-tf
93-S-W

Family Reunions
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lo Everybody’s Column

n*
♦
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♦ Summer Cottage*
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better
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A NOTABLE <X)NCERT

®SOC* E'TY
In addition to peraonal notea regard
L. O. Bartlett of Augusta who has
ing departuiea and arrival!, thia depart
ment especially deelret Information ot been visiting hls brother. Perley N.
eoclal happening! partlea. mualcala. etc Bartlett, left Thursday for Wash
Motet sent by mall or telephone will be

gladly received
TELEPHONE--------------------- nt or 7M

ing. where he will make a short j
visit before returning home.

Major Julia C. Stimson of Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Harold N. Hanscom j
ington. D. Cm is expected to arrive return to Boston today after a week's
Tuesday to be guest of Mr. and Mrs. slay in Friendship.
Oeorge B. Wood, Talbot avenue. A
portion of her visit will be spent at
Dudley Wolfe was a visitor at
Coopers Beach.
Warrenton yesterday, making the
trip to and from Boston ln a char
Miss Kitty McLaughlin was ln Bel tered plane.
fast yesterday to attend funeral
services for thc late Oeorge Harriman
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Trull and
daughters Esther and Marie of
Charity Club had luncheon Thurs Milton. Mass.. have been guests of
day at the Oeorge-Jane-B-'chard tea Miss Etta O'Brien for a few days,
li
_____
room ln Belfast.
Miss Peggy Burke of Dorchester,
Mr and Mrs. S. T. Constantine anc) Mass, ls the guest of Miss Jane Wil
their guest. Mrs John Keen of son for a lew weeks.
Quincy. Ma.‘.s . motored to Watervillei
Mrs. Mary L. Vorce of Cambridge.
Thursday to visit MLss Orace Cun
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Jennie
ningham at Lake Messalonskee.
Allen WUson.
Rev. O. O Bruce. D. D. and Mrs
Brief visitors in the city Thursday
Bruce of Iowa are guests of Mrs
Margaret Rackliffe, Berkley street. were Mrs. William Rogers Chapman
and her two sisters, enroute from
The Emanon Club met Friday at their Bethel home to Bar Harbor
the cottage of Mrs. E. OB Oonla, for a visit with friends. It was Mrs.
Crescent Beach
Chapman’s first time in Rockland
since the death of Dr. Chapman, and
Barbara Derry left this morning for It was a great pleasure to her again
a week's visit with Miss Rose Bird in t to meet, if only briefly, some of hls
Bridgeport. Oonn.
j long-time iRockland friends.

LUCIEN K. GREEN

Af

Featuring

August Sale of
Dependable Furs
A Complete Stock From Which To Make a Selection

LAPIN COATS........... ft....................... $49.50 and up
MUSKRAT COATS................................. 124.50 andup
RACCOON COATS................................... 159.50 andup
PANTHER COATS ............................. 97.50and up
HUDSON SEAL (seal dyed muskrat)........... 164.50
BLACK AND BROWN CARACULS
of choicest quality
Also Leopard Cat. Grey Squirrel, Mendoza Beavers,
Otters, in the newest models

SPECIAL!
A Beautiful

RUSSIAN SABLE TWO SKIN SCARF
$159.50
Your Inspection Invited
Thirty-five years of Fur experience assures you of
guaranteed satisfaction

LUCIEN K. GREEN
16 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 541
MU

FRIENDSHIP

IN THE OPEN
Norman C. Tice

Mrs Myron Mank and daughter
Lucille of Rockland were recent
guests of Mrs Monk's parents. Mr
and Mrs Albion Wotton.

Rockland Breakwater

Outstanding in the summer fea
tures of entertainment in this section
is the concert to be given at the Cam
den Opera House Aug 23, at 8 30, in
which Josef Lhevinne. one of the
greatest pianists of all times, and hls
gifted wife. Roslna will be heard as
sisted by Irra Petina, mezzo-soprano
of the Metropolitan Opera Company
Joining forces with these artists will
be Lea Luboshutz, violinist; Felix
•almond 'cellist; Alice Challfoux.
harpist. and Boris Ooldow'ky. pianist,
brilliant artists who have given of
their talent on previous occasions.
The Camden Rotary Club and Cam
den-Rockport Lions Club are direct
ing the activity, from which the pro
ceeds will go for charitable purposes,
such as the Community Hospital. Re
Carman. Mrs 8heridan W. Scott, Mrs L. Buck. Mrs J Scott Fowler, Mrs.
lief Association. District Nurse, etc.
(By Zenette Halil
John R Nelson. Mrs Justin M. Uf
Unquestionably such a group of art
Rockland Breakwater. Aug. 17.— Lindsey M. Hall. Mrs. Charles W Ba
ists has never before been assembled Many delightful parties were given ker, Mrs Karl W. Corby. Mrs Stanley flnger and Mrs. James W. Fawcett.
ln this part of the country tn one this week in addition to the regular
concert and it goes without saying schedule of social activities.
that the demand for seats will be un
• • • •
precedented
Mr. and Mrs. Justin M Ufflnger of
Summit, N. J., gave a contract and!
SWAN’S ISLAND
supper party in the cocktail lounge I
last evening and among the New1
Work started Wednesday on the Yorkers attending were Mrs Oeorge J
new State road.
R Westerfleld. Mr and Mrs Leonard i
Capt Elden Colbath has employ
L. Hill. Mr and Mrs Charles W Ba
ment yachting.
LIMEROCK ST.,
AMERICAN LEGION BLDG.
ker. (Mrs William J. Sloane. Miss j
Mrs Margery White of Massachu
Sarah I. Harrison. Mrs Frederick E '
setts is guest of her sister. Mrs Hester
Ballard. Mr and Mrs Howard W Al-1
FYeethy
Mrs Laura Stinson is spending a bro. Mrs A. E. Carman. Mrs Alfred |
Ommcn and Mr and Mrs Albert Haufew days on the mainland
Mr and Mrs. Oardlner B Joyce of stetter. Also the Misses Letitia and
Portland are visiting Mrs. Edith Frances Pearson. Mrs. John A Coch
ran. Mr. and Mrs. Dean C. Osborne. ;
Staples.
Mrs Nellie Corbett of Portland is Mrs. James Fawcett., the Misses Anna
• •
j j
a visitor at the home of friends and and Florence Logan. Mrs Louis Roun- ■
relaU„, ln Atlantlc
tree. Mr. and Mrs. Watson H. Cald- j
Miss Leola Barbour of Portland ls well and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph K !
pas'ing a vacation at Rose Hill Farm. Smith of Brooklyn. Mrs. Stanley L.l
Mrs Annie Trask of Rockland ls Buck. Frank Buck. Mr. and Mrs. Ber- I
visiting her son. Cleveland Trask. nard W Wtlmsen, Mrs. George Mont
She is accompanied by her grand gomery and Mrs William R Collins ,
NEXT WEEK
of Philadelphia. Mr and Mrs. Karl
daughter. Miss Harriet Clark.
Mrs Russell Mercier of Bucksport W. Corby of Washington. Vincent [
and Mrs Milo Clark of Stonington 8chenck and Mr. and Mrs. J. C
are with their mother Mrs Lilia Throckmorton of Jersey City. Mrs '
Lindsey Hall of Grantwood. N. J.. Mrs I
Moulden
Mr and Mrs Charles Sprague of William R Riddell and Wilfred James I

A DEPENDABLE
CLEANING SERVICE

I cross the fields which are gay with
Mrs Vernon Morse ot Ban Diego.
goldenrod and clusters of black eyed Cal., is visiting her brother Riley
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith had as| Mrs. Fannie Crockett of StoningBradford.
guests Wednesday Mr and Mrs. * ton is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Susans and enter a wood road that
Dr. and Mrs F H. Richardson and
leads through the pines. The wind-,
Oeorge Creighton of East Milton, i Alvra W. Oregory. Camden street.
daughter
Eleanor who have been
Mass and Mr. and Mrs E. P. Jones 1
------ing path ls thickly carpeted with pine
guests of Dr Richardson's aunt. Mrs.
------I Mr and Mrs. Frank B. Nichols of
needles of several year's deposit and
Isaac Poland, are at their cottage at
Mrs A. 8. Littlefield had the Con-' Bath were among the many dlstlnthe fragrant covering ls punctuated by Marblehead and from there will re
tract Club for dessert bridge Thurs-, guished guests who on Thursday
day. out of town guests being Mrs visited thc Penobscot Bay antique the red berry clusters of the dwarf turn to Medford. Mass
Mrs 'Jennie Hall and daughter Mrs
Mary Newell of New York. Mass C loan exhibition.
cornel. The perfumed flowers of the
H. Weymouth of Fishervllle. Mass
shin leaf can be found under the trees, Raymond Root and children of Wash
and Mrs. E. W. Ewing of Stoughton
An always welcome morning and spreading patches of princess ington. D. C.. have arrived at their
Ma.^achusctts are soending a vaca of Toronto. 'Mrs. Oeorge 8now of j
Mass
caller at the newspaper office, was pine, now in blossom, are growing be summer home here.
Mrs Carrie Morse who has been tion at the home of Mr and Mrs Bert Providence. Mrs. Victor Woolley of I
-------i Henry Patterson White, editor and
side the trail.
Wilmington and Mr and Mrs Oscar
Rev. and Mrs. Corwin H Olds and' owner of the Franklin Journal of
guest of her daughter Mrs Wardell Smith in Minturn
I
A chickadee heralds my approach
children and their guest. Miss Bar Farmington, who with Mrs. White
MacFarland for several weeks, has
The Methodist Church fair and Pciper of Rochester. N Y.
and follows for some distance. I can
• • • •
rows of Toronto, were at Bar Harbor had made a brief run-over from their .
.
. . returned to the home of her daughln
“*11
yesterday for Maine Visitors' Day.
ter
W»Wo
MacFarland
tn
South
“
M"
the
superbision
of
Laura
8tinMr
and
Mrs.
L. R Rounds and Mr
home to visit the antique exposition, the distance and a cedar waxwing
Bristol
j«an, Nlna Sprague. Ruth Moulden; and Mrs L C Wilmarth of New York j
and incidentally to make a brief visit flutters past.
Mrs. Nellie Shibles entertained
Those who attended the concert at committee on Ice cream. Elizabeth motored up from Kennebunkport yes- j
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Thurs
As a pass over an elevation of land 1
friends from Orono Thursday at the
the Baptist Church in Waldoboro Morse; grabs. Irma Morse. Leila terday and visited the 8amoset en- J
ton.
in the trail I discover the Indian pipe 1
fancy work. Sadie route to Bar Harbor. Mr. Rounds is I
cottage of Mrs. A. R. Havener, at
Monday evening presented by the Lin Stockbridge;
rearing its ghostiy stems.
Oross.
Winnie
Newman; miscellane First Deputy Oovernor of the Federal
Crerccnt Beach.
coln County Choral Club directed bj
Miss Katherine Jordan and Miss
A mother flicker with her brood of
ous. Josie Conary; fancy food. Lucy Reserve.
Mr
Heiser
were
Mrs
Randall
Oondon.
Frances Marsh have returned from five are out on a foraging expedition.
Smith. Sella Hart; candy. Ella Masse,
Oeorge Oould and son Robert. Mrs.
«•« •
Bath where they visited Frances’ At her urgent call they fly noisily Mrs. Rufus Condon. Mr and Mrs. Phyllis Staples.
Maud Oould and Mrs Lou Ingraham,
Mr. and Mrs J. Scott fowler ol ,
Myron
Neal.
Mrs.
Josephine
Lawry
of Portland, arrive tomorrow to be grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward away. In the dim aisle of the piney > and daughter. Eda. Mrs Oertrude
Philadelphia are entertaining Mr and
cathedral the hermit thrush ls calling
guests of Miss Letta Skinner. Mrs Thornton.
Oliver. Miss Betty Winchenpaw. Mrs. Mrs Ella Cook. Mrs Hattie Wotton Mrs William S. Peace of Shangarry. j
It is a sweet and thrilling song and 1
Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw. Mrs. Sue Rydal. Pa at the Flume cottage over
Goukf and young Robert will visit
SSS Club had picnic supper at a cheerful one. I scout away from
Wotton and Mrs. Carrie MacFarland. the weekend.
relatives ln East Union for two weeks.
Chester Sinunons. Mrs Evelyn Rand.
Crockett's Beach Wednesday.
the winter wood road and discover
• • • •
Mrs Ingraham visiting her sister.
Llewellyn Oliver. Mr and Mrs Dal
the
hidden
songster.
He
is
sitting
on
Mrs James C. Throckmorton of Jer
Miss Skinner, for that period.
ton
Wotton
and
niece
Miss
Frances
!
Mrs. Fred Gregory entertained a low branch of a pine tree. I get
MON.-TUES.
sey City gave a contract bridge and
Wednesday’ Club at a house party at close enough to observe his bright Scott, Mrs. Mamie Wotton. Chester
tea at the Samoset on Thursday for I
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes had as guests
the cottage of Mrs. Hattie Davis. Ash eyes and mottled breast and marvel Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Win
HIOHITIPPINO
friends in both the hotel and cottage
Wednesday at her cottage at Holiday
Point, Wednesday and Thursday. at the vibrations of the tiny throat chenpaw.
Beach Mrs. Herman Payson and five
colonies.
Mr. and Mrs Myron Neal and family
Present were Mrs Davies. Mr. and that emits such melody. A length I
A musical romance
• • • •
children of Ingraham Hill.
Mrs. Arthur Smith and daughter am discovered and the bird flies away visited relatives in Rumford recently.
that kicks the lid off
Mrs Dorothy McBurney of Phila
Miss Com>tance Wellman has em
Nathalie, of Portland. Mr. and Mrs in the underbrush and disappears.
of Gay Paree and
delphia arrived yesterday to visit her j
T Club had picnic supper at Oak
Austin Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
ployment at Squirrel Island.
sends it sailing over
father. Frank Buck, for the remainder
I
take
the
trail
through
the
low
land Park Thursday.
Packard and granddaughter, of Rock land. In the damp hollow’s the yel
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Poland with
the Eiffel Tower!
of the season. She has Just returned
Thc Auxiliary to Anderson Camp port. Mrs. Alice Gregory of Olencove, low loosetripe makes a pretty flower their hbuse guests Mr. and Mrs
from a cruise to the North Cape.
• • • *
will have a public card party Tues Mrs Irving Elwell and Mrs Blaisdell. bed. The sun pierces the dense foli Charles Walker and daughter Phyllis j
oi
Medford.
Mass.,
motored
Wednes

Mayor
Frank
Hague of Jersey City
day at 7 :30 at Orand Army hall with
age and the path Is crossed and re
Mr and Mrs. Harold Barrett crossed by alternate bands of golden day to Bar Harbor where they spent
and Mrs. Hague, accompanied by their
Mrs. Gladys Thomas. Mrs. Velma
daughter, Miss Betty Ann Hague, mo
Marsh and Mrs S. ”-'en Paladino (Florence Knight» are spending the sunshine and purple shadow. In the the day.
Chester Brown called recently on
week with Mrs. Barrett's mother, Mrs. mossy carpet the creeping dalibarda
tored from Mt. Klneo at Moosehead
in charge
hts grandmother Mrs Prancena Ben
Alice Knight.
Lake and visited at the Samoset
shows strawberry-like blossoms.
Charles
Aylward.
Mrs.
Olive
• • • •
Now I am in a woodland cathedral. nett at Spruce Head.
Dearden and daughter Ruth, of
Over 80 guests played in the Bingo
Mrs. Elden Cook Is in Warren for a
Guests of Mr. and Mrs M F. Love The tall trees almost shut out the
Wirtthrop Mass, are vi'fting Mrs. joy at Crawford Lake have been Mrs
games Thursday evening for the bene
sunlight. In places it punctuates the few days' stay.
Jennie Aylward.
Mrs. Roscoe 8immons, daughter
fit of Knox Hospital.
MacKinnon, son Francis, and daugh branches and paints patches of color
• • • •
ters Normena. Mary and Margery, of upon the brown carpet-like stained Oeneva and son Leland. Mrs. Alta
A swimming meet will be held on
Mrs. George Snow motored to Topsham. On their return they were
Coates of Thomaston and Mr. and
glass. The amphitheatre ls cool and
Tuesday at the Samoset outdoor
Portland yesterday to meet h»r hus accompanied by Mrs Jack Gatti
Mrs. Maurice Simmons of Long Island
dim The chickadees appear to be fol
swimming pool for the children of
band, Major Snow, flying from (Avis Lovejoy) for a visit.
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
lowing me for they are chattering
the hotel and cottage colonists.
Trinidad and Miami to come to Rock
Mrs.
Alden
Lawry.
outside the rustic door. A veery sings
• •% •
land for a vacation.
Mrs. Janie Williams and daughters
Mr. and Mrs Bertram Keene and in the distance. He is the feathered
Mrs. Dean C. Osborne of Brooklyn
Ella and Margaret visited friends In
i entertained Wednesday afternoon at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. White of daughter Beverley have returned to soloist of this woodland temple. I
Portland several days recently.
their
home
in
Bloomfield.
N.
J.
They
walk
down
the
aisle
that
is
bordered
Farmington, and -Mrs
E.
W.
1 a bridge and tea in honor of their
Mr and Mrs. Bills Lawry were
Mulholland and Mbs Mary Mulhol were accompanied by Mrs. Chauncey by the trunks of tall trees.
house guests, Mrs. Oscar Pciper of
visitors
last
Saturday
at
the
home
of
I come to a previous winter's woodland. of Los Angeles, arc weekend eene. North Malh street, who will
Rochester
and Mrs. James M. Fawcett
Mr and Mrs Fred Pitcher in Damari
guests of Mr, and Mrs. A. T. Thurs remain for a brief visit.
plle. The grasshoppers are singing on
of Brooklyn, at the Megunticook
a
a
___
\.?_a
A Foromo^nf Pitlvf with | Country Club at Camden Thc guests
ton, their visit being timed to attend
either side and the hermit thrush's scotta.
Wentworth Bradford of Massachu- ■
M AEY\\ EUIS j included Mrs David iF. Manning. Mrs.
the Penobscot Bav Antique Loan
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney J. Goding of song comes musically from the dim
setts is visiting his uncle, Riley Brad-,
Exhibition at Camden.
Portland have announced the mar distance. I cross the open slash and
O Tenney. Mrs. John A Coch
TOIUO URMIMM) Oeorge
riage of their daughter. Lucille, to climbing a low brush fence I step into forjl.
ran,
Mrs.
Joseph K. Smith. Mrs.
Mr and Mrs Charles Walker and
Sidney P Brown of Springfield Charles Francis Ames, Aug. 5, at the pasture and follow a well worn
IDA lUfINO j Frances C. Jackson. Mrs Oeorge R
daughter
Phyllis
of
Medford.
Mass,
Mass., has been visiting Gcyorge Portland. Mr and Mrs. Ames will pathway. It is the way home and
LYNNE OVERMAN j Wcsterferfleld. Mrs Howard W. Albro,
are guests of Mrs Walker s aunt. Mrs !
Directed bx lawn Milestone
Adams.
be at home after Sept. 1st at 23 the end of the trail.
Mrs. Leonard L. Hill. Mrs. Albert
Isaac Poland.
Spring street, Malden. Mass. The
j
Haustetter. Mrs. Frederick Ballard.
TCDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall W. Stevens
Mr and Mrs. Orris Cook were Rock
bride has been a member of the
WEST WASHINGTON
GEO. O BRIEN in
| Mrs. Alfred E. Ommen. Mrs. Louis G
(Eleanor Reed) who have been at thc
land
visitors
Monday.
Rockland High School faculty, teach
“HARD BOCK
Rountree, the Misses Letitia and
Reed cottage, at Northport, for two
Leonard Stetson, daughter Helen.
Mrs. Harold Marston and daugh
HARRIGAN"
ing French, for the past few years
j Frances Pearson, Mrs. Watson H
and
son
Edwin
and
granddaughter
J
weeks, return to New Brunswick, N.
Her work was marked by keen un ter Bertha and friend from New York
Caldwell. Mrs. George Montgomery,
CCMING NEXT WEEK
J., today.
derstanding of her subject and her have returned after a visit with Mrs. Gay of Thomaston called at the home
the Misses Anna and Florence Logan,
(In Personl
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Clayton
Oliver
Sun

resignation last spring was received Katie Kennedy.
Mrs. George Littlefield has re
I Miss Sarah I. Harrison. Mrs. A. E.
JOHNNY MARVIN
Mr and Mrs. Walter Withee arc day and visited Mr. Stetson's grand
with regret. Through school con
lumed to Bangor after vLslting Mr
The
Lonesome
Singer
of
thr
Air
children
Rachel
and
Leonard
C.
receiving congratulations on the
and Mrs. E. A. Dean and her brother, tacts and by the charm of her own
Raymond Watson, at The Highlands, tonality she surrounded herself birth. Aug. 12 of a son who has been Stetson.
DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW
Miss Cjn-rissa Jameson. Miss Rachel
with many friends during her Rock named Oeorge Arthur. Mrs Wood
with
Stetson and Miss Frances Cook were
DR. R. L STRATTON
Miss Eleanor Wlnchenbaugh cele land sojourn, friends who are hasten bury of Jefferson is caring for mother
guests
Thursday
of
Miss
Geneva
Children's Work a bpecialty
and child.
brated her 17th birthday Thursday ing to express their good wishes.
Offlre Hours 8.00 to 5.30
Tel. 611-M
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and Simmons at Forest Lake A picnic
Telephone 409
evening by entertaining 22 guests at’
420 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. MF..
lunch was eaten on the shore and a Matinee 2 00; Evening 6.45, 8.45
family
of
Razorville
were
callers
Sun

87-tf
the new Wlnchenbaugh cottage at SOUTHWEST HARBOR
happy day passed.
day on the Ridge.
Spruce Point, Picnic supper, music
Mrs.
Alexander
8mlth
of
East
Miss Evelyn Wellman is enjoying
The annual summer sale of the
and games combined to make the
Braintree. Mass,, is visiting her
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
occasion most enjoyable. Miss Win- Methodist Ladies' Aid held on the a two weeks’ vacation with her sister.
mother Mrs Emma Morton.
Trundy
’
lawn
last
Thursday,
was
a
Mrs.
Perley
Brooker
of
Millinocket.
chenbaugh was remembered with
The Baptist Ladies Circle will serve
Miss Frances Marr of Razorville
many gifts. Guests were Margaret financial success.
a public supper Tuesday at the K. of
Miss
Corinne
Martin
and
niece
and
Miss
Marion
Hibbert
were
recent
Hall of Connecticut, Gerald Black.
Vivian and Marian Mullen. Shirley Loreta Martin of Van Buren who visitors at the home of Mildred P. hall at 5:30.
The Methodist Ladies tAid went
Blackington. Shirley Barbour Doro have been guests o’ their brother and Turner.
IN ALL OUR DEPARTMENTS
"over the top" on its supper served
uncle.
Edward
Martin
returned
home
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perley
Brooker
and
thy Vose. Alice Hapworth, Arrtold
.
Mr Brooker's mother were weekend at the vestry Wednesday evening
Sttmson. Herbert Poland. Donald Sunday.
ON
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Well when the sum of $39 was netted. Com
Gross, Helen Korplnen. Raynold
mittee:
Mrs.
Gertrude
Oliver.
Mrs.
man.
Treneer. Helen Young. Elmer New
Mr. and Mrs. George Miller of Genie Simmons and Mrs. Lovinia
man, Helenamae Mahoney, Eleanor
Stickney's Corner were callers Mon Whitney. In the afternoon a fair
Spear. Howard Crockett, Katherine
day evening on their daughter, Mrs. benefitted the Aid by a considerable
Snow. Victor Johnson and Howard
sum Serving on this committee were
E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I
Virginia Bowman.
Lowell.

CASH & CARRY PRICES

Dresses
Suits
Coats
BEAUTIFULLY DRY CLEANED AND
PRESSED

49c
“CARRY AND SAVE’’
Large scale production by the biggest cleaning organi
zation in the state makes there prices possible

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
It's Torrid!

It's Tropi^cal! Il s a

Wusi cal

S»

MAO THE AOS
E22

. SUMMER MERCHANDISE

e

a I

Wave!

Meet All Thtte
Famous Scan

IN

PRRK6

GENERAL MARKDOWN

H

PAT

O'BBIEN

DOLORES DEL RIO
Edw. Evaratt HORTON

GLENDA FARRELL
LEO CARRILLO
Tha DE

MARCOS

4

Arini
Modoaol
Flchue

100 * of Girls ln Song
Spactaclaa
NOW FLAYING
"Ml RI»EK MAN"
with

SPENCER TRACY
VIRGINIA BRUCE

rhone 892
Shows:
Mat. 2.00: Evf. 6 4$, 8.45.
Cont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

Every-Other-Day
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WHY NOT TAX CATS?

People You Should Know
□□□□ FOUR STAR FOLKS

★★★★

Applclop Woman Strongly

Favors It—A Collar and
Bell, Also
Editor of The Courler-Oazette;—

(Copyright 1935—11 y Claude Most—Reproduction in dny H’ay Forbidden)

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF
KNOX COUNTY, MAINE

And What Can Be Had Out
Of It Among the Birds Of
Our Neighborhood
Editor of The Courler-Gaaette

If

What a pleasant feeling of satis

every cat ln town catches one song

faction, on Saturday noon, to put

Here Is a problem for you.

By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer

AUGUST WEEKEND

bird every 24 hours, and that ia a

By Edward Kalloch Gould. Stale Historian of Maine

our desk to rights, turn the key ln

Author of “Major-Oeneral Hiram G Berry." "British and Tory Maraud
very small percentage of the actual
ers on the Penobscot," "8tormlng the Hdlghts. Maine's Embattled Farmers at
number caught, how many will that
Castine ln the Revolution." "Revolutionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox
and has never yet caught up with wonder It's the "handy store." amount to in a week, and cats work
A. C. Mi LOON
County. Maine, and Theu Descendants" (Ms.i. "Colonel Mason Wheaton.
"Stubby's" first engine grew on a
**** tt *piiINK AND ACT" llls sleep. He says he should have
Sundays as well as week days?
Revolutionary Officer and Captain of Industry."
Christmas tree planted ln hls parWhat wt uld our beautiful summer
FOREWORD
three most Important words we ster house when 12 Instead of ac- ents parlor. Tliat's why everyone
be like without the song of birds?
These papers contain a rich .tore not only of personal, but of war history;
know, and today we are wrapping ceptlng hls first quarter. Mr. Kaler came to know him along the old
them around A. C. McLoon, a chief has been four years In business; I Lime Rock as engineer for 20 years We are so accustomed to them we do detached statements and broken fragments, to be sure, but none the less
in the four-star crowd This story- fond of the radio and quite a turner- | Captain Prank Smith paid him hls not realise, or take a thought, but interesting and real. They tell us ln the very words of the actors In that war
like the people ln "The Birds ol of Concord. I-exingU 1. and Bunker Hill; of the siege of Boston, of Ticonde
isn't so easy to write, because "A. C." inner, turning tlie dial to those first dollar for helping on the boat,
roga and Crown Point, of Monmouth. White Plains, of Trenton and Valley
Kllllngworth". we are deserving of Forge; of the battles ol Saratoga and Yorktown and the surrenders of Bursays there Isn't anything to write programs he favors on short waves; Carrie Arnold Oray was discovered
being eaten up by bugs and crawl goyne and Cornwallis; of the gallant, but ill-starred attacks on Quebec, and
about, so If you'll multiply what we eats raisins out of bread; can sleep In a Rockland rose garden; taught
ing things hanging from every the sufferings of the retreat from the frozen north. In Justice to my associ
say by 100. maybe we'll get some- with lights burning; like a Maine school for years; always looking out
branch overhead, and branch naked ates ln the Sons of the American Revolution, I feel that they should get tha
where. The Central Ice Company. Central train, smokes a lot and, for the youngsters; they both park
benefit of their generous financial outlay by having at least the sketches of
of verdure, if we make no effort to the Revolutionary Pensioners published, and they are offered herewith.
Rockland Motor Company . Texas Oil choo s; flash, scoop and a couple j all their troubles at the doorway
protect our birds.
Company and American Lobster of exclamation points ! ! as he can , when they go to see their favorite
CHAPTER XXIV.
Who or what will work for us from
Company are all backed by one name eat a chocolate cake each day of the movie. Some day the Oreat NnrlhEliphaz Healey, (ContinuedI
account of having too much property
dawn till dusk, week ln and week
lu this Rockland home-base—"Me- month; owner of two pair shoes; em Is going to zip them to the PaMeantime the troops completed a but the ixnslon was later restored
out. and neither exact nor expect
Loon." The American Lobster Co has giggle worth listening to; and ‘ clflc Ocean and the Southern
one whit ln return? Birds do Just strong work at Lambs' Dam in Rox and fixed at $80 per annum.
of which he Is president Is the big- hia outstanding qualification Is that Pacific bring them back to the AtHeath died Feb 8. 1841, and hls
that and bi addition, furnish us with bury and mounted with four 18
gest thing of Its kind In Maine, home he holds friends as tight as an lantic, and were going to have the
the sweetest of music and all free pounders Sept 18. 1775, a cannon widow. Abigail Heath, applied for a
of tlie world's best lobsters, with a octopus..................................................... band out to welcome them at every
as the air they breathe, until a cat shot from the lines on Boston neck pension. April 8. 1853. giving her
prominent Boston branch. Mr. MePhone 68 and ask: How long has stop. They deserve music, Joy and
stops
their tiny heartbeat and the went through the guard house at residence as Chester. N. H She was
Loon became commission agent for 'he devoted making electricity run | sunshine for all the kindness they
married to Heath March 25. 1821 at
I
song
Is
stilled. Night prowling cats Roxbury.
have passed on to otheis
the Texas Company when Texaco ' down the wires?
Not contented with this desultory Vinalhaven. It appears that about
do
Inestimable
harm
to
bird
life
Phone 907-W and ask: How long
first came to Maine. 26 years ago.
cannonading on the 23d. the British 1833 that Heath removed to Chester
have they given the neighborhood a Just as the dawn Is breaking the
Knox. Lincoln and Waldo Counties KARL B. ROSS
twitters and cheeps of awakening directed 106 cannon and mortors where he lived until hls death ln
"Handy
Store?*
all know those snappy red McLoon ***|
iZAlil. B Ross. Is the
tiny life betray their nesting places against the works at Roxbury, but 1841.
Texaco Oil tank trucks; and three
IX "Baby Milk Man" of
The date of his coming to North
to the prowler and they are so help evidently they were poor artillerist
tank boats Including the fine new Rockland. He has gained this dls- CARL WORK
as no damage was done. However, Island by which North Haven, was
less and a’ his mercy
24.000 gallon freighter, cover the tinction because he seUs no milk or ****
'T’HE success of the acDogs are taxed and It is right during a brisk cannonade. Oct 6 an then called, is not known. His lot
coast from Boothbay to Eastport. cream to any person that Is not per
1 commodatlng A. & P. they should be. They must be American lost an arm. and in return was later known as the Thurston
Texaco wins friends, enthuses them. fectly suited for infants. Mr. Ross store. 462 Main street, ot which Carl
collared and that Is right also. If an 18 pound shot went through the farm He lived at North Haven a
and holds them, with its uniform knows their delicate systems de-j vt'ork is tlie enjoyable-to-know
found running at large, chasing wild gateway at the British line as their few years and then removed to
quality. You can get it in every mand strengthening food, and that Manager, has been built upon their
Chester. He was a man of intelli
life, their owners are warned and guard was marching out.
state In the Union It meets every a why hls pure milk answers this guarantee that prices must be the I
Midst these stir ing scenes of war gence anJ a devout church member
that too. is as It should be. present
requirement Texaco's “quick start" problem. You may be the hardest lowest, consistent with quality—and
company not excepted. But what Eliphaz Healey served with fidelity, At one time he was a land suveyor. 1
qualifications and general goodness, person in the world to please but the •their modern system of cash mer
about cats? Why should they not and after eight months and II days
Robert Henderson
set all the others trying to match writer knows that If the Oaxside chandising They keep no books;
be taxed as well as dogs? Why service. h.» was discharged Jail 1.
Robert Henderson of Cushing, was
It. "A C.” first commenced to "start Dairy looks after your milk and have no bad debts—and you get the
shouldn't their owners be obliged to 1776. and went to his home in Attle
a seaman on the sloop Industry em
something " in Rockland; initial cream wants you will be perfectly benefit. The store has "Oood
collar anl bell them, and thus give boro. Alter his return home to
ployed on the Penobscot expedition
business venture brought him $130 satisfied. "Karl" rattled the scales Housekeeping" written all over it.
Attleboro.
Mass,
he
there
enlisted
the parent birds at least a slight
to drive the British from Castine.
for two weeks work in the hay fields; a moe over eight pounds first ln clerks are the highest type Rockchance In the daytime? Are they again in the same Company and
This sloop was used as a transport
always liked to monkey around ma- Rockland. He day labored ln the ,and boy, and ouldo each olher
not doing harm running at large Regiment They marched to Rhode
for troops and supplies, and was
chlnery; could match the umpire hay field as a farmhand for Senator [n friendly courtesy. A. A P.
when they will destroy numberless Island and served there three
burned with the other American
calling a strike; has more golf sticks Gardner for hls ' first collateral, products are put up in their own
coveys of partridge ln a season, as months and then the Regiment
vessels after the defeat, to prevent
than time to use them; never craved He's had measles and little rheuma- splendid factories, under extreme
well as ccuntless numbers of song marched to New York, where Eliphaz
its falling into British hands.
ballyhoo; as real as the tides; as tarn but never had any hobbies and sanitation with scientific care at
birds, in spite of the frantic and continued service five months more
I He was married to Jane Young
keen as a new edge: at home with u what we would call a home man. every' operation. They're a human
unavailing efforts of the mother bird and was then discharged and walked
and resided at Pleasant Point. Cuah
prince or pauper; hasn t a “high- There Is always a song ln hls heart organization; give their folks vacahome to Attleboro.
to protect her young?
lng and was drowned June 3. 1812,
hat" cell in hls body. Big shot in and throat; very seldom sends post- tions with pay; their self-supportBut his restless and patriotic spirit
More cats, fewer birds; more tnaged 56 yeari. He Is buried ln the
politics but hates to admit it. State cards from vacation trips; admits lng Managers Association pay halfsects. more money spent for insec still urged him on. and resting a few
8enator. Representative of State he's fond of apple pie; has 27 of ^ary a-hen the fellows are sick or
Pleasant Point cemetery and hls
ticides to combat them, are a few of days at h's homo, he again enlisted
Legislature, member of State Com finest cows; doubt it if you want to,
hard luck, and this organization the undesirable results attendant on Dec 1776 in Capt. Stephen Richard grave had a Revolutionary marker
mlttee. chairman of County Commit but honestly it’s true that he don’t cheerfully helps on community
(ln 1930i
son's Company Col Carpenters
bird-killing cats.
*
’To be continued)
tee. Republican, of course, and twice smoke; don't throw gravel at others; needs.
It's fun shopping here;
Massachusetts Regiment which was
Annie M Ripley
mayor, are only a few of the things not an excuse-maker; loves to tinker I everything nicely displayed and every
stationed at Howlands ferry in
South Appleton. Aug. 5
that have kept him busy. He never ar0Und the house with dull lawn food under the sun that s enjoyable
Rhode Island, where he served three
was told about it—but an executive mowers, broken locks and whatnot; (o eat. "Carl" is a work-er by name
MAINE FAl’NA SURVEY
months. It may have been during
conference held Just before he was doesn't like paper towels but likes and by nature. First "work" Job
this term of service or the one follow
A. B. Crocker
bom. checked him into the "Four papernapkins; and never goes started in New Hampshire, when his Uncle Sam Will Be .Asked For Moaey
ing that Eliphaz was engaged ln a
Btar" column........................................... ; around shOwing off his grief but
gave One cent to swear, and
With Which To Make It
severe battle ln a Row Galley at
Phoneand ask: How many gal- ' puU rainbows around our shoulders. his mother made him carry in an
Ye Editor recently Issued a ukase,
Rhode Island. There were 14 men
Ions ot Texaco does he distribute a
The State Inland Fish and Game
Phone 167-12 and ask: How many armload of wood every time he
in the boat, and seven of the number or on ultimatum, to us, namely "Be
year?
years has he sold milk and cream, earned a cenb—so he quit the job department and the Maine State were killed, and the remainder were brief." or ln the vernacular. "Make
•
j both wholesale and retail?
Playing the trumpet Is hls long , Planning Board seek a federal works all wounded except Eliphaz and one It snappy." Tliat's all right by me
administration
financed
MAY V. TRUSCOTT
•
suit; in charge of a territory out of’ progress
other man. He was discharged ln It saves time, labor, ink. paper, and
survey
of
the
Fauna
of
Maine,
par
**** T’HE Invigorating tang SHIRLE4 BARBOl R
Portland before becoming manager
March. 1777. and walked to hls home wear on the mind and fountain pen.
I disreniember whether lt was II
* o f s a 1 t breezes; ; 4k*** UgWEFT-TOOTH Head- of 'The Brook" A. A P. store. Bet ticularly those species classed as ln Attleboro.
•ibest food you ever ate" served in
Duce or Sunny Jim Farley who shot
quarters
is our “slngln' ln the rain" is a favorite game, predators and furbearers.
A bid for approximately $38,000 to
old-time country dining room, and name for the popular Barbour Con— slunt Of ba. and helping youngHere he remained several months this one into the air one day, “Vent,
genuine. friendly hospitality dis- fectionery. 594 Main street, and if sters
have fun................................... carry on the survey for one year
and then again enlisted hj August vldi, vicl." Brief and snappy. Just
pensed all at the same time—doesn't. you knew how patrons come back
Phone 6076 and ask: How many will be submitted Jointly by the two 1777, under Capt. Wilmont In Oen. imagine the Roving Reporter, after
that appeal? If you're looking for again and again, you would ap- pounds of their "3 coffees" does this state departments. Fish and Game
Sullivans Rhode Island campaign, having paid a visit to the Old Bay
Commissioner Oeorge J. Stoble said
some new place to go. lt solves your predate the significance of that store sell a week?
serving three months and was dis Slate; gazing upon Plymouth Rock:
Monday.
problems. because the spot Is the title. Candy Is a food of value to
and eating a whole blueberry pie:
charged it. October of that year. He
The application for WPA funds
100-year-old land mark. Owl's Head the human system, because it helps CLIFFORD E. HERRICK
had served as a Sergeant 22 months then returning to the place from
points out that Maine's recreation
Inn. When Mrs. May V. Truscott supply us with the energy we burn
whence he came, sitting down to his
**★* MO where is the trend al industry amounts to $100,000,000 and 11 days. During this term he
took over this old favorite, she re up so rapidly, and what could be
trusty
typewriter, and with one
1 ’ of progress more evi
was engaged in the battle of Fort >
annually, with hunting and fish- I
decorated. installed baths, electric nicer than a real benefit and a real
finger,
typing
those famous words
dent than ln the trucking business
Washington. New York. He was
lng making up one of the biggest
lights, an artesian well, and now Joy all wrapped up In one package?
Fleets of high-powered. (Efficiently
also In the battle at White Plains. 1 tn English, "I came, I saw, I con
single factors ln that Industry.
folks come from Quebec. Chicago, That's what you'll find here at
quered."
manned trucks annihilate space and
"In view of the increasing num- > and participated in the battle at
even California to relax, dress as Shirley Barbour's busy store, but
As a preface, I used 134 words,
Ume. delivering goods from your
Rhode Island resulting ln Gen.
bers of sportsmen and the encroach- ,
they , please, fish In the deep sea. that’s not all. Shirley has the clganearly
one-half of the 300 allotted
door to the man who bought them.
ment of civilization upon wild lands, Sullivan's retreat.
pitch horseshoes, ibuild back nerve I rette. cigar and tobacco you like
me
No slops. No delays, and we're ex
He came to Thomaston, ln 1780.
with its inevitable resulting decreas- ,
energy, and Mrs. Truscott believes ' best; also he's head man ln the
The Saturday afternoon being
tending a welcome today to the new es of game, the application said, “it! Here again he answered the call to
the finest people on earth come to | freezer department serving R-Own
clear.
I got underway for Castle
owner of the H. A H Express Com
service and enlisted as a Private in
becomes necessary to conserve our1
Owl's Head Inn. She never looks I Ice Cream, made in Rockland. Has
Island, where I found the wind East
pany. 234 Limerock street, to our
Capt
Isaac
Washburn's
Company
of
for food bargains; supervises every 1 stocked all kinds of things that you
existing supply of game, and to pro"People You Should Know" crowd
Massachusetts guards. March 11. and quite cool. I found a seat on the
pogate additional supplies.
plate that goes into her dining room; enjoy, and there's a welcome In the
1781. and was discharged April 11, bench ln the sun. At my right there
for years catered for the Traveling I doorway waiting for every one who Clifford E. Herrick took over this
’Tn order that Intelligent plans
well known service with a lot of
1781. This Company was stationed were three Daughters of Erin, and
Men's Organization-men who really stops.
§waps Island Is wher?.l
enc(f
baclcground. may be made for the control of
at my left four daughters of a LltUe
game. It Is necessary to know what at Thomaston.
know food, and her chicken , and Shirley was swept in bright and 1
hl. ___
Bit of Heaven, while I was cast as
formerly had hls own trucking ex
Eliphaz
Healey
and
hls
brother
we have on hand and how conditions
shore dinners are something to early one morning on a high tide;
"Abie
’s Irish Rose." One elderly
press from Rockland down east;
may effect any introduced stock. The Welcome Healey, came from Attle lady was telling her companions the
write home about. Bridge parties sold the Courier for hls first pocket
protects all cargo with insurance;
completion of this proposed survey boro ln 1780, and bought ln connect- points of Interest, viz., Oovemor’s
are always reserving her private ' money; knows all the smooth dance
never promises what he can't do. and
tion with hls brother-in-law, N.
floors
ana
snappy
orchestras
for
will furnish a firm foundation of
dining room; she plans your lunch
his word is relied upon by every one
Woodcock, the J. Alexander lot at Island was Fort Warren; Boston
facts upon which to build a system
eons, and your session there is one miles around—and all the good
he serves. He picks up and delivers
Oyster
River, but settled west of the Light was ln our view, but according
of game msnagement. without which
“big time.” Flowers, magazines, dancers, too. Likes to hop in the
to Boston, and from Portland. New
Meadows.
He was a cordwainer to our narrator, lt was not, as lt
that part of our recreational struc
comfy chairs, settees, fireplace, car and just keep driving. You
couldn't be seen; Power Horn Hill,
Hampshire, east to Bluehill, Me.
ture that Is based upon hunting and while tn Attleboro but took up farm Chelsea, was Nahant, etc.
music, are all as enjoyable as they don’t have to spend a lot of money
General freight and merchandise is
ing
after
his
removal
to
Thomaston.
1 fishing is sure to collapse.”
sound. “May" opened her sky blue to stop at Barbour's, but you can't
I wanted to tell our friend the
the big end of the business, but if
He was married to Lucy Robinson
The survey was expected to be
eyes first In Worcester in her help enjoying the stop. Never fusses
truth. “It Is better not to know so
you have a special express job in
March
25,
1778,
at
Attleboro.
He
made by 299 persons, including 10
Daddy's hotel. Loves a game of about his food; hates holes in his
mind, ask him about rates and serv
died Oct. 10, 1833, and is buried in much than lt Is to know so much that
field supervisors, 15 field men and
bridge; always sees an aristocratic pockets; can take a joke as well as
Isn't so." They knew their steamers,
ice. He’ll surprise you with facts on
, 100 game wardens, with the field the Tolman cemetery In Rockland.
Pekingese. She attracts smiles like make one and everyone seems to
both. "Cliff' made his first snow I labor costing about $25,000 of the Maine, and his grave has a Revolu the cargo "boats, could not be pas
a magnet—then radiates them all feel happier when Shirley Is around.
fort in Brooklln, Me. Earned a
tionary marker (in 1930). He was senger boats for they had no port
Find out for us; When did he open
I project’s total bill.
over the place. Here's her welcome
holes. Oui friend knew port holes,
whole
quarter
one
Christmas
day
a
Revolutionary pensioner.
to home folks and visitors, too— this well-liked business?
evidently
came steerage."
shooting a partridge with his new
Lucy Healey hls widow at the time
•’Come and see us at Owl's Head
The steamer Boston for New York
gun—and gunning has been his best
she applied for a widow's pension,
CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
Inn."..................................................... IRVIN J. GRAY
went out Just as the ICunard 8. 6.
fun ever since. He places the Odd
Sept. 10. 1838. was 80 years old.
YOU MAY BE NEXT!
Phone 837-21 and ask: How long **** I F you want a good slant
Scythia
came up the channel. "Ships
Fellows next to Heaven in his ad
•
Richard Heath
has she been making people happy I
1 on our friendly citizen, miration and has a way of appreci
that pass ln the night, and speak to
GRAND PRIZE—$15 00
here?
Richard Heath of Vinalhaven, was each other ln passing." Ships that
Irvin J. Gray, who operates the ating real folks, wherever he finds
PRIZES GIVEN EACH ISSUE
born ln 1741 at Harpswell. In his pass in the daytime also apeak to
"Handy Store" at 6 Broad street, them. Here's a man you can de
FIRST PRIZE—$2 CO
SECOND PRIZE-$1 00
application for pension dated April each other In passing. I saw, be
just follow what I'm writing—then pend upon, who is progressive and
BERNARD
KALER
•
29. 1818, he gives his age as 56 years fore I heard, the Scythia whlsUe,
HIS moment I'm going ' re-read it. When you are through prompt, and who will gladly co-oper
RULES
to plunge in a few | you will have learned many things ate in anything that’s good for this
Each issue there will appear differ and hls residence Vinalhaven. He "I am going to starboard," and the
lines about Bernard Kaler, 56 ■ about-this genial resident, who was home crowd.............................................. ent paragraphs in this paper bringing enlisted ln February, 1777, ln Haverlll Boston's reply, “OK.” as she kept
out distinctive features of Rockland Mass., In Capt. Moses Greenleaf’s to the right of the channel.
Pleasant street, because he was never J never known to be a “wet blanket"
Phone 629 and ask: When did he
The Scythia was from New York
known to hedge, dodge, or sidestep when it came to doing something for become the owner of the H. A H. and vicinity Institutions, There is a Company 10th Massachusetts Regi
question In each story. The person
a friend in need. He's truly so alive J his community or his friends, and I
ment under Col. Frances and Col. to take on passengers for Cobh,
sending
in
the
most
correct
and
neat

| Express Co?
He continued in this Ireland, and Liverpool. Our friends
that he will never curl up like a I that "goes double" for Carrie Arnold
est answers to the questions will be Tupper.
given merchandise awards from your company until February 1780, when knew their Scythia, or as one put
dried apple. He is one chap who Gray, his inspiration! Their neigh- |
own home merchants each Issue. In he was discharged from the service
can "pack up his troublesin his old I borhood general store shines the i
lt, "John Bull's ship.” And so I
case of a duplicate, award will be giv
kit bag and smile.” He has made ! word "quality" out from every spot;
Share in the Four Star prizes
en each tying contestant. Winners at West Point, N. Y. He was ln the left the ladles from the “ould sod,"
given every issue of The Courierand answers published one week from battle of Saratoga at the capture of God bless em, and wended my way
the world a brighter and better place rightly labeled groceries; refreshing
Gazette. Write your letter to
date of story. The Judges' decision Burgoyne's Army. A pension was homeward, like the plowman, to
ln which to live by his electrical Ice cream and brinks; every favor
day.
wlll be final and Incontestable.
granted him but he was afterwards partake of the evening meal of the
work and radio repairs. "Bernard" ite neighborhood magazine and
Address Courier-Gazette Contest
dropped from the pension roll on rustics.
born
late
at
might
at
Rockland
newspaper;
smokes
and
candies--no
Editor.
was

THE SAUNTERER

C.

★★** y

1

the office door, and depart for camp.
Our way lies along the pleasant

countryside where the bamswallows

gather ln groups on the wires, or
skim low over the fields and water.
A kingbird resents our approach

from his perch on a fencepoet with a
nervous protest of staccato notes.

The swifts are flying high, so high

that they are almost Invisible, whloh
promises fine weather. Along the
dusty road the goldenrod is already
blooming, and while we love lta rich
treasure, yet lt brings an undertone
of sadness, for lt reminds us that
summer Is on the downhill slope. The
shallow coves of the stream are
lovely with plckerell weed and ar
rowhead.
Arrived at camp we refresh our
selves with a leisurely swim and sun
bath on the float, while the cedar
waxwings are busy above us from
their perches in the tops of the
tallest tree* They are ln fine felUe
and their beady notes fall pleasantly
with the lazy charm of the warm
afternoon, as they launch out over
us for the dragonflies and wheel
back. It Is surprising to aee the ease
with which such a dainty bird swal
lows at one gulp a dragonfly with
Its wiry body and stiff wings
• • • •
How eagerly we make a tour of
Inspection to see what has happened
during the week
The redeyed
vireos have done with their dainty
grey cup of a nest suspended from
the fork of a beech limb beside the
kitchen door, but we hear them about
in the hlgii trees, busily feeding their
young, so busy in fact that "The
Preacher" seldom has time to dis
course to us on matters that he thot
so important earlier ln the season.
He peers about under the leaves,
searching for green worms which he
beats upon the branches before pass
ing them along to his offspring.
A family of songsparrows who
nested somewhere along the shore
come every afternoon to feed in the
shrubs oy the veranda. The young
sit in the bushes and call for food,
and the parents search the water
front for Insects, protesting with a
nasal "chimp" If we show too much
interest in their affairs. The family
Is grown enough now so they can
cast their responsibilities aside for a
moment at evening to mount the top
of a bush and sing their sweet
familiar song.
The hermit thrush, whose neat
nest of pine needles Is cunningly
hidden under the polypodies of a
neighboring boulder, has only one
ugly nestling to show for her three
lovely blue eggs; one egg Is still un
hatched in the nest, and an untimely
death overtook the other child; but
how anxiously she watches over that
one, protesting with a plaintive
"peent" as we approach.
a a a a

In an opening we sit for awhile to
rest at the top of a rocky hill over
looking the water. A flock of gulls
have come up to the fresh water to
sun themselves on the rocks ln the
shoals; a m.Ttle warbler alts on the
topmost spire of an evergreen,
alternately preening himself, and
dashing out after unwary Insects,
showing his lovely yellow patches.
Having a sense of weltbeing from the
son and food, be ever "ventures a
woodsy little trill, tho it is past his
season for singing. A hermit thrusn
steals into view, hesitates prudently,
and finally gains confidence to visit
the red cherry bush near us. A
gaudy redstart flits nervously from
the hemlock after files, and back
again. Perhaps he is the father of
the plnfeathery. stubtailed little one
that we found on the ground, look
ing too callow to be out of the nest
and calling Incessantly. Back ln the
dim aisles of the woods we hear the
peewee's plaintive "Pee-ee" as he
keeps watch from hls perch on some
exposed branch.
There is a sunny clearing we love
to visit, and we are drawn thither
by the pungent smell of a slow fire

burning deep Into a carpet of pine
needles that has been decades form
ing. Tills summer we have watched
a family of broadwinged hawks
perching on the dead limbs of tall
trees, in wait for their dinner, and
have come to listen for their shrill,
whistling scream. But they are no
more for we find a cottager with
three of them dangling from hls
hand; they have snatched the
fledglings from a nest which he has
been watching and he has taken
summary revenge. We have a look
at the birds and get a few feathers
to verify our Identification.
Passing a swamp we note that
there Is not a redwing to be seen,
not a scarlet epaulet flashing against
the green, nor a clear high whistle
to gladden the ear Consultation of
the camp log shows that tiiey had
disappeared this same week last year.
How little change there is in the
coming and going of the birds from
year to year, not more than a day
or Owo
A catbird mews at us from the
covert of the alders; he would make
us believe he Is angry with us, but
really he Is masking hls curiosity with
a show o( lndlgnatlop and shortly
he is quietly preening himself as we
talk to him.
• • • •

On the opposite side of the road
we tee a reddish sparrow slip quiet
ly from one covert to another, and
soon In the distance the swamp
sparrow proclaims himself tho hid
den from sight.
Farther on a throaty, scolding
chuck comes from the bushes as we
spproacn, and a Maryland yellowthroat finally peers out with pertly
tilted tail, surprisingly small for the
voice we heard a moment before.
A movement on the trunk of the
elm catches our eye, and we welcome
a glimpse of the black and white
creeper, walking indifferently around
or over. 01 under a limb, hls black
and white streaks making him very
Inconspicuous on the roughly cor
rugated bark of the tree.
The lovely hour before sunset Is
spent ln a sheltered cove across the
water, our boat drifting hither and
yon with the breeze, as we watch the
unsuspecting life about us. A large
family ot myrtle warblers are flitting
from one pine to another, Identify
ing themselves by their unmistak
able, Incisive “chip" even If we could
not see their brilliant yellow mark
ings.
A songsparrow alternately
feeds its young and mounts to some
bush to pour forth its nightly hymn.
The blackthroated green warblers
share the evergreens with pie
myrtles suspended on fluttering
wings as they pick a worm dff the
under side of a branch. A brown
creeper works his spiral way up the
trunk of a tree, his weak note al
most Inaudible. And finally the her
mit thrushes pour forth a benedic
tion to the close of a perfect day,
Camden, Aug. 16
OLD HOME ON THE RIDGE
I For The Courler-Oazette |
A century hu dragged Its length
in shadows lengthened "crou the floor;
A hundred yeara hu slipped behind
The panels of the old pine door.

The hinges creak like rusty locks
When winds sweep from the barren hills;
They whistle down the chimney gulf.
Or rattle windows on warped sills
The pot hangs on the blackened crane.

And here the youthful bride began
Her home. In this unsettled land.
And looked on wooded fields no man
Had ever tilled She heard the brook
Sing over stones near moss-grown banks.
Then by the chimney knelt, and took
Her husbands hand, and both gave
thanks
We look upon the memory
Of many years whose fragrance clings
T\> thia sweet spot. We ponder on
The varied songs the chimney sings
We look upon the memory
•
And read the record of past years
There carved In stone The cedars hide
The mounds of earth, and dewy tears
On junipers begem each branch
A robin calls from leafing trees.
For Spring hu come upon the RidgeLaden with Iliac Is the breeze
That sweeps the health of Memory.
Breathes through the room, then floats
away.
For In the History of Time,
The hundred years is but a day
Norman C. Tice.
Waldoboro, Me
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